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CHAPTER 1

A STUDY OF TRANSITION TO TERTIARY EDUCATION IN VICTORIA

Introduction

This is a study of the transition to tertiary education of young people in Victoria. The

aims of this study are:
(i) to describe the social and educational characteristics of those students who comm-

ence tertiary studies compared with those who do not;
Di) to develop a casual model of the transition from school to tertiary study;
OW to describe the manifest reasons students give for not accepting the opportunity of

tertiary study;
Most studies of transition to tertiary education focus on a single outcome variable.

This variable might be expectations of further study, a dichotomous indicator of whether

or not a person has ever attended college or university, or simply the number of years of
further education achieved. For a complete analysis of transition to tertiary study in
Australia, however, we believe that it is profitable to regard transition as a series of

discontinuities in the individual's educational history (Featherman and Carter, 1976) If
an analysis were to commence with a cohort of Year-12 students, indicators of these
discontinuities could include completion of Year-12, application to a college or uni-
versity, receipt, of an offer, acceptance of the offer and delayed entry.

An analysis of transition based on the notion of educational discontinuities would
allow a distinction to be made between factors which affect a student's eligibility to enrol
and those which affect selt;gelection into tertiary education. Thus completion of Year-12
and receiving an offer of a college or university place are aspects of eligibility, while the
decision to apply and to accept or reject the Offer of a Place are aspects of self-selection
Later we will argue that an adequate analysis of equality ofopportunity in higher educa-
tion requires a consideration of both these aspects of transition. In our present study, we

. were particularly interesWd in the social and personal factors whia influence transition
We therefore chose to control the effect of eligibility to enter a college or university and to
focus specifically on self-selection at the final barrier to transition, the student's decision
to accept an offer of a tertiary place and to continue studying either full- or part-time rather
than to decline or defer the offer.

Sonielleoretical-Backgroutid- ---- --
We view students' decisions on whether or not to go on with higher education as a

critical point in the process by which they achieve adult socio-economic status. Our study

is not, of course, directly concerned with an understanding of the structural, psychologi-
cal and educational factors that lead to particular occupations or levels of adult earnings.
We regard decisions about higher education, as central to the process, however, and have
organised our variables in a manner which reflects this theoretical orientation Thus our,
style and methods of researcliderive directly from the major American and (more recent)
Australian studies of status attainment across the life cycle. We are particularly indebted
here to the work of William Sewell and Robert Hauser in America (see, for example,
Sewell and Hauser, 1975) and Trevor Williams in Australia (Williams, Clancy, Batten and
Galing-Butcher. 19,80) and we have borrowed extensively from their theoretical perspec-
tives. applications of tI4 method of path analysis and manner of presentation of results as
m&leliTor this study.

Our dependent variable, then, is the students' decision whether or not to proceed
from the final year of secondary school to an undergraduate degree or diploma course in a
college or university. That is, we are concerned with transition to teFtiary study, and we

1
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2 From School to Tertiary Study

TABLE 1:1 ' 4

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES FOR A STUDY Olt
TRANSITION TO TERTIARY EDUCATION IN VICTORIA

Biographical
Variables

Sex
Age

Family Variables

Socio-economic
status

Ethnicity
Home location

School Variables
School type

Year 12
Achievements

Year 12 course
Year 12 results

Social-Psychological
Factors

Perceived costs of
tertiary education

Perceived benefits of
tertiary education

Influence of significant
others

Academic expectations

Characteristics'
of the Offer

Preforencli level
Type of Inst itut ion

Type of Course

have not inc luded in our definition other forms uf post-secondary study such as technical
certificate courses, hospital nursing courses and institute accountancy courses.

The independent S ariables, *vs hich we hy pothesise w ill influence these transition
decisions are largely clerk, ed from status attainment tesearch (see Table 1.1). Firstly we
consider a.number of ascribed influences, characteristics of the individual students or
their ens ironment which are (at least largely ) determined by the circumstances of their
birth or by their family ens ironment. We include among these influences the students' sex
and age, the rural or urban location of their liUme, the socio-itconuma. status uf their
parents and the country of their parents' birth, and (more teiitatiely because in some
instances this factor is clearly the result of the student's ow n achies ement) the kind of
school attended.

Next, we Consider two factors w hich are achieved by the students during their
secondary schooling as a result uf their intelligence, abilities, aspirations ur effurt. These
factors, in turn, can influence the students' educational decisions. They are the kind uf
Course the students took during their final year uf secondary school and the result uf their
final year exaiiiinatilIns.

Thirdly, w e consider another group of achievement f.ac.ors, three aspects of the offer
of a tertiary place made to the students by a college or unisersity . These are the type of
offering institution, the type of course offered' and the les el uf the student's preference fur
the offer finally received.

Fourthly, We consider a group of social-psy chological ariables which are likely both
to influence the kinds of institutions and courses the students applied fur (the second
group orachieved characteristics) and their decisions about whether ur nut to accept the
offer of a place We are particularly interested here in perceptions of the costs (both
economic and those stemming from personal effort) and benefits (both economic and
status) 'of going 'on to college or university, the 'perceived encouragement of parents,
teachers and peers, and tha students' self-perceptions of their interest in and ability to
undertake further study.

We have arranged these variables intq a causal sequence which represents uur theory
of the factors which influence transition to higher education. We define the ascribed
characteristics as predetermined (or exog nous) variables in the sequence. That is, we
regard any analysis of causal interrelation ips among these variables as irrelevant tu an

1 2



A Studs- of Trans:non 3

underktandiug nie pro( ess 4 transition to higher education (A Possible exception is

the ti) sshii i he tt pe of m hool dttemird is influenced by other predetermined
'.ariables in the sequv.nc e and in turn influent es the students' educational dec ',wins That

is it sorrier:fries sAollid be reasonable to regard school tt pe as ala dale% ed chat,ac teristu

vs nit might tor example. mediate relationships between so( 10-economic status and
t(41'i it ional del 1,;ons e present anal% ses based on this reasoning in Chapter 5

h% pothes st that the am ribed harai terist it s art. the important tauses of the

..;ftiup (4 at hiesed t haractenstit s- the t% to. ot final %ear c nurses taken b% the students

r hnst:star results f hat is. 5% 4. del ale % ear-12 murse and % ear.12 results as the first

tit mediating iendogenousl sdriahles irs otr causal sequeru e It is immediatel%

,ipp,irent now es er that we ha% e not included all the possible important causes of 1'2th

% ear ,ii,rse and I2th sear results Clearls. other possible independent causal influem Os
on both ourse and results are the student s general intelligenee specific abilities and
at adorn a interests As %, e has e no sv a% of estimating these % anables we hare not included
them in the causal sequeru e and to that extent an% model based on this sequent e of

ariables mis-specified.
I epr our purpose here of in% estigating relatiokrii_gups between the students' enrolment

ire( ;sions and the sarmus predetermined and ac es ed characteristics which msght influ-

ent e them we di) not behest., howeser. that the mis-specification represents a particular
problem This is bet ause ss e believe that an% Influen4e of intelligence, specific abilities or

adem it interests on enrolment decisions will be carried b% the nature of the students
,12th sear «mrses and 12th % cs,yr results

e 1 ill present in Chapters 3-and 4. analt ses in which 12th sear course tspe and

12th %ear results are thernsithes. arranged in a causal sequence w ith results as the
dependent tarn:lisle-These anals ses show that, at least for the t ear our data w ere collected.

st ionce students achies ed the highest year-I2 aggregate scores independent or sev age

and st hool Is pe followed in order b% humamties students, commerce social-screw e
students and those takingia 12th sear cok-se (This part of the analysis was for

fiSC students onl tin explaining these results a common c !aim. but one wet annot either

support or refute, is that science students are simpls brighter than others That is, the
absent e ot a measuretof.general intaigence in our sequence of %ambles is crucial to an%

t ont lusion that the ts pe of course taken at tear-12 has a direct or independent effect on the

students results Thus we cannot reasonablt claim that ans relationships which exist
between sear- 12 ( muse tt pes and results are not spuriouslOaused tit a third unspecified
sanable fintellige,ncer 1Ve believe. howeser. that d is unlikelt that there will be further
spurious relationships between course tspc-:-and_results on the one hand and enrolment
det isions ohthe other w hich should alsoireptoperh attributed to intelligence That is. w6
assume that an% effects of intelligence .on enrolment decisions will be completely
mediated b% 12til sear nurse ti pe and resultsr

1e int roduc est% o blocks of factors at the next stage of the causal sequerue These are'
the blOck representing details of thee offer of a place made to the student, and the blot k
representing the. disersits of social-psychological factors We are Interested in these
blocks ot %ambles for two reasons First. wt7 ss rsh to-know how these s ariables might
mediate the influence of those which precede them in the sequence For example we w ish

toaddress such questions as.. To what extent is the influence of socio-economic status on
enrolment decisions mediated bt perceised parental encouragement to continue w ith

-fiTgher education' and, To what extent is the effect ofI2th year achurSement mechated
bs the tspe of institution making an offer of a place and the student's preference for the
particular course offered 7- Second. we wish to know what the direct influence of these
tactors on enrolment decisions might be-orzr-tcadatxlve the biographical. family, school
and earls achiesement variables specified pre% fously; As we haVe suggested eaiTfir, we
are uncertain of the possible causa) relationships between variables in these twoblocks

talmost certaml% thes are to an exient reciprocal) and thus they a=ie arranged thmriden-

-0
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A Study of Transition 5

tally rather than sequentially We should also note that this monograph does not contain a
detailed anah sis of the causal influences,on either the characteristics of the offer to the
students or their perceptions of social-psychological influences This is not to say that we
don t regard such analyses of interest and importance We have avoided them only in the
interests of a relativ el y concise and clearly focussed argument

Thus m summary we propose that students' enrolment decisions can be explai
satisfa( tonly bs five important blocks of variables arranged in three steps in a cause
sequence At the first level of the sequence we hypothesise that the students' sex and age,
tamily characteristics and school attended w ill have independent effects Secondly, we
hy pothesise that the type of 12th year course takenand the students' results in that course

w ill have both independent effects and w ill mediate some of the effect of the
predetermined v enables Last, we hypothesise that characteristics of the college or uni-
ersity place offered to the students, and a group of social-psychological factors, will

again hav e independent effects on enrolment decisions and will Mediate some of the
effect of variables preceding them in the sequence.

These hypotheses are represente,;I diagramaticalb in Figure 1-1. Technically, this
diagram represents a block recursive causal model (or path model) The double-headed
arrows in the model repreSent correlatiorrSbetween blocks of variables which we will not
generally analyse for causal relationships. Also, with the exception Of year-12 course and
sear-12 results, variables within each block %ill not be treated causally, The single-
headed arrows represent direct or indirect causal paths we hypothesise are important in

determining students enrolment decisions. The broken, lines represent associations or
effects we assume exist but which we do net present or discuss in detail' Thus, we will be
particularly concerned with the direct effects we have indicated by continuous single-
headed arrows. We-wd! be interested also in the-extent to which these direct effects are
reinforced by effects which pass through subsequent variables in the model

Policy Implications of Transition Research

In the remaining chapters v..-e focus much of our attention on specifying the relation-
ships between the variables in models similar to that illustrated in Figure 1 Our general

strategy is to present our data from the v levy point of the group and individual inequalities
which exist at this final barrietito transition to tertiar) education By group inequalities we
mean the differences which are due to ascribed charactenstits. sex. age. family socio-
economic status, ethnic origins and school attended. By individual inequalities we mean
individual differences in enrolment decisions associated with differentachievements and
perceptions (attitudes and expectalions).

All the students we discuss are eligible to go on to teriiary study in the sense that each
has been offered a place. Therefore. on academic criteria. if differences in the desirability
of particular institutions and courses of stud) are disregarded, tertiary education is
equally available to all of them. However. the term 'equally available' contains hidden
ambiguities arising from the fact thNthe criteria used to judge 'availability' may vary
From the perspective of the educational researcher or policy -maker, the foremost eziteria
ot availability may be the extent to which formal educational or institutional barriers
obstruct access to education (see. for example. Husen. 1976). For example, it might be
argued, on cntena which are general!) labelled 'meritocratic', that the sole grounds for
determining av ailability of tertiary education should be the applicant's demonstrated
academic ability and, perhaps. diligence. Thus, any educational system or institution
where there were no legal or informal obstacles to enrolment, apart from those based on
academic ability, might be regarded as equitable. Conversely. in order to be judged
mequitahle by these mentocratic criteria, particular indiv iduals or groups would have to
be excluded by legislation, regulation or administrative fiat on non-academic grounds as
for example. many were excluded from Oxford and Cambridge Universities up to the
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1850s because they would nut subscribe to the Thirty -nine Articles of the Church of
England. Such meritouatic criteria un which tu Judge inequalities uf opportunity are of
limited utility for an analysis of tertiary education in the present day.

In con tast. ss e argue that a more useful test of the equal as ai labi lit% of opportunity is to
take the perspectise of the consumer. and tu examine the extent tu ss hich places in tertiary
education are taken up by students from all backgrounds Frum the point of s iess of
students taking the decision on their educational future. the criteria ful the d%alldbWt of
an opportunity may well include wider Considerations such as the distance of the college
or university from the hone, the anticipated financial costs uf st,udy . or. indeed: the
perceived academic and social accessibility of the institutiOn or course offered. As all the
students we discuss has e the opportunity to take up tertiary education in the sense that
there is no academic obstacle to their admission. ss e regard the actual decisions taken by
the students as the best indiuitor of ss hat they perceise dS a s allable to be chosen. if
difterences in the rate of acceptance of uffers are found to correlate with sources uf social
disadvantage such as sex, home location. socio-economic status or ethnic origins then
there are manifest inequalities in the availability of tertiary education as perceived by
students. And, for the reasons outlined above. we regard such discrepancies in the rate of
accepting offers as indic.ating serious inequalities in the provision uf tertiary education
Our s iess point is well summarised by the historian R.1-1. Tassney ss hu dress a ihstinction
between equality in legalistic terms.and equality in practical terms

The character of a society is determined less by abstract rights than by practical powers.
It depends, not upon what its members may do. if they can. bu t upon what they Len du if
they wiH. All c.areers may be equally open to all, and the wage-earner. like the property -

ow ner, may be free to use such powers as he possesses. in such sass as he is able, un
such occasions as areopen tofilm, to achieve such results as he th wpable gfachies mg.
But, in the absence of measures w hich prevent the exploitation of groups in a weak
economic position by _those in a strong. and make-the external conditions of health and
LIN IJLzation a common possession, the phrase equality of opportunity is obs iuusly a Jest.
to be described as amusing or heartless according to taste (Taw ney . 1964.110)

Tawney. writing in the eaib 1930s. was particularly concerned w ith the socio-
economic roots of inequality Howes er, his argument is equally pertinent to discussions
of access to tertiary education. Legal access is a necessary condition for equality of
opportunity . hut in itself it is not a sufficient condition. The pro: islun" of tertiary' educa-
tion must be judged inequitable if there are group differences in the extent to ss hich
academically eligible individuals choose to enter.

For these reasons we believe that the results of our research way important implica-
, tions fur educational policy rev iess and development. Further. uur methods of analysis

suggests.ertain areas for policy initiatives which could ameliorate the group inequalities
that e has e uncov ered. For example, the effects of the ascribed ariables (sex, home
location. socio-economic status and ethnicity) may be considered as being comprised of

o components. The First component is those effects which are directly and unambigu-
ously due to the background factors in themselves. The second component consists of
those effects vs hich are due to the assodat ion of our ascribed sariables sa Ali other ariables
specified later in our causal model. For example, we argue that a good part of the effect uf
the ascribed characteristic of sex is due to sex differences in the attitudes and perceptions
shiritvn in the block of social-psychological variables later in the model. These mediated
effects of sex e term indirect, to distinguish them from those direct effects w filch appear
to be due to sex differences per se.

It seems unlikeb that the direct effects of the biographical characteristics .or family
backgrounds of students w ill be amenable to change through educational policy interc en-
tions. However, it is the variables located later in the model, many of which have
important roles in mediating the indirect effects of the ascribed sariables. which most

.
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alcirtbis Lan be the focus ot policy Ihfiequal dies inraccess tu tertian education du exist
tit 1%s yen males and females or aniong urban and rural dr% eilers for example. it is the
indj,rer t etfe t ot these inequalities r% hich are mediated by the schools and tertiary
lost uti&tri s or br the students perceptions of the educational st stem. that shorr the paths
al, in..; yr`fiq h inequalities ( an be attar ked

F naIJ %re Yr ish to point out that the polo signifono e of causal effects is not
let es,ari 1% propcitt ional to their feint irr magnitudes There arc normative consideration's

.11 !hi stud% of group inequalities that do not nec essardr arise in (fie c.rirse of inch% idual
,I;e1e1al:!'es I ifirsti1 the sot iai ralues dominant in Australian soc ien mat Is ell endorse
dr.( at 14)11,11 .1sr rim illation on the basis of past a( adenia achievements and certain

attitudes an ewer tat ion s but not on the basis of sex or faro dr backgrarfrid Secondly. in
ismu h :ign-dter at I, ess to tertiary education c ould serve to reduce other Sot ial disad-
rantages tfered by i ertain groupsomequalifies iR access %Ouch fat our these grctups
might ln dirrsed

WW1,

Sources of Data

hir stud% %%as designed as an exploratort in r estigation of the effects of the biographi-
. sur iri-er ()minor and educational backgrounds of students un their transition to

-rtiar educat.on ep ere also interested ri the extent tut% huh these ascribed and early
r hie% ernerit hard( teristics uf students were mediated in their effect un enrolment deci-

sions IA do nature of the tertian place offered, and by a %awn of sotial-psychological
far tors F inally. r% rrished to describe students expressed reasons for making-a choice
one %sat or the other and to des elop a understanding of the interests. motives. attitudes
and sr I t-percept ions rr huh might unde pin these reasons Thus our study is both descrip-
tive, and analytic and interpretative Ft rther. it was designed to provide timely informa-
tion in a format r% filch ring iiently form the basis for polo des elopment and
re% lets

e rer ognised that the moSt appropriate research design fur d study r% ith the aims vie
has e outlined sr ould be a longitudmal sun ey commencing tr ith a national sample of 12th
r ear or pi rhaps et en better) 10th y ear secondartifstudents and folios% ing the methodology
established br the major American studies of status attainment Principall} because uf
time and «ist onsiderat ions. horses er. r% e undertook a cruss-ser:tional sun ey of students
iron; the immediately preceding.) ear of transition While this strategy enabled us to
gather data from d Single sun ey . it entailed a number of difficulties. mosay due to the fart
that sr e planned to sun ey 4oung people some 9 to 12 months after they had lefeschool

One resean h design rye considered %%as Ie.) define our population as those students
vi hu sat star birds t. ompleted the final }ear of ser ondar} school in 1979. then to des clop a
trs i-stage sample students vi ithin schools) from this population and to approach mdi-

idudI schools fur the home addresses uf the sampled students We rejected this option.
hors es er un a number of grounds. Firstl} . sr ithm a reasonable allowtion of resources to
the stud% vie vi ould hay e to sample narours ly at the level of schools The consequent
lostering of students r% ithin se hools on man} important anables (e.g. parental social,

status. \ ear 12 at hies ement) would result in a loss of statistical power that rye thought
might be intolerable fur an exploraturt stud} %%Inch ould inet nably ins oh e man}
rariables SecondI}. vie %%ere nut entirely confident that r% e could obtain an adequate ler el
tilt ()operation from si hools vi hic h vie rrould be pressing fordetailed clerical information
at a diffit.ult time of the y ear. These problems could cause complications tr ith sampling
or. we felt. ri lots ered and non-random response to our proposed surve} .

Our alternatire strategt %%as tu define as the population of interest those students yr ho
applied for a place in d tertian institution in 1979- 80 in a single fitte and to seek the
cooperation of the centralised admissions authority in contacting the applicants. The
VI( torian 1"niv ersities Admissions committee (VI'AC.I. the centralised admissions AU-

.E?
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thority in Victoria, was appropriate fox our purpose. It had been established for a number

ofsyears and thus had systematu. and comprehensive computer based record keeping and,
for 1979, processed appl lawns from all Victorian urns ersities and colleges of advanced
education (CAEs) eZcept for three small teacher's colleges affiliated with the Instituteof
Catholic Education, the four Victorian agricultural, horticultural and forestry colleges and

the Victorian College of the Arts. In 1979. the VUAC processed applications from about
80% of students w ha presented for the Victorian Higher School Certificate examination
(I-1SC) in the year of application and about 50% uf students w ho studied a technical college

Tertiary Orientation Program (TOP).
Our proposed population did nut, therefore. completely encompass all those students

ho completed Yeir 12 studies in Victorian schools in 1979. Clearly we w ould not sample
from I-ISC students w ho had nu intention of further study or w ho had a single intention to
study in an institution outside the VUAC system (interstate, for example. or a Catholic
teadiers college, an agricultural college. or a Tethnical and Further Education (TAFE)
college). Also we would not be able to sample from many TOP students w ho continued on
in their previous TAFE college or in a CAE linked to a TAFE college. Therefore our study
would not be able to offer perfectly accurately estimates of transition rates of various
categories of students, even for Victoria.

On the other hand, many applicants through the VUAC reject or defer their offers A
sample drawn from a VUAC population of HSC and TOP students who had expressed

some intention of going on to college or university (and who, by receiving an offer of a
place, were qualified to do so) would therefore enable us to make reasonable estimates of

the relative impOrtance of various social, economic and social-psychological factors in the
students' decisions whether or not to go on.

The VUAC was agreeable to-our request to-forward-questionnaires and reminder
letters to a sample of 1979-80 applicants for college and university places In addition,
the Committee agreed to give us access to the non-confidential parts of descriptive data on
all applicants for that year. Thus we were able to make an accurate calculation of certain
characteristics of the defined population of applicants as well as make estiMates of a wider

range of characteristics from our sample.

The VUAC Data

In 1979, thirty two thousand and seventy five people applied through the VUAC for
places in Victorian tertiary institutions for the follow ing year. These institutions included
the four Victorian universities, six metropolitan multipurpose CAEs and two specialist
paramedical CAEs, seven metropolitan colleges specialising largely in teacher education
and four multipurpose regional CAEs. All four regional CAEs in Victoria offer courses in
teacher education, tw o as a consequence of amalgamations with former regional teachers'

colleges.
The VUAC categorised applicants into two and then 17 groups. Initially, a distinction

was made between 'N' and 'E' type 'applicants. 'N' type applicants were those who were
applying for a place in tertiary education on the basis of a Higher School Certificate (HSC)
completed under normal regulations. The largest group were N11 applicants They were
Victorian sixth form students who:

(a) as full-time scholars have 'passed' the HSC examination in one or thore of the six
years prior to the year of selection:

(b) have not made more than three full attopm4ts at HSC:
(c) have not attempted any HSC subjects in more'than four separate years:
(d) have not attempted any HSC subjects prior to the six years:
(e) do not claim exemption from the Victorian HSC on the basis of interstate or overseas

examinations:
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I I hd% t' ARO prey ioush attempted any form of tertiary education.
(Victorian Universities Admissions Committee. 1979)

Approximately 61'3% ot applicants for places in 1980 %%ere classified by the VUAC as
N11

1 here ty err4pplit ants in tfiree other N-ty pe categories They comprised only 3 2% of
the total nfiniber of applicants Those lassified a N21 took their 'last full attempt at HSC
prior to h ears before the year of selet hurl . made a second full attempt at HSC yy here a
minimum uf sl ears break in sc hooling occurs betyyeen the t%% u attempts. made '61Orti
than three full attempts at IISC , or made attempts dt liSC subjects in more than rour

etas N25 applicants %%ere those Yy he studied a Victorian HSC oY erseas. and N27
applic ants %%ere those yy hu. yy hile hay mg satisfied umy ersity entrance requirements.
applied for special c onsideration

Offers vy ere made to all 'N-Ty pe' and many 'E-Type' applicants on the basis of an
aggregate HSC st ore. et ept for those yy ho applied for a small number uf courses Yy here
auditions. folios ur inter% ley% s %%ere also required. Other E-Type' applicants %%ere asses-

% ,
sect separately and indiy idually by' institutions. In 1979-80 the 'E-Ty pe' applicants
int hided those taking HSC under 'mature-age' or 'part-time regulations. those IA ith 12th
year qualif it atoms considered equivalent to the Victorian HSC (including the Victorian
Tertiary Orientation Program (TOP) and approved interstate and overseas 12th year
studwsj. those YY ith complete or incomplete tertiary studies, and those without 12th year
studies ur %%hose studies %%ere not considered equiyalent to the Victorian HSC for
purposes uf uniY ersitY entrance. This latter categor) included one specific group, of
students Yy hu had studied a school-based 12th year course assessed internally byr the
school.

_

We yy ished tu define (win this diy erse group of applicants a population of young
people yy hose humes %%ere in Victoria and vY ho. hay ing completed Year 12 secondary
school studies, applied for, and vv ere offered a place in tertiary education fur tg,e first time.

e approximated this by selecting from the VUAC group those students IA ho %%ere 24
ears old or y ounger on December 31st 1979 and yyho were classified by the VUAC (on the

basis uf a specific question on the application form) as haying a home address in Victoria
1, e then selectedonly those students Yy ho fell into the folloyy mg categories of applicants

It) N11 Full.-time students in one of the 6 years pria to selection as %ye hate
previously detailed

(n) N21 Applicants vyith an 'old' HSC, or multiple attempts as we hate prey iously
detailed

(iii) N25 Victorian HSC taken overseas
(iv) N27 Special consideration applicants
(v) E12 Part-time HSC students in full-time employment
(vi) E21 Victorian TOP applicants

(vii) E51 Applicants with school based qualifications
Finally. %Ye selected only those students %%hp had receiv ed an offer of a place in d college or
university through the VUAC system.

By this prot. ure %ye defined a. lation of 16,123 young people IA ho had shot% n
interest in tertiar, ed ation and yy I s gene ally sv ere direct from school or part time stud
of Year J2-)ub s. A I i : r 85°,0 of th e applitants vy ere classified by the VUAC as
N11 and anl>.id itional 13% %%ere in the gro yyho had studied the Victorian technical
schools TO . ch other entrance category inc uded represented less than 1% of this
population.

A file of rayy data on hvelye ariables for this population was made a% ailable to us bN
the VUAC. These data included the variables listed below.

(i) Applicant type. One of the seveti categories described above.
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(1i) The appliuint's sex.
Postcode of the applicant's address For most, this ariable w as deriv ed from a
question on the application form v, hich inv ited students to v,heck the home address
already printed on the form and "if the address abov e is incorrect or unsuitable fur
Lorrespondence between (the period during v, hich offers are made and processed)
v, rite the correct address in these boxes.- While undoubtedly there vi11 be some
error, w e regard this variable as approximating the postcode of the applicant's home
address.

(iv) The applicant's year of birth
v ) The location of the applicant's permanent home.- This ariable w as dens ed from a

separate question on the application form w hich asked fur permanent home loca-
tion" as either Victoria, Interstate or Overseas.

( v ij The applicant s response to the final VUAC uffer made The response was coded as
accepted and enrolled full-time. accepted and enrolled part-time. deferred and
declined (or failed to respond). .

( ii) The preference number of the final offer made by the VUAC. This number ranged
from 1 to 9. The application form contained space for up to 8 preferences. The "9th"
preference was coded if the student negotiated a place w ith an institution directly
and receiv ed an offer of this place from the VUAC. In order to accept a negotiated
offer of this kind the possibility of receiv mg a further offer must be rev oked by the
applicant.

(viii) The specific course and institution accepted.
(ix) The applicant's best-four score. Th is score IA as computed by the VUACspecifically

for this project. It is the simple sum of the scores of the four best subjects*en by
each applicant at their final attempt at HSC. Only N-ty pe applicants w ho had
attempted four-or more subjects at-their-last attempt at HSC were scored.

(x) School-code. A numenc code indicating the school attended IA hen the applicant last
studied for HSC. the TOP or another Victorian Year 12 qualification.

(xi) in preference order, the eight or fewer courses listed on the VUAC application.
(mu The subjects taken at the applicant'S last attempt at the HSC examination ur during a

TOP year.
After recoding some information. the VUAC data prov ided us w ith t ing v ariables
specified in our causal model:

(i) The applicant's sex (Block 1 of the model):
(ii) The applicant's age in years at December 31, 197q (Block 1):
(iii) The applicanrs home location (Block 2):

The ty pe of school attended when the application for a college or unix ersity place
was made (Block 3):

(y) For HSC students only, the best-four aggregate score (Block 4),
is u) The ty pe of institutionw hich made the firtal offer of d place tu the student (Block,6),

(viii) The type of course finally offered (Block 6);
(ix) The preference level of the final offer (Block Q):

,

(xf The four category variable representing the outcome of the offer (Block 7. the
dependent variable. In our analyses this four category v ariable is on' occasiOns.
recoded to two categories; 'Take Up offer and 'Turn DoWn' offer).

The Questionnaire

The questionnaire was designed to obtain additional information on transition vari-
ables from a sample of VUAC applicants draw n from the population we have defined
previously . That is, the target population' far the surveY study vras the group of non-
mature age Victorians whose applications to the VUAC w ere based oh a completed HSC.
TOP or school-based qualification and who were offered a place in a Victorian tertiar)
institutioh for 1980.

.1

is
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Ti WILE 1:2

DISTRIBUTION OF THE TARGET POPULATION AMONG
CATEGORIES OF ENROLMENT DECISIONS

11

All
.04

Other than TOP TOP

1 At (vitt tull-tmw 10792 66 7 (1320 b154 1472 09 1

2 At t ept part tinw 147 2 1 j305 2 2 42 2 0

1 1) o. fined 1023 18 7 2588 18 4 435 20 4

4 l/eterred 2011 12 4 1829 13 0 182 8 5

TOTAl. 10171 100 04 14.042 100 0 2131 100 0

The possibly- outcomes of the application and subsequent offer of a tertiary place fur
those students in the target population were. place accepted full-time. place au.epted
part-time. plau: declined, and place deferred. The proport ions of the target population in
each of these fuur categories are show n in Table 1.2. Had w e selected a simple probability
sample from the population it is clear that certain groups of interest w ould hay e been
included in the sample (int} in very small numbers. For instance. if we had selected a
simPle 1 in 10 sample from the population, TOP students and those w ho accepted
part-tone %uuld ha% e been represented in numbers too small to permit satisfactory
-analysis.

Since une uf the principal tasks of the investigation was to explain the differences in
erirolMent decisions made by the VUAC applicants it wtas important that estimates of the
characteristics of applicants should be equally accurate for each of the four deuswn
categories. This w mild be aChieved best by obtaining approximately equal numbers in
each category. Forther. w ere also interested in TOP students db a separate.group. In
order to aihkt reasonable accuracy w hen their data were analysed separately w e
calculated that it w as also necessary to include a disproportionately large number of
applicants frum this group. These procedures ould result in a sample in' lk luch the
proportions uf applicants in the deusion categories, and in the TOP. not TOP group, were
quite different from the population. The numbers within each of these Gitegories were
11.nuw n for the total population from the data suppliedliy the VUAC. It would be possible.
therefore. tu apply v% eights to the sample numbers su that the prupurtiunsithin eaCh
category w ould correspond exactly to the population data. Calculations of the.sampling
errors in% uk ed show ed that we could achieve reasonable accuracy overall w ith a sample
of approximately 300 in each category uf enrolment decision, and that estimates for the
TOP group separately w ould be acceptable if 25% of the total sample were TOP
applicants.

Twp additional problems arose from out requirement of approximately equal num-
bers of respondents from eaLh Lategory ofpnrolment decision. Firstly , antiLipated that
response rates to our survey w ould differ between the decision groups. We therefore
decided tu approach slightly larger numbers of applicants who deferred and declined in
order tu gain approximately equal numbers in each of the four categories despite the
antiLipated differences in response rate. Secondly. it can be seen from Table 1.2 that the
absolute number of applicants ho enrolled part-time is very small. In order to achieve
satisfactory preusion of sample estimates it would have been necessary to survey such a
large proportion of this group that we decided to include all apphcants who aLcepted
part-Jime in our target sample.



TABLE 1:3
SAMPLING DESIGN FOR ME QUESTIONNAIRE STUDY

Accepted full-tfma Accepted put-time. Declined Deferred TOTAL

ALL NOT TOP TOP ALL NOTTOP TOP ALL NOTTOP TOP ALL NOT TOP TOP

1 Number in Population 10972

2 Percentage of Each , 7%

Group in Population

3 Number Selected In Sample 100
4 Anticipated Response ltate 75%

5 Number of Anticipated 300

Respondents
6. Number of Actual Respondents 351

7 Actual ResponseRata 1:17.6%

9320 1472 347 305 42 3023 2588 435 2011 1829
, x

162 16173

57.6% 9.1% 2.1% 1.9% 0.3% 16 7% 16 0% 2 7% 12.4% 11.3% 1 1%
d I

300 100 347 305 42 500 375 125 500 375 125 1747

75%, 75% 75% 75% 75% 60% BOX 60% 60% 60% 60% 66 4%

225 75 260 229 31 300 225 75 300 225 75 1160

268 83 226 200 26 332 259 73 365 297 66 1297d

69,3% 63.0% 65 1% 65:6% 61.9% 66.4% 69 1% 56.4% 77.0% 79.2% 79 f% 74.2%

Note: a. includes3 cases where infornialion,on the enrolment decision was mussing.

4_,fit 22
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Data w hull relate tu the sainpl mg design dre presented in Table 1.3 The data include
the anticipated response rate, the numbers of questionnaires sent uut in each category , and
the numbers and percentages of respondents. Our calculations uf errors were based un dil
anticipated 0% erdll response rate of 66.4%. The actual respunse rate was 74.2%. Applic-
ants hu had accepted their VUAC offer and enrolled full-time responded w ell tu the
questionnaire, how ev er, the response frum those ¼h0 enrolled part-time was low. The
response rate from furmer TOP students w ds also consistently lo er than that of the group
ot HSC and school-based students 1

A copy uf the questionnaire is presented in Appendix 1. The original wailing tu the
sample also included a covering letter from the VUAC, a stamped return envelope (not a
postage paid or free post" return) and a 'T-shirt' transfer as a light-hearted gift. A
reminder letter was posted to non-respondents approximately 3 weeks after the first
mailing. This was folloed after another 4 AA eeks by a final mailing w hich contained a
further reminder letter,- another copy of the questionnaire and a stamped return
envelope.2

The questionnaire was designed to provide the data listed below.
(i ) A replication of the data previously described as av allable from the VUAC file. Thus,

the questionnaire contained items relating to the applicant's sex, age, home location,
ty pe uf school last attended, 12th year subjects studied, 12th year results, the course
and institution finally offered through the VUAC, and the preference level of the
offer.

( Information un the applicant's family background. Thus the questionnaire contained
Items requesting details of the parents' occupation and education to define socio-
economic status (Block 2 uf the causal model) the ethnic background of parents
(Block 2) information on family position and the educational achievement of
siblings.

(to) Information on a range of social-psychological variables. This included, particularly,
questions relating to the perceived benefits of further education (job opportunities,
income, interesting occupations and job status) the perceiv ed costs of tertiary educa-
tion (the problem of financial support, sources of finance, demands of studying,
inconv enience of the institution) the perceived influence of others (parents, teachers,
peers) and expected performance and interest in the course offered. These questions
w ere designed to measure the constructs in Block 5 of the causal model. In addition,
information vv as sought on vv hether and where the applicant IA as study ing or w ark-
ing, the stabihty of the applicant's educational plans, anticipated further study, and
the occupation desired Mr 10 years' time.

The questionnatre constructed to obtain the appl icants" objective' report of each
l-ps) etiological factor, a subjechve assessment of the strength of its influence on

ent decisems, and the direction of this influence. An, open-ended question AA as
also included fur applicants tu elaborate un the factors AA hiLh influenced their decision on
the VUAC offer. These questions, together with a small number of interviews, were
designed tu pro% ide information on the students' expressed reasons for taking up or
turning &low n the offer from the VUAC, to pray ide an alternativ e, illuminati e' perspec-
tive on transition.

Data fof an MuminatiVe Perspective on Transition

To illuminate findings from the analyses of the VUAC data and the structured part of
the questionnaire the opportunity was given to the respondents tu expWn, in their ow n
iv Lads, the must important factors AA Inch influenced their educational decisions. Approxi-
mately .75% uf respondents took the opportunity to give us extensive comments un the
questionnaire. In addition, structured but freely ranging interv iew s were conducted AA ith
fifteen y uung people who had previously responded to the questionnaire.
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As the focus of this part of the study was un the reasons for deferring and declining,
the analysis of open comments and the interviews concentrated un respondents who !kid
turned (low n their VUAC offers. All the open comments made UN respundentS-w ere read
and salient quotatiuns recorded. Additionally, all comments frum imuntry applicants and
thosesmdde b d sample uf 1 in 3 city applicants were subjected tu d mure formal content
<Analysis in vv hich the major reasons given fur deferring and declining w ere recorded and
coded.

The applicants hu ere selected fo ev, had made vv ritten wmmtInts un the
questionnaire w hich suggested that they would make valuable case studies. They aba,
represented a variety of hume locations, career fields and reasons fur deferring ur

Fifteen Lnteries were conducted, 9 vs, ith metropuhtan applicants 15 males and 4
females} and 6 t% ith country applicants 13 males_ and 3 females) The metropolitan
respondents w, hu volunteered were intery iewed personally and vv ere go, en reimbursu-
numt uf their expenses, the country applicants were inter% iewed by telephone. When
permission was granted, inter% iews ith metropolitan applicants were tape recorded Tlw
country group, although small, represented a vv ide area uf rural Victoria, ranging from
Warnambuol in the South West to Albury-Wodonga in the North Last and from Hopetoun
in the North West to Leongatha in the South East.

A structured set of questions was used for each interv iew and details of family
backgrounds, schoohng, career plans, educational pldns and financial considerations
were discussed with each person. While respondents were directed to these particular
topics, every opportunity was given for them to talk freely and frankly Anonymity was
guaranteed. Each personal and telePhone interview took about 45 minutes.

The Structure of the Remaining Chapters

In the remaining chapters we present and discuss our data in d series oLgradually
more complex causal models of transition, commencing ith d bisic model' to which we
add variables (not cumulatively) in sets as vve seek to elaborate, extend and explain our
prev mus findings, We will not present, at any point, a composite causal model based an
all our ddtd sources. As our topic and results dre complex, e believe that they can be
understood best by d gradual elaboration through an analysis and presentation of succes-
sively more complex models, rather than by backtracking through the effects in a
sophisticated total model.

To this end we focus much of our attention on partitioning the effects in our causal
models into those that-are direct (net of dll other varidbles in the model) and those that are
mediated through the achievement and social-psychological variables In Chapter 2 we
attempt tu -develop an intuitive understanding and interpretation of the important statist-
ics ,pruv ided by multiple linear regression, our principal method of analysis. In this
thapter e also define the terms total effect, direct effect and indirect effect (and some
other varieties uf effect as well) and show how presentation uf these different effects
through successive elaboration of a structural model leads to d meaningful causal
analysis.

, In Chapter 3 IA e present our 'basic' causal model and examine the net and mediated
effects on enrolment decisions in the model. This model is estimated from the VUAC data
and Luntalns only six predictor variables as vvell as various contrasts among the applic-
ants enrolment decisions. The predictor variables are the applicant's sex, age, home
location, school type. HS,C course type and HSC aggregate score.

in Chapter 4 we present five elaborations of this basic model again using the data
supplied by the VUAC. Two of the elaborated models are derived from a more detailed
coding of the applicant's home location and HSC course while the other three introduce,
independently , uur information on the preference level of the final offer made to the
applicant, the type of institution making the offer, and-the type of course offered. We also.
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build a model iu tt loch these later Once wts uf ariables are introduced hierarchically tu
examine the full extent of their mediating effects on prior variables.

detailed analtsis uf the indit idual, Joint and interactit e effects of parental social
status anti t1l iii it hat kground is presented in Chapter 5. Here we use data from the sun et
ha the t irst tune anti focus unit on the basic contrast between the enrolment decisions uf
at ept toll-tiniv or part-tune on the one lkinti as against det,line of defer un the other

xiiixlarl , Chapter ti presents nal% ses of the surt et data to explore the mediating and
diret t utfit ts ot the sot ial-pst hological fat tors on the basil, enrolment decision. flew we
estimate the lull extent to ts hit h sot nil-pm chological factors influence decisions anti
tot us also on four part it ular construt ts, the perceis eti benefits of a tertiary education {both

ononia, and stat US1, the percel% ed costs lecononuc), the influence uf significant others
tnti the applicants' El( adennc expectations

Chapter 7 is focussed on deferring and declining It contains a short summary, taken
i,arible b ariable, id the effects on enrolment decisions ts hith t e hat e elaborated in
pre% anis chapters These summaries form an introduction to some brief l,ase studies in
tt hit h si use both questionnaire and inters less responses to describe the influences and

aslais applitiods gm. for deferring and declining. Here we extend, and hopefully
illunnuate. tip hard-nosed and parsimonious anaIN ses uf pres iuus chapters ss ith the
nit liii but inure discursit e and anecdotal es idence ss e has e from responses tu indis idual
questionnaire items and the content anal,sis of open-ended questionnaire responses and
inters iews

Notes
I In fable I 2, the numbers of pplicants III eat h thit ision i ategory re taken prim ipallt from the

information pmt ided bt the WM, There it ere, hots et er, some discrepencies bets% een this
indn ator and responses to Question ti On the questionnaire A detailed inspection of each
questionnaire shots tql that the \ LIAC, enrolment indicator appeared to he in error in 28 of these
I WA'S 1 lit ft g ores in low of hible 1 2 hat e been i orreded to contorm to the questionnaire
responses ot these applicants

2 X. tl _HS point a is apt lrUpf kite to pros Illt Millie further details about the procedure lollott ed in the
sample sort ey
Fhe peritn1 of development nd testing of the questionnaire ran from early ugust until nod-

I. ./dober 1,010 I he selet lion nd ti ording of questions ti ere influent ed by questionnaires used in
pret ious studivs. and patit ular questions ti ere modified so as to ensure comparabilits x ith a
sinular studs being carried out hi Professor Das iti Bests ick and Mr Martin 110 den at the
I 'nit ersits of Meltiourne
1111' questions %%ere extensit eh piloted during development using, in all but tine Last!. MAC.
applit ants from ears prior to 1079 as respondents This ti done in order to remos e the
possibilits of trialling the questionnaire on a person till') might also,be whit led in the main
sample Set eral ot these trials were x ideoaaped and respondents tide int ited to dim US$ their
interpretations of questions and rem tions to them as thet went along These t oleo tapes were
then res ieii ed and this led to a number of is, t les of questipn ret isbn, tri.itling nd further
question let iS itO i rh, box questions. nunibers 11 to 24, required the most painstaking res Lsion
to wording and lat out
As tar as t osts permitted. exert thing possible was done in all mailings to niaximisu the response
rate One general st ri ti'g xi is ti) personalise the approach to the students Stamps title used tin
the reply -paid ent elopes, the set Lind reminder letters i ',Minded tt ith a brief handti niter' Ines
sage Thanks tor ant help on t an gite" or similar, anti were personally signed. Generally all
informal nd chatt tone was used in all communications.
Antal ter strategy xi at, Itt eniphasise the unportant e of the indis iduid's responses. first for obtain-
ing an unbiassed sample. and set mid ha the opport Unity each,respontlent had to make his s hitt s

knots n in an important ,ind receptis e fta-um. Respondents were assured that their hanthi ritten
omments xi mild be carefully reati and st here possiNe. their indit idual t ietis incorporated into

the report.
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Thu confidentiality of replies was stressed, and in fact the arrangements %. ith the VUAC
such that the only information available to the research team %%as a serial numbei- tt ith the
decision outcome coded into it It %%as only under the supervision of the VlIAG staff and at the
VUTAG premises that the name and address labels required fur reminder mailings %%ere stuck on
the envelopes. Further, infonnants %%ere mt ited tu remo.e the serial number from the question
nairt: if they t. ished, One hundred and three respondents did so. 7.9% of the total number

, a 1-shirt transfer wag ,unGlosed v ith the first mailing as ai token gift to respondents, tu
cunipensate thent in small part for the considerable effoft that each %%alb requested to t Mara/ilk to
the sur% ey. Over three-quarters of those responding pro. ided extensit u tt ritteu comments in
addition to answering the precoded questions
In all, up to three mailings w ere sent tu the selected persons Where% er possible, names tt ere
reniu% ed frum the niailing list after a reply to the questionnaire had been mutt ed Mite% en. ii
ases .% here the serial number had been, renioted, it taIS nut possible tu at unnding renin niers

to applicants %. hu had already replied. A nute explaining the reasons fur thi:; ifudant
as included in all folio.% -up letters The dates of mailings and rates of reply are sbt out follow mg

24th October 1980. Firsi mailing despatched containing liliestionlitt in.. stamped and addressed
return envelope, letter from the VUAG ifnd T-shirt transfer.

10th Nu% ember. 53.2% of the final total number of questionnaires had been receiCl,l'i by this date
Ilth November. Second mailing despatched containing reminder letter
27th November. 7b.5% of the final total number of questionnaires had been recei.ed by this date,
28th November. Third mailing despatched containing questionnaire., stamped and addressed

return envelope and reminder letter
2.1rd becember. 98.8% uf the final total number of questionnaires had been received by this date,
2nd F ebruary , 1981 Final questionnaire tu be included in data set receiv ed Since 2nd Februarv

four more questionnaires have been received. but not included in the analysis
On receipt of a questionnaire, the serial number svas recorded in a computer file u lath %%as used
tu give a continuous indication uf response rates, and to compile the lists of serial numbers of
those w ho bad not replied. The questionnaire waS then edited, open items coded, andthe data
entered directly from the coded questionnaire into the main data file The data entry program,
with extensive error checking facilities, was specially written for this job.
4 hen data from 1255 uf the final total uf 1297 questionnaires had been punt hed. some limited
data cleaning %%as undertaken and preliminary analy sis begun. The cleaning v.as repeated after
the compilation of the fulrdata set. Given the timetable of the survey, . it tt as nut possible to check
all possible errors and inconsistencies. How ev er. it is doubtful %.hether further cleaning ...mid be
cost effective unless requiredfor special purposes.
The data were analysed using' the SPSS package uf programs. although some analysis %%as based
on specially written routines.

26
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GIAPTER 2

A CAUSAL ANALYSIS OF ENROLMENt DECISIONS

The purpose of this chapter is to give the reader sufficient information about the
mat ist Ica! methods w e hate used to enable interpretation of the data tables in the follow-
ing hapters Our intention is to pith ide an intuit!. e grasp of the methodology and w e do
out undertake a thorough treament of regression analysis and related topics

e are seeking to explain the decision taken by the VUAC applicant on the final offer
of a place in a 'college or unit ers,Itt We hate two sources of information about this

ision From the data supplied by the VUAC tt e hat e information about the enrolment
status of applicants at the end of March. 1980 For those applicants who rephe'd to our
questionnaire we also hate their report of the decision taken on the final VUAC offer In
our analyses of the questionnaire data we used the VUAC information to define the
dependent variables, except tt here responses to the w hole questionnaire showed clearly
that It was incOrrett. As tt e hate outlined Pre% i0145k there were fourpossible outcomes of
the decision accept full-time, accept part-time. defer, and decline In ouranalyses we
onsider the following pairw ise contrasts among these decisions '

I 11 accept full-time or part=time as agaiust defer or decline.
12) accept full-time as against decline:
(3) accept full-time as against defer.
(4) accept full-time as against accept part-time.
15) reject as against defer

We refer to the first contrast as the two-way' decision. Itis used to discriminate-
bettven those applicants Who entered fertiaryeducation in 1980 and those who decided
not to. We base much of our discussion on this contrast and use the colloquial terms lake
up' and 'turn qown' to describe the OPPosing decisions.

_

Throughout the monograph we refer to the 'effects' of certain variables such as sex
and home location on w hichet er decision contrast is under thscussion By the term 'effect'
we imply a causal relationship. although it should be acknowledged that statistical
procedures can indicate only an association between two ariables. It is up to the re-
searcher-to attribute a causal relationship to these associations on the basis of an a priori
theory and a complementary research design. -For example. e claim that home location
has an effect on the decision taken on the VUAC offer All our statistical analysis provides
is a measure Of association. From this we argue that rural home locations can cause
students to be more likely to decline or defer their offer than urban home locations The
opposite causal path (I.e. that rejecting the offer causes a student to have a rural home
location) is perfectly consistent with the statistics we pro% ide, although this interpreta-
tion may be dismissed a priori on the basis of the temporal ordering of the variables'
involved. Care must be taken in using the temporal ordering of the variables in the life
history of the-individual to establish a causal connection in the absence of a true experi-
mental design. however, and it is rarely a sutficient condition on its own

Unfortunateli, not all causal paths are so apparent as that from home location'to
enrolment decision. For example. in our theoretical model we hypothesise that school
type in part determines the decision on the VUAC offer. This implies a causal path from
school type to decision, and the temporal sequence of events in the educational experi-
ence of students appears to support this interpretation. It might be argued. however that
the decision about what type of,school a student should attend is.taken in anticipation of
his likely-enrolment in a course of tertiary study. That is, the relationship between school
type and enrolment decision may be a spurious one, being determined by the continuing
aspirations of the applicants parents. The causal analysis of survey data thus relies
crucially.on the adequacy of the associated theoretical analysis as :well as the temporal

; oniering ciHariables.

g
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TABLE 2:1

THE GROSS EFFECT OF SEX ON TWO-WAY DECISION
SHOWN BY TWO METHODS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

(a) Crosstabulation_

Decision
Male

RT --
Female All

Take up offer 76 1
Turn down offer 23 9

62 9 68 7
. 37 1 31 3

Total % 100.0 100 0 100.0
7ighted N (444) (5-74) (1018)

Percentage point difference 37.1 - 23.9 = 13.2

' (b) Regression Analysis ,

Prddetermined Variable )ependent Variable
Tiio-way decision
(Turn down

Take up = 0)

Sex (Female =
_ 132

In the discussion abot e te hat e implied that there are set eral tt pes of effects in a
cifisal anal} sis We now turn to an interpretation of the mean ings of these different effects.

Gross Effects

Cross effects simpit show the os erall effect of une tariable un another regardless of
the influences of other t ariables. For example. Table 2.1 show s the simple ibitariatei
relationship between the applicnts' sex and-two-wilt decision. Among male students.
76 1% took up the VLYAC offer Ainong females the proportion is 62.9%. (These estimates
are taken from our sun ey data for HSC students.) Thus the number uf males ho took up
their offer of a college or unit ersitt place is 13.2 percentage points greater than the
number of females.

In the follow ing chapters w e ttill genera112, present findings uf this kind using
unstandardised jor metric) regression urefficients. as in the lots er part uf Table 2.1. Here
we show the weight for the simple regression of decision on sex. Gis en that the dependent
variable, decision, has the values 0 (for take up the offer) and 1 (for turn it down). the
regression weight may be taken as a percentage point shift in the as erage number of
applicants who took up the offer for evert unit of the independent sariable. sex. As sex is
also scored as a dumm) s ariable vi ith females coded land maleS cuded 0, o. e tan Interpret
the co-efficient of 0.132 as showing that females IA ere 13.2 percentage points more likelt
than males to down down the offer.

A further illustration is provided by comparing the statistics in Table 2.2. The
regression ts eight of 0.116 is again equitalent to the percentage point difference
between the tw ó categories of the independent tariablediume low:Ilion, in the rate uf

26,



Causal Analysis of Enrolnwnt De( isions 1c1

TABLE 2:2

THE GROSS EFFECT OF HOME LOCATION
SHOWN BY TWO METHODS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

(a) Crosstabulation

Decision
Rural

--Home Location
Metropolitan All

Take up otfer
Turn dcm npffer

61 5
38 5

73 1
26 9

69 3
30 7

,Total 100 0 100 0 100 0
Weighted N (324) (683)
Percentage point difference 26 9 38.5 = 11.6

(b) Regression Analysis

Predetermined Variable Dependent Variable
Two-way decision
(Turn down = 1 vs

Take up = 0)

Home Location
iMetropohtan -1-%s

Rural = 0)

.116

turning down the offer From the table we conclude that metropolitan students w ere 11 6
percentage points less like!) tu turn down their offers from the VCAC than were rural
students

Before concluding this discussion it important to note that the gross effect of a
_

%ariable ma) not be unique to that %arrabl . That is. for example. a proportion of the gross
effect of sex on enrolment decision ima) He shared in common w ith a % ariable ith hich
it is related (N.:I!, the applicants home location). In fact this w ill almost alwa)s be the case
,in a complex situation such as the one we are intestigating. This is illustrated b) the
diagrams in Figure 2.1. The relationships impl) that we must consider the net effect of an
independent variable as well as its gross effect.

The net effect of a %amble is that part of its gross effect w hich cannot also be
explained b) an) other %ariable or group of %anables in the causal model. That is. net
effects are unique to a particular %amble w film a defined theoretical cbntext. In Figure
2.1f8j the net effect of sex is that part of its gross effect that does not o%erlap ith the effect
uf home location. This implies that the causal effects of predetermined .ariables ma} be
considered as being tAimpused of tAci parts_ that part %,hichIs unique to the particular

___,apable. called the net effect, and that part ...Inch is shared %%Oh ae or mum vf the other
_

predetermined variables. calledthe joint effect(s).
We ha. e een'alread) that se'x has a moderateb strong gross effect on the applicants

enruhlient decisions. In our interpretation of the relationship. huxex et. txe must recog
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A. Two Independent Variables with Unique Gross Effects

Enrolment
Decision

B. Two Independent Variables with Non-Unique Gross Effects

Sex

Home
Location

C. The Netand Joint Effects of Sex and Home Location

Sex

Joint Effect of
Sex and
Home Location

Home
-Lecation

Enrolment
Decision

Net effect of Sex
on Enrolment Decision

Enrolment Decision

Net Effect of
Home Location on
Enrolmentbecision

FIGURE 2:1
ILLUSTRATION'OF THE GROSS AND NET EFFECTS OF SEX AND HOME

LOCATION ON ENROLMENT DECISION
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TABLE 2:3

CROSSTABULt;TION OF SEX BY TWO-WAY DECISION, -

CONTROLLING FOR HOW LOCATION

(a) Rural Home Locations only

Decision
4n

Sex
Male ,Female All

Take up offer
Turn doWn offer

67.3 58.1 61.5
32.7 41.9 38.5

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0
Weighted N (121) (204)

Percentage point difference 41.9 32.7 = 9.2

(b) Metropolitan Home_Locations only

Decision
Male Female All

Take up offer
Turn down offer

80.3 66.7 73.1
19.7 33.3 26.9

Tot 100.0 iooc 100.0
Weighted N (319) (364)

Percentage point difference 33.3 19.7 = 13.6

mu that the applicants' sex may be associated with other predetermined variables A
voss-tabulation of sex and home location shows that 36.0% of female and 27 4% of male
applicants who received an offer of a tertiary place came from rural areas (Again, these
estimates are from our survey data.) Could it be then that the gross effect we obierved for
sex is partly or wholly attnbutable to the fact that female applicants who received an offer
of a tertiary place were more likely than males to live in the country? If, for example, we
found that the gross effect of sex %vas completely associated with the greater rurality of
females in our population we would be unable to claim that sex per se was a determinant
of enrolment decisions. On the other hand, the effect of sex might be only partially
reduced-when the apphcants' home location i introduced into the model In this case the
unique effetts of sex would remain but be reduce& in magnitude.

We can test how much the effect of sex is due to different sex di&lbutions in urban
and rural areas by tabulating sex against enrolment decision, first for rural studentsand
then for those w ith metropolitan home addresses. The results n Table 2 3 suggest that,
althougk the difference between the sexes in the rate of turning down offers is less in rural

n areas than ln the metropolis, the sex difference is only slightly reduced by controlling for
home location in this way. The percentage point difference between the sexes is 9 2 for
rural applicants and'13.6 for those living in the metropolis.

Our regrefsion procedures enable an estimate to be made of the resulting net effect
This is shown in Table 2A. The net effect of sex, over home location, is 0 123 which is only
a little less than the gross effect. That is, by assuming that other things were equal (in this
case home location) we would still Infer that the applicants'sex. in itself, is a cause of
some difference in enrolment decisions.
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TABLE 2:4

REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF TWO-WAY DECISION
ON SEX AND HOME LOCATION

Predetermined Variables De-pendent Variable
Two-way decision
(Turn down = 1 vs

Take up = 0)

Sex
(Female = I vs
Male = 0)
Hon.e Location
(Metropolitan = 1 vs
Rural = I)

.123

-.104

The net effect of sevcan be interpreted as follows. Afthr controlling for the fact that
sex and hume location are associated, females are, on average. 12.3 percentage points
more likely than males to turn down the offer through the VUAC of d place in a college ur
un iv ersity . Table 2.4 also shows the net effect of home location. This effect can be
interpreted similarly as foll01% s. after controlling fur the effeCt uf sex, applicants frum
metropolitan areas are 10.4 percentage points less likely to reject their offers than are
applicants frum rural areas. Note that thesign of the co-efficient refers to shether the
group coded Lou the-independent variable (e.g._sex)is mom li-lor_less_LLinclingd to
reveal the attribute coded I un the dependent variable (i.e. tu turn down the offer Ur.d place
by deferring or declining it).

Intervening Variables
,

So far vs e hav e been dealing w ith a very simple model, to explain the deeision on the
VUAC offer tAinsisting of tlso predeterrnined variables and the dependent variable. As
well as variables such as sex and home' location, our model contains intervening v ariables
ior endogenous variables) which we hypothesise w ill be affected by the predetermined
variables and in turn hav e a causal effec.t on the decision. Fur example. we argUed that
aspects of,the applicants achievement in the final y ear'of secondary school. such as HSC
course ty pe and HSC score. would inten ene between our predetermined variablesand the
enrolment decision.

The notion of an intervening variable is that it w ill carry or mediate some of the effect
uf a predetermined variable on the outcome (as well, perhaps, as has ing its ow n indepen
dent effect). Some of the influence of the applicants sex, fur example. may be due tu the
fact that female students are more likely to take particular cobiriations of HSC Subjec4,
and that HSC course type may have an effect on the decisibVtalen on the VITAC offer.
Thus HSC course type may, in part, determine the decision taken and may itself be partly
determined by the predetermined anables such as sex and home location In the follow
ing discussion we will examine the mediating effect of HSC course ty pe dis ided simply
into science ancinon-scfence courses.

Total Effects, Direct Effects and IndirectEffects

- ;
When a causal model is made more complex by the introduction of intervening

variables the concept of net effect becomes ambiguous. Is the effect w eare discussing net
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FIGURE 2:2
GROSS, TOTAL, INDIRECT AND DIRECT EFFECTS OF THE APPLICANTS'

SEX ON ENROLMENT DECISION

uf all other v ariables in the model or is it net of only those v ariables hich occur prior to it
or are co-incident l% ith it in the model? Does it suit our research purpose. fur example, to
discuss the effect of sex net uf home location and the, ty pe of HSC course studied? Or

ould our analysis be more useful if firstly vie examined the effect of sex net of home
location and secondly if l% e partitioned this net effect into a portion mediated by HSC
course ty pe and a portion net again of HSC course type? The concepts of total effect,
indirect effect and direct effect defined by Duncan (1966. 1971) and elaborated into a
methodology by Alwin and Hauser (1975) enable this to be done.

The total effect of a v ariable may be defined as that portion of its gross effect on the
dependent variable w hich is net of all variables prior to ot ectincident s ith it in the causal
settuence. Thus if we elaborate the simple model we have been discussing to include HSC
course ty pe as d mediating v ariable (coded science = 1. noritcience 0) along w ith sex
and home location as predetermined v ariables, the total effect of sex un the enrolment
decision is its effect net of home location (u hich is co-mcident ith sex m the model)
ignoring the presence of HSC course type.

The total effect of sex can be considered as the sum Of its direct effect net of both hume
louition and HSC course t pe and its indirect effect net of home location but mediated by
HSC course t pe. The direct effect of a variable is thus its effect net of all other variables in
the model The indirect effect is that portion of its total effect mediated by the intervening,
variable(s) in the model.

These distinctions are illustrated in Figure 2.2. The gross effect of sex on the enrol-
ment decision is made up of an the paths shown in the figure. The total effect of sex on the
enrolment derision is defined 133, those pa'ths labelled A and B but excluding the paths
labelled C The total effect can be partitioned further intp a direct effect (path A) and an
indirect effect through the mediating variable (path B). A numerical example l% I l help to
make this clear.
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. TABLE 2:5

THREE PRESENTATIONS OF THE REGRESSION ON TWO-WAY DECISION

(a) Showing direct effects on course type and twirway decision

Independent Variables Dependent Variables
A

HSC Course Two-Way
Type Decision

Sex
(Female = 1 vs
Male = 0)

Home Location
(Metropolitan = 1 vs
Rural = 0)
FISC Course Type
(Science = 1 vs
Non-science = 0)

.251

.024

+.087

.107

.143

(h) Showing, additionally, the total effects of sex and home location on two-way deciiion

Independent Variables Dependent Variables
A

HSC Course
Type

. B1
Two-Way
Decision

(Total
Effects)

B2
Two-Way
Decision
(Direct
Effects)

Sex
(Female = 1 vs
Male = 0)

Home Lo6at ion
(Metropolitan = 1 vs
Ruml = p)

HSC Course Type
(Science = 1 vs
Non-science = 0)

.251

0.24

+.123,

.104

+.087

.107

.143

3 4
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ShoWing total, indirect and direct effects on two-way decision

Indepfndent Total Effect Indirect Effect *, .; Direct
Variables oil Two-Way via HSC Course Effect

Decision Type,

Sex +.193 +.036 +.087
(Female = I vs
Male = 0)
Home Location .104 +.003 .107
(Metropolitan = I vs
Rural = 0)
HSC Course Type .143
(Science = I vs
Non-science = 0)

The ty pe uf wurse taken at HSC appears to be strongly related to enrolment decisions.
Taking the gross effect of course ty pe on the tu o-w ay decision, for instance. e find that

hereas 78.2% of science students took up their offers, tht equiv alent figure for non-
suence studenis w as 61.8%. Further, sex and course type are strongly related. Among
femaleS. 31.6% were science students whereas 56.4% of males took science.

Using the same logit. as we used for estimating simple net effects prev iously vve might
suggest that part of the reason for females being less likely to accept their VUAC offer lies
in the fact-that they were less likely to take a science course at HSC. Thus the total effect of
sex (its effect net of home location) is to be analyzed further into two parts. The first is that
part of the effect of sex on the enrolment decision that is due to the fact that few er females
took a suence course at HSC. This is the indirect effect of sex mediated by HSC course
type. The second is the effect of sex net of HSC course type; its direct effect.

There are a number of ways in %Nr hich the direct, indirect and total effects of variables
can be presented. In interpreting,these presentations it is important to keep in mind that
the total effect of a. variable is the sum of its direct and indirect effects. So given two of the
three effects the third can be calculated readily.

Table 2.5, part (a) shows the conventipnal method of presenting data for a causal path
analysis (using here, the unstandardised co-efficients). ,Column A contains the
co-efficients for the regression of HSC course type on the two predetermined variables
From this column we can see that female applicants were, other things (i.e. home location)
being equal, 25.1 percentage points less likely than males to have taken a science course at
HSC. Similarly, after controlling for sex, applicants from metfopolitan homes were
slightly less likely than those from rural homes to have taken stience.

Col'umn B shows the co-efficients for predicting enrolment decision from the pre-
determined variables and from HSC course type. They' show that, other things in this
model being .equal, females were 8.7 percentage points more likely than males to turn
down their offers, that those living in rural areas were 10.7 percentage points more likely
than thuse lting in metropolitan Melbourne to turn down their offers (we can reverse the
sign of the co-efficient so long as we intuitively revei:se the coding of one or other of our
variables), and that those who had taken a science course at HSC were 14.3 percentage
points less likely to turn down their offeis. These co-efficients are the direct effects of the
three variables on the enrolment decision. We can note here that the direct effect of sex is
somewhat reduc.ed from that shown in the two predictor model of Table 2.4, but that the
direct effect of home location is very slightly lerger.
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A. A Path Model with Two Intervening Variables

HSC
Course
Type

Decision

HSC
Score

B. The Indirect Effect of Sex Through HSC Course TyPe

C. The Indirect Effect ofSex Through HSC Score
6

Decision

FIGURE 2:3 CS
IXRECF AND INDIRECT' EFEECIS IN A PATH MODEL WITH TWO

'INTERVENING VARIABLES
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In Lail, 2 1 ib) tte int otpenate the data from the, earlier tee o predictor model dS
0111111I I 131 In tlw t outext of the, three predictor model ee ith course type as an intervening

e ariabh these, w-efficients now define the total effects of sex dnd hume location. lit may
help to refer back tu Figure 2.2 here.) Columns Bi and 132 thus enable us to compare the
total effet ts of sex and hunw location xx ith the direct effects of these two variables.
Rt ownibel dig that total effect = direct effect + indirect effect it is simple to subtract the
ditrt t effect It oluimi 132) front the toted effect (colunui 131) to get an estimate uf the indirect
Met ti-Jahle, 2 3 ai). though it unfits this listing of the indirect efkets. does proe i(e

ahead the tallsdi paths earlier in the model bete% een the predetermined
e ariable'S <Ind the' inter% ening %eatable, (IISC t u urse ty pe) This information sknuetinies cHi
be useful in interpreting the indirect effects

'Feeble. 2 5 (t ) slim% s the, final method uf presenting these results. The first and last
I ()I unites of this table eire simply transcribed from Table 2.5 (b). They show the total and
direct effects of se . find home lot mem on enrolment decision and the direct effect o
course ty pe The, set ond column in Table 2.5 (c) shot% s indirect effects which are
dk ulated by subtractmg the direct from the total effects, that is by subtracting the
o-efficients in column 132 from those in column Bl in Table 2.5 (b)

The, total effet.t uf sex un enrolment decision is 0.123. This may be interpreted as
ten he les being 12 3 percentage points more likely than males to reject places offered ee hen
the somew hat greater proportion of females ex ho came from the country is controlled The
indirect effee t uf sex, how ex er, is 0.036. That is, 3.6 percentagei points or a little ox er one
quarter uf the total effmt uf sex is mediated b HSC course type. That is to say ahout a
quarter of the total effect uf sex may be attributed tu the fact that females were less likely to
take st.wnu, wurses in HSC (Table 2.5 (b)) and those who took science cours(s were more
hkely to take up offers of places n tert ldrN education. The direct effect of sex is shown in
the final wlumn of Table 2 5 (c). It shotts that (in the context of the three predictor model)
about three quarters of the total effect of sex bears directly on the enrolment decision.

It can happen thdt the direction uf direct and indirect effects differ. For instance, the
total effect uf home location shows that metropolitan students were 10.4 percentage'
pumts less likely than rural students tu turn down their VUAC offers, after controlling for
sex. The arida-L.0 effect mediated through HSC course type is, how ex er, post t e. The total
effect is thus the sum uf two contrary tendencies, in as much as metropolitan students
ex ere slightly less likdy tu take science at HSC jTable.2i.5,(a)) they were more likelx to turn
dote n their VUAC offers. but if we exclude the consideration of their HSC- course,_

inetropeilitan students ex ere less likely tu turn dow n their offer. The resulting total effect of
hume location is the som uf a small positixe indirect effect and a larger negatixe direct
effect.

A Final Example

We turn, finally, to an exarnination of a more elaborate model, similar in,nearly all
respects tu those discussed in the later chapters of Ails, monograph. For -the sake of
simplicity , howexer, only t o predetermined anables are included. Our elaboration is to
add an additional intervening xariable, HSC aggregate score and assume that it follows
HSC course ty pe in the causal sequence. This model is illustrated in FiguTe 2.3 (a). The
total effect of a predetermined vanable in this model (sex or home location) can be
part it lurked db. total effect = direct effect + indirect effect via HSC course type + indirect
effect via HSC s-Core.

The indirect effect of sex through HSC course ty es illttstrated in Figure 2.3 (b). It
should be noted that the indirect effect x ia course type ncludes the path from course type
to decision as w ell as ihe path from course type throu h HSC score to decision. Thus the
indirect effect of a mediating xa0able in a path model includes those portions of its effect
thaLare further mediated by subsequent variables in the model.

4
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TABLE 2:6

COEFFICIENTS FROM THE REGRESSION OF HSC COURSE TYPE,
1-iSC SCORE AND TWO-WAY DECISION ON SEX AND HOME LOCATION

(Sample Data)

Independent Variables Dependent Variables
HSC Course HSC Score Two-Way

Type Decision

Sex .251 +0.4 +.088
(Female =, 1 vs
Male -= 0)

Home Location .024 +8.1 .090
(Metropolitan = vs
Rural = 0)

HSC Course Type +18.3
(Science = 1 vs
Non-Science = 0)

HSC Score .002

Note: To-as detision is coded Decline and Defer = I, Accept Full- and Part-time = 0

TABLE 2:7

TOTAL, DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS OF SEX,
HOME LOCATION, HSC COURSE TYPE AND HSC SCORE ON TWO-WAY DECISION

(Sample Data)

Independent Variables
Total Effect

Effects on Two-Way Decision
Indirect Effect Indirect Effect

via HSC Course via HSC Score
Type net of HSC Course

Type

Direct Effect

-Sex- -- _ +.123 +.036 .001 +.088
(Female = 1 vs
Male.= 0)
Home Location .104 +.003 .018 .090
(Metropolitan = 1 vs
Rural = 0)

HSC Course Type .143 7.040 .103
(Science = I vs
Non-Science = 0) . .,

HSC Score .002 .002
Note: Tivo way-decision is aided Decline and-Defer = 1, Accept Full- and Part-time = 0

38
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The indirect effect of sex on the enrolment decision mediated by HSC score is
illustrated in Figure 2 3 (c). This indirect effet.t excludes tlidt part of the effect of HSC score
attributable to HSC course type.

The ddtd for ail analy sis of the total, direct and indirect effects of sex and home
lucdtwn are presented in Tables 2 6 and 2.7. Table 2.6 contains co-efficients for the
regression of f ISC course ty pe, HSC score and two-way decision on these two pre-
determined variables. These are the co-effluents conventionally presented in a path
aridly sis and the form of this table is equivalent to Table 2.5 (a). The co-efficients mpresent
the effects uf sex and home location on HSC course ty pe (the first column) sex, home
location and course ty pe on mg score (the second column) and sex, home location,
course type and score on the two-way decision.

The total, indirect and direct effects on the two-way.t.fecision are shown in Table 2 7.
From these eu-efficients e can partition the total effect of each predictor. Thus of the total
effect of sex (0.123), 71.5% (0.088/0.123 x 100) is direct to the two-way decision, 0.5%
( 0.001, 0.123 x 100) is indirect through HSC score and 29.3% (0.036/0.123 x 100) is
imhrect through FISC course type,and HSC score. Similarly, of the tota2Ie0fifoect of home
location 86.5% is direct, 17.3% is indirect through HSC score and indirect
through HSC course type and HSC score.

Adthtionally. HSC course type has a strong total effect on the two-way decision,
applicants who took an 11SC science course being 14.3 percentage points more likely to
take up rather than turn down the offer. This total effect is, as explained earlier, net of the
other predetermined variables. Of this effect 72.0% is direct to two-way decision and
28.0% is indirect through HSC score.

In the follow mg chapters we present data in tables similar to 2.6 and 2.7 and interpret
total, indirect and direct effects (generally for two way decision only) in the manner
described above.
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CHAPTER 3

A BASIC MODEL OF TRANSITION

min-lent. e (fur studs of tranyifin to higher education in Victoria by specifying a
simple causal model w hit h t an b ' tested using the data from the Vt 'AC records and
empty% ing the procedures out lin in Chapter 2. The path diagram in Figure 3 1 portra) s

_ the model-and spm.i.ftes the assu pt ions and h)potheses IA hich guided thy anal) ses We
fit pothesise four predewrnnnf s ariables which are the applicant s sex. ige. home loca-
tofu and the t) pe of set within school last attended The double-headed arrow s linking
ttwse t ariables in F igure .3.1 indicate that J.. e do not make ant causal assumptions about
their interrelationships tor this anla)sis Addatonall), tte h)puthesise two mediating
t ariables w hich are Yea-12 course and Year-12 aggregate results These two variables
st ere combined in a single block in the model w e des eloped in Chapter 1 For the present
analysis we hat e separated them and assumed a causal sequence from th:Iedetermined
t ariables to -ii-ear--12- obcrse. from Year-12 course to Year-12 results.rari 7-from Year-12
results tu the enrolmenidecision. Data on the pass rates of t arious HSC subjects (Victorian
lost a use of Set undary Ed uuit ion. 1980) shuts man) clear differences between science and
non-st tence subjects. These data suggest that those w ho took science courses would be
t en likely to hat e d higher at erage HSC aggregate score than groups vs ho took other
subject 4. urnbinations While our assumption of a causal relationship between Year-12
course t ) pe and Yew-12 aggregate score is posstbl) not entirel) w arranted. w e hat e used a

i. Causal ordering of these t artables to explore the relationship bets% een course type and
results. to calculate their independent direct effects on enrolment decisions, and to git e an
account of the mediating effects particular to each of them.

lo. Chapter -I- -Ate-described -how we identified -a population of 15.13 applicants
through tbe Vi_ AC for tertiary places in 1980. All were Victotians and all were offered a
place to sluds fur the first time in a college or unit ersit) on the basis of a completed 12th
) ear uf schooling The analyses w e describe in Chapters 3. 4. 5 and 6 are based on data from
d subset of 14.042 of these applicants who applied for a place in tertian education on the
basis of a completed HSC or internall) assessealugh school 12th ) ear. We excluded TOP'
students fr* these anak ses lettse ste anticipated that Year-12 results %%Mild be a
crUt !di sariable in d model of transition. HSC results are qualitatis el) distinct flora TOP
results and pros ide a more reliable aggregate measure of Year-12 achies ement as the) are
standardised across all candidates and adjusted to accommodate differences in the rela-
tive difficult) of the salmis subjects. An aggregate score of each applicants four best
subjects thus pros ides a cornparAle measure uf attainment across all applicants and all
combinations of sublet ts We included the ven small number of applicants w ith school-
based quallfications iti these anal)ses. The. were-treated as hat ing missing datavn the
Year-12 ac tevement variables.

Of the sub-set of 14.042 applicants:66.4% accepted their offer of a college or uni-
A ersits place and enrolled full-time. 2.2% accepted and enrolled part-time. 18 4% de-
clined their offer and 13.0% deferred thetr enrolment. Thus. on our 'two sta) decision'
Outcome t apable, 68 6,o had taken up'. and 31.4% had lamed dow It the offer Further.
46.3% of the.liiekcants Were male.and almost-5-0% were aged 17 ur )ounger at December
31. 1979. 44., % were aged ,18. and 9.4% were aged 1910 24. Also. 71.3% had home
addressm in the`Melbourne metropolitan area. This estimate excludes a few, as missing
data. who gat e addresses W ith4.entral business district post codes because man) of these
appeared to be poste restante addresses. Fort)-nine per-cent of applicants attended a
.....),,..rnment high school for their findl tear of schooling 25 1% attended a Catholic
independent school. 23.6% attended a non-Calholic independent school and 2 3% at-
tended a state technicaL school, a private coaching college or h'al studied HSC through
et ening tAas'ses. a learning cooperative or the I fit'e. Almost 41%studied a science Gdurse at

31
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TABLE 3:1

THE G OSS EFFECT OF THE APPLICANTS SEX ON ENROLMENT DECISION

Decision Sex
Male Female All

co

Enrol full-time 70.7, , 62.6 66.4
Enrol part-time 2.6 1.8 . _2.2

Decline 15.9 20.6 18 4
Defer 10.7 15.0 13.0

Take up offer 73.4 64.4 68 5
Turn down offer 26.6 35.6 31.5

6508 7534 14042

HSC2 tw ith a small number of tpplicants v.ho did not study four subiects at their final
attempt at HSC..and those with school-based qualifications being treated as missing)
Finally, the distribution of aggregate marks on the four best HSC Sublects of the selected
applicants was: 199 or fewer, 1.2%, 200 to 239. 2/3.4%, 240 to 279. 41.7%. 280 to 319.
21.1% and 320 and,above. 7.7%. ThXse groupings of marks are equivalent to the E. D. C. B.
and A grades respectively.

Gross Effects in the Basic Model

In order to present the tross effeCts on enrolment decisions. w hich our later anal} ses
in this chapter w ill seek to refine and explain, vve crositabulated each priclictoi v ariabIe
with the four category decision outcome. The results of this analysis, presented simply as
percentages of each category of the predictor variables, are shavin in Tables 3 1 to 3 6 We
w ill describe these data briefly, simply to give an overall view of the-gross predictors of the
applicants- enrohrient decisions, and reserve any discussion until later in the chapter

Table 3.1 shows that 9.0%rnore males than females took up. rather than turned down.
their offers from the VUAC in 1979- 1980,Males were more likely to enrol both full time
and part-time compared with females who were, conversely. . more likely both to decline
and defer their Offer.

TABLE 3:2, ,

THE GROSit.trta OF THE APPLICANTS AGE ON ENROLMENT DECISION

DecisiOn
17 and younger

Age
--- 18

-

19 to 24 All

Enrol full-timJE-. 67.1_ 85.9 64.9 66.4
Enrol-part-time 1.4 1.8 7.3 2.2
Decline 17.7 19.3 17.9 18.4
Defer 13.8 12.9 9.9 13.0

Take up offer 68.5 67.8 72.2 68.5
31,5 171 22-8_11:5_
6441 6273 1328 14042

4 2
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TABLE 3:3
THE GROSS EFFECT OF THE APPLICANTS HOME LOCATION ON

ENROLMENT DECISION

Decision
Metropolitan

%

Home Location
Country (including

metropolitan
outskirts)

%

All

%

Enrol full-time 69.6 58.2 66.4
Enrol part-time 2.4 1.6 2.2
Decline 16.0 '24.3 18.4
Defer 12.0 15.9 13.1

' Take up offer 72.0 59.8 68.6
Turn down offer 28.0 40.2 31.5

10040 3941 13981

Applicants aged 19 or o% er w ere a little more likely to tal:e up their offers than others
(Table 3.2). The) were considerably more likely to enrol part-time than others and were
somewhat less likely to defer.

Relationships between hume location and enrolment decisions are strung and cons-is-
tent (Table 3.3). Applicants w ith metropolitan home addresses w ere 12.2 percentage
points more likely to take up a VI:AC offer than apphcations s ith rural home addresses.
Metropolitan students w ere less likely to both decline and defer and. cum ersely . more

Vely_teenroLbothiulktime_ancLpartlime_

Relationships with the ty pe ofschool last attended are a little more complex (Table
3.4i. Applicants who attended a nun-Catholic. independent school were the most likely to
take up the VI:AC offer, those from Catholic.ondependent schools the least likely . This
gross differenc.e is due largel) to the greater numbers of applicants from non-Catholic
independent schools who enrolled full-time and the smaller numbers who declined.
Those from other schools w ere the most likely to enrol part time. but there were no other
clear differences in the rates of acceptiilg part-time or deferring.

TABLE 3:4
THE GROSS EFFECT OF THE APPLICANTS TYPE OF SCHOOL ON

ENROLMENT DECISION

Decision School Type
State High Independent Independent Other All

Catholic non-Catholic

Enrol full-time 65.5 62.6 -73.0 , . 62.5 66.5
Enrol part-time . . 2.0 1.9 1.3 8.2 2.0
Decline . 19.4 22.1 12.7 17.4 18A
Defer 13.1 13.4 13.0 12.0 13.1

Take up offer 67.5 64.5 74.3 70.7 68.5
-afar 32,6- 35.5 25..7 29,4- -31.5

. 6756 3464 3251 317 13788

4 3

.
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TABLE 3:5 fi
HSC COURSE TYPE ONTHE GROSS tt.CT OF THE APPLICANTS

ENROLMENT DECISION

Decision
Non-Science

Course Type
Science

.00 a

Enrol full-time 60 5 74 9 66 4
Enrol part-time 2 8 0 8 2 0
Decline 22 1 13.4 18 5
Defer 14 6 10 9 13 1

Take up offer '63.3 75.7 68 4
Turn down offer 36.7 24 3 31.6

. 8163 5650 13813

Tables 3 5 and 3.6 show t ross effects of HSC course and HSC aggregate score on
enrolment decisions. Science students w ere 12.4 percentage points more likely to take up
a college or university place than those w ho studied other combinations of subjects at
HSC Specifically. . they w ere more likely to enrol full-time but less likely to enrol part-
time, and w ere less likel both to decline or defer their offers. Also. those w ith higher
aggregate HSC scores were more likely to take up their offers This relationskip is almost
linear, except that w hereas those w ho scored less than 200 and "sere offered places were
the most likely to decline. they w ere the least likely to defer thtir enrolment. (This may
w ell be refated to the administration of-special entry-enrolments and deferrahn particu-
lar institutions.)

Direct Effects in the Basic Model

tAe now turn to, an analysis of these effects using the multi%ariatdprocedures de-
scribed in Chapter 2. Table 3.7 show s the data for,an analysis of the direct effgcts in our
basic model. The figures in the table are metric (unstandardised) regression co-efficients
and lin brackets) standardised regression co-efficients forsei en equations in w hich

TABLE 3:6
THE GROSS EFFECT OF THE APPLICANTS HSC SCORE ON

i\--dENROLMENT DE
CISION

Decision
, Less than 260 thru

HSC Score
240 thru 280 thry 320 and All

200 239 279 319 above
,0 % ' 00 00

Enrol full-tirne 61.1 57.9 64.7 75,1 84.1 66.4
Enrol part-ttme 1.2. 1.8 1.9 2.3 2 4 2.0

Decline 31.1 26.4 19.4. 10.6 4.4 18.5

Defer 6.6 13.9 14.0 12.0 9.2 .1

..jatteup offer .6g4 59.7 86,5 --68.4

TUrn down offer 37:7 40.3 -33.4 22.6

167 3916 576i .907 1057 13809

44,

7
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the appla ant s se 't Igt, home loiat ion and t% pe of si hoot are related to the kind of
HSC course undertaken.

it all these ambles are related to the applicant's FISC score.
i nil and all these tariables in turn are related to fit e contrasts among the enrolment

decisions the applicants made

The fit e untrasts among the enrolment de( isions are turn dow n (coded I) against
take up (coded 0). de( line oiled II against aicept full-time (coded 0) defer (coded 1)
against accept full-time ft odt'd 0). accept part-time (coded I) against accept full-time
tioded ()Land deter (coded I ) against decline (coded 0)'

All tali ulations are based un correlations between ariabies cak ulated by maximis-
ing the (wadable information by pain, ise deletion of missing data The minimum
number ot subjects contributing to a particular equation is show n at the heading of each
«dunin ,1 e also table the multiple correlation w-efficient (R) hich show s the correla-
tion between rat h dependent tariable and the lineor regression function. The apparent
abi I it% of all our models to explain the ariability in enrolment decisions in low With data
soch as these. hot% er. e belie% e that the magnitude of the effect as expressed in the
nietrii regression t. u-efficients is a much more aluable statistic for interpretation 4

f urt her. as these particular data represent a complete popubit ion of students and are
not a sample in any sense. It is nut appropriate to interpret inferential statistics dent ed

sampling...t.hen4-11ence we-hale focussed our attention only on the descriptit e
measures of relationships between the predetermined and inter% ening ariables of our
model and the criteria.

The Student's HSCourse

In the first columniAl. of Table 3 7 %%e see the net selationships between the-pre-
deiermined %ariablet.if the model and Whether or not the-applicant's HSCcoorse inc-
luded at least three science subjects. The co-efficients show that, other thiags being equal,
females and older students were less likely to hat e taken an HSC science courle. Further.
the relationships between the schoql contrasts and science show that applicants in
Catholic Independent schools were less likely than state high school applicants to hat e
taken a science course, whereas those from non-Catholic independent schools and other'
schools were more likely than those from state high schools to hat e taken science...The
relationship between our general home focation %al-bible and HSC course type is
negligible.

A brief reiteration of our interpretation of these regression co-efficients may be
helpful here. As i1l the chchotomous %ariables in the regression equations were coded 0
and I. the marginal proportions otthese variables can be interpreted as probabilitieS of
occurrence in one or other category of the dichotomy. . ,ind the metric regression co-,
effluents as probabilities conditional on the distributions of other t ariables in the model.
Thus. fur example. the co-efficient of 0.24 relating tlw applicant's sex (coded 1 for female
and 0 for malej to HSC course type (coded 1 for science and 0 for other course) indicates
that. other things being equal. the probability of finding in our data a male applicant
taking a science course is 0.24 points greater than that of finding a femaleapplii..ant taking
a science course. An alternato,e interpretation is that, if qther conditions represented by
the %ariables in the equation had been equal. 24 percentage points more male than female
applicants would have taken an HSC science course.

The other metric co-effluents in the first column of Table 3.7 can be interpreted in a
manner Similar to the interpretation for sex given above. The co-efficient fur age indicates
flidt mere \las cf lieCIEZISE 4in-the likelihood uf an applitAllit tikiiig science for every
year older he ur she was. Those fur school ty pe shovk that students in Cathbhc n de p en
dent schools were about 2% less likpb to hai,e taken a sciencecourse than %%ere those in a

,
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- ' TABLE3:7- - -nr 1 CZ

MODEL 1: SEX, AGE, HOME LOCATION, AND SCHOOL EFFECTS ON HSCCOURSE TYPE, 0
=-

HSC composrm SCORE AND ENROLMENT DECISION 0
. 0

...
,...

.., 3.
IndependentNariables Dependent Variables .-

A B , C D E F G -3
<a

HSC course type HSC scare Turn down vs Decline vs accept Defer vs accept Accept part-time Defer vs decline -I

take up' full-time full-time vs full-time 3
N = 13699 N = 13696 N= 13696 N = 11651 N = 10916' N = 9368 N = 4336

g = 0.26 R = 0.26 1 = 0.24 R = 0.27 R = 0.15 R = 0.22 R = 0.22
cs)
E

Sex (1 = female. 0 = male) -0240 (-024)b -1.33 (-0.0i) 0.053 (0.06) 0.023 (0.03) 0.047 (0.06) -0.014 (-0 04) 0.024 (0.02) Ca.
'--:

Age. -0.044 (-0.08) -2.82 (-0.07) -0.015 (-0.03) 0 010 (0.02) -0 004 (-0.01) 0.032 (0 17) -0.007 (-0.01)

Home location (1 = metropolitan, -0.063 (400) 5.33 (0.07) -0.104 (4110) -0.099 (-0.10) ' -0.0684-0.08) -0.001 (-0.00) 04117 (0 02)

0 = non-metropolitan)
School type (vs State High School) (0.04) (0.17) (0.05) (0 08) . (045) (0.05) (0.06)

Catlwlic IndePendent -0.023 (-0,02) 5.23 (0.06) 0.046 (0.04) 0.040 (0.04) 0 018 (0.02) 0.002 (0 01) -0.022 (-0.03)

non-Catholic Independent 0.027 (it92) 18.62 (0.18) -0016 (-O.01) -0 036 (-0 04) 0 006(0.01) -0.007 (-0.02) 0.068 (0.05)

Other 0.041 (0.01) 3.18 (0.01) 0.013 (0.00) , 0 139 (0 05) 0.113 (0 05) 0.055 (0.05) 0.151 (0.05)

HSC course type)) = Science.
0 = other) 10.14 (0.14) -0.088 (-0.09) -0.085 (-0.10) -0.052 (-0.07) ..--0.038 (-0.20) 0.038 (0.04)

HSC score -0.0019 (-0.15) -0.0020 (-0.17) -0.0005 (-0.04) 0.0002 (0.03) 0.0028 (0.18)

Note: a Where the dependent vanable consists of a simple binary contrast, the first-mentioned value (e.g. 'Turn down') is coded '1* and the second mentioned (e g

Take up') is coded Ir.
1

b. Effects are presented in the form of unstandardised and (in brackets) standardised co-effluents lge standardised co-effluents provide information on the
relative importance of effects within a particular equation. That shown for school type is Heise's 0972) 'Shear co-eflictent It summarizes.the effect of the

ccomp fete group of between-school contrasts.
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state high school, whereas those in non-Catholic Independent schools were about 3%

more likely to have taken science
While the relationship for other' schools appears stronger, we are reluctant to give it

much weight in our interpretation of these data. The group of students attending 'other'
schools was small (only 2.3% of those for whom data were available), Also, the schools

were heterogenous in character, ranging fibm technical schools which presented students
tor HSC, through high school and technical school evening classes, to coaching ailleges

and community based learning cooperatives It is quite likely that the apparent biaS
tow ards science for this group is due to a concentration of science students in one of these

sub-groups whose contribution to the pool of VUAC applicants may be very inconsistent

from year to year
It appears that, of the variables in our model, the major cause of taking a science

course or not at HSC was the aplicant's sex, however this conclusion cannot-be derived
trom the unstandardised regression co-efficients. Variations in the scales of measure-
ments and ghe marginal distribution of dichotomous variables make it necessary to
examine the set of standardised co-efficients to make these comparisons In fact the
«inclusion is justified for the prpisent equation. The standardised co-efficients (including
the sheaf co-efficient for school type) show that the applicants' sex was about three times

more important than age and six times more important than the type of school last
attended in determining the type of HSC course undertaken.

HSC Achievement

The second column in Table 3.7 shows the relationships between the variables we

have discussed above and the applicants' HSC scores. All the relationships are worthy of
interpretabonJ)ther things being equal, female applicants hed a slightly_lower aggregate

HSC score than males, as did those who were older, for each year of-age. n ipplicanesnet
HSC score w as, on average, about three pointslower. Other things being equal, metropoli-
tan students scored 5 aggregate HSC points higher than rural students The average
best-four score of applicants who attended a non-Catholic independent schobl was a net

16 points higher than the score of those attending state high schools and the average score

ot those attending Catholic schools was a net 5 points higher. Those attending 'other'
schools scored an average of 3 points more. Finally, students-taking an FISC science course

had a net advantage of 10 points of HSC aggregate score over their peers The standaidisert
regression co-effluents show that the strongest direct effect is that for the type of school
last attended-School type is followed by HSC course type. age. home location and the

applicant's sex.

It is tempting to draw strong evaluative conclusions from these findings, to point, for

example, to the clear net differences between schools and home locations and to ascribe

these to the differential impact of government versus non-government schools and to a

rural versus metropolitan upbringing. There is, however, an important Caveat to conclu-

sions of this kind. As we discussed in Chapter 1, this preliminary model is mis-specified

in at least two ways. As we are working with readily available data we have not been able _

to Include a measure of the applicantkprior intelligence, nor any indicators of family
social status The absence of these'variables does not invalidate our e1etes of relation-
ships between Independent and dependent variables. ,pther things in he model being
equal. It does, howeVer, suggest that we should not interpret these relationships as direct

causes. Because of.the mis-specifications, associations between HSC score and school

type, for example,,,may be spuriously high, being properly attributable to a prior cause

fht ts it Is ..clearly_possible that the observed differences between schools are actually

mediating the effects of social status and inielligenCeiiicHK-attamrnentand-that the
metropolitan rural distinction is mediating the effectof social status Data gathered in the

questionnaire phase of this study will help to answer this problein. at least as far es family
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social status is concerned. In a later study vve jlso intend to build contextual social status
and 'rurality' information from postcode aggr 'cites uf census data in tu the model. These
data should sharpen the estimates of the si ecific direct effects of school ty pe and
geographic isolation on HSC score and enrolm t decisions.

The pattern of superior performance of those in Catholic and non-Catholic indepen-
dent schools is in accord, however, ith the results of the first report of the ACER Study
ofSchool Lem, ers- (William& Clancy, Batten and Girling-Butcher4980). Their estimates.
derived from performance on word knowledge. literacy and numeracy tests by a national
sample of 14 year-old students, were co ed.for a variety of farndx variables includi
occupation and education. Here the r nk ordering of schools by pupil performance. ier
things being equal, was tholic independent school. Catholic indep ident
school and state high school. It is ly likely, therefore, that some of the thffer ces in
net EISC scores in our Victorian population are due to direct school system effects.

There are similar difficulties with interpretation of the home location effect. In this
case some control over social status differences is probably achiev ed by the inthision uf
school type in the model. How e%er, e cannot be certain that all the improv ement ul EISC
score for metropolitan students is directly attributable to metropolitan living. Williams
rt al (1980) found little relationship between the achiev ement of basic skills and a scale of
'rurality' based on four occupation and domestic indices. Their index is likely to overlap
quite strongly with family kicial status, how ever, and we are inclined to believe that a
geographical or ecologk,al Alex niight have a stronger net effect un school attainment.
But our present data do.not give this belief unequivocal sUpport.

The relationship between HSC course ty pe and aggregate score is an interesting and
challenging one Ten points of HSC aggregate score represent approximately one quarter
of a standard deviation difference of score for this group pf students vv hich. as a net
difference. is quite large. Within therc,ontext of the method& used to standardise the
Victorian HSC scores, an explanation of the difference between the aggregate scores of
science and non-science students might be that science students are simply the more
intelligent or academically oriented group. Therefore. it could be claimed that our finding
of a relationship between EISC cdurse type and HSC aggregate score is spuhous, that it
results from the rills-specification of the model through our inability to inckide measures
of prior intelligenCe, specific abilities or academic interests.

Whatever the explanation is for the relationsh in, it appears tu haVe important impli-
cations fpr the transition of some groups to higher education. Using a modification of the
present' model we 'calculated that the effect of sex on HSC score. when EISC.course type
was ommited from the model, was 3.76. This metric co-efficient dropped to 1.33 when
HSC,course type %vas added. That is. the direct effect of sex accounted for only 35% of its
total effect on HSC score whereas the indirect effect, through course type accounted for
65% Thus, much of the explanation for why the girls in our population did less well in
aggregate on the Victorian HSC examination appears to be that they were less likely tu take
science courses It is difficult to argue. we believe, that this mediated sex effect is caused
by the lower intelligence or academic interests of, girls taking EISC. or by interactions
between sex, intelligence and HSC course choice.

_ We \N ill-show shortly thatthere are quite strong net rel tionkhips betv en Hk co
'type and the likelihood of an applicant accept*ig an offer -tirne in vt.1 ience
itudents. There is also an indirect association arough HSC aggregate kore. Thus, those
who do not take HSC science courses are directly and indirectly disaChantaged in accept-
ance of VUAC offers of college or university places. (And possibly also in receipt of
attractive offers) There does, therefore, appear to be ev idence in our data fora causal chain
of both dirgct and indirect-lialks.wh-ieh runs kora-being fentalertue-lesser hkehhood -of
taking science, to lower aggregate HSC scores, to a low& chance, of accepting an offer. We
do not know whether a direct test has been made of the assumption that the differencep
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f ISC st oreS betweeu MACH( t atilt Ilt)II afice students Is due to ct difference in intelli-
gt nt e. alit I tries ur ipteresk and IS nut inherent in the procedure of autostandardisat ion' of
liSC marks in Vit lurid (perhaps being associated w ith differential reliabilities of the
marks in various sublet ts) Thu unequal opportunities that accrue to those w her du not take
sr rem e «trust's appears to warrant a study of this kind.

We hove alluded during this dist ussion to direct links between SUN and age and the
I ISC aggregate st ore The diret t link with Se \ is not strong but. ak we &scribed above,
11101 Ii ot the relationship bow yen Se\ and HSC aggregate is mediated through the ty pe of

t ourse taken. There is also ct negative relationship between age and HSC aggregate
st ore. hut this is largely direct and not mediated through course t.i'pe. This relationship
v% ith age is as expet ted Within the age range we ane considering. and given that our HSC
aggregate w as & ali ulated only if at least futir'subiet ts were taken at an applicant's last
attempt at HSC. there are a variety of refisons for older students scoring less well. While
our aggregatt is not at tuaby discounted for ct second attempt (as the formal 'Anderson
St. ore' is). it.is likely that the mmority uf sec ond attempters are generally low er achie% ers
Nchiltionallv mans older students w ill be returning to HSC after, possibly.. up to five or
SIN Nears break from studying.

Enrolment Decisions

Columns C. D. E. F and G of Table ji 7 pregent the data for fi% e separate equations
w loch relate the preceding predetermined and intervening anables to contrasts among
the enrolment decisions made by the appla.ants. The metric co-effluents show increases
in the probability uf a det ision & ompared %% ith its contrasts. Thus in colum0 C. for
example. all t u-effn lents. w ith the exception of that for HSC aggregate score, show the
inc reased or decreased probability of turning dow n (declining ur deferring) tt college or
14111 t_rit _offer as against taking it up either full-time or part-time which is-associated

th tin dichotomous contrast represented by the independent kariable. For HSC aggre-
gate. the t o-efficient show s the change in probability of turning dow n cl college or
uni%'ersit% offer as againSt taking it up associated w ith an increase of I IISC agaegate
ptiint Ilw abbot latt'd standardised co-effiCients pro% nit. information on the relati% e
importance of each effect within the one equation.

Column C show s the effects un the general contrast between taking up the offer and
turning it dov% n. All effects, I% ith the possible excepta i of tbe age of the applicants,
appear to be of substantive interest. The strongest is fo he applicant's IISC score. The
int.trit cll-t'ffil rent indicates that for every 10 rants in rease iii IISC:score there was an
assot iated.,tho tease uf almost tw oxpercentage s in the likelihood of an applicant
turning dow is an offer of a place. Another way of interpreting the resujt is that, other
things being equal there was ct decrease in the chance of turning duw rt4trimainst taking
up an offer of al ost 23 percentage points fur a student who scorCid 320 marks (the
nummum st ore rFsulting from 4 A grades) c ompared with one w hq scored 200 (the

St on resulting from 4 D grades). It is important to recognise that all students in
this stud% at tuallv received an offer of a ( ol lege or uni% ersity place (alihough the y. may nut
necessarily ha% e passed' HSC) and that this is a net relationship over sex, age. home
location. school and HSC course type. As we w show later, much of this relationship
appears to be explained (quite mdepender i is ) h the ty pe of institution making the offer
;Ind the preference level of the offer. That students w ho score less well at li,SC receive an
offer of cl leSs preferred & ours, and are thus more likely to turn dow n the offer is easy to
understand That those v% ith lower HSC scores are also more likely to turn dcm n offers
nom liana ular kinds of institutions irrespective uf preference level suggests a compfex
4iterpla5 of avirations and selfgr4de' pticiris winch warrants a mcinidetailed_logostiga- _

tton than we-are able to give-here.'
-

Next in imliortarne are the effects of home location and HSG course type on the,
e
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deusion to turn down rather than take up the VUAC offer. The impad of these factors is
about two-thirds that of HSC score. Other things being equal, students liv ing outside the
Melbourne metropolitan area w ere about 10 percentage points more likely to turn down
an offer as against take it up, Compared with those liv ing within the metropolitan 'area
Similarly,, compared with science students, applicants who had taken a non-science
course at HSC were about 9 percentage points morelikely to turn dow n an offer rather than
take it up.

It might appear that this strong effect Of HSC course type could be explained by the
ty pes of institutions and the preference levels associated ith courses offered to science
students. If this were the case, the inclusion of these variables in the model should result
in a reduction of the effect of taking a science,course on theenrolment decision How ever,

-suLh is not the case. The effect of taking a science coase at HSC is principally a direct one
It is nut markedly reduced by the inclusion of prgference ley el, the type of institution
making the offer, and, later by the inclusion of attitudes such as the perception of career
benefits. This indicates either that taking a Year-12 science course, in itself, predisposes
students to accept offers of places in tertiary education or, possibly, , that this group has a
greater certainty about their career plans or a very general tendency to seek intellectually
complex env ironments (Spaeth, 1976). Unfortunately, any attempt to unravel these com-
peting explanations is beyond the scope of our exploratory study.

The impact of the remaining factors ranged between 20% and 40% of that of HSC
aggregate score. Other things being equal, approximately 5 percent more females than
males turned down their VUAC offers. Also, students who attended Catholic independent
schools and 'other schools, were, other things being equal, more likely to turn down as
against take up an offer compared with students who attended a state high School. On the
uther hand, those who attended non-Catholic independent schools were more likely to
take up an offer than those in state high schoolS. Finally, , older students were a little more

Jikelylotake up their VUAC-offer tharryounger students.
Thus, those applicants with lower HSC scores, those who lived in Victorian country

areas, those who studied other than science courses an HSC, those w ho last attended
(particularly) Catholic independent schools, females, and those w ho were younger, more
frequently turned down their, offers of college or univ ersity places, other things being
equal. These are effects on a coarse distinction between enrolment decisions, however,
and It is possible that more specific effects have been 'coy ered up' by combining into
single categories those who declined and deferred and those who enrolled full-time and
part-time.

The data in column D are co-efficients for the regression of the more specific contrast of
decline versus accept full-time on the predictors of the basic model. The results aresimilar
to those just described, except that the relative importance of the school effects has
increased, the relative importance of the applicants' sex has decreased and the minor
effect of age is now positive rather than negative. Taken in order of the relative importance
of the effects, the metric co-efficients show that:

(i) for every increase of 10 points of aggregate FiSC score, applicants were 2 percentage
points less likely to have declined their offer than to have accepted it full-time,

(II) science students were 8.5 percentage points less likely to have declined than non-
science students;

tin) metropolitan students were 10 percentage points less likely to have declined than
rural students;

(Iv) compared with those who last attended a state high school, applicants who attended
a Catholic independent school were 4 percentage points more likely to decline, those
who attended a non-Catholic independent school were about 3.6 percentage points
less likely to decline, and those who attended an 'other' school were 14 percentage
points more likely to decline;
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lemales \\ ere 2 3 pert entage points more likel \ to decline than males.
ij older students w ere sl ight Is more likely to decline than w ere y ounger students.

The most important differences betw een the effects un the general contrast bens Len
taking up as against turn ing doss n the %VAC offer, and declining as against accepting and
enrolling ful an, those for sex, and the contrast ins oh ing non-Catholic indepenthmt
st hook From this it follows (see t Amin g) that both females and former non-Catholic
ikidepenidenit scht Ad students w ere rather less likely than others to decline their offers 15
against defer them The dist reparlUes iii the results fur dge and 'other schools are
probabh due to the tat t hat those ss hu dt,t,cptuti part-tune ss ere excluded from the data
anal \ sett tor the second t ontrast dInung enrolment tietisions Despite the magnitude of
the abet t for 'other' st houls it is probably of little substantis e significance

Relationships bets% mit the ariables in our basic model anti the contrast bets% een
defer anti at t pt full time are not as strong as those fur decline as against accept full-tittle,
but the patterris are similar The strongest relationship is ss ith home location. Those
applicants w hu I. ann from rural areas ss en, inure likely than those from Melbourne to
dt fer their offer as against accept it full-time Of slightly less net iniportance in explaining
the t ontrast bets\ yen defer and accept full-time are the applicant's tiSC course and the
applit ant's stA Again, non science students and females ss ere munt likely than others tu
defer offers as against acuipt full-tune. School effects on this contrast appear, us erall, to be

' relatis ely insignificant. students from 'other' schools w ere, how es er, much more likely
than those from state high st hUuls tu defer cis against enrol full-time. The net relationship
bet w ecni IrISC St ore and the dependent ariable is also relatisely minor anti that fur age is
negligible

The results for the contrast bets\ een adcept part-time and act,ept full-time tell cl simple
story .There is a strung relationship ss ith age. and other relationships w urthy of interpreta-
tion ss ith HSC course, the contrast betw een other' schools and state high schools, and the
applicant's sex anti Ilk score. Thus, those applicants ssho finally enrolled part-time
rather than full-time w ere, other things being eqUal, more tu be older, to hake taken
non St ience course at EISC, tu haye attended an 'other' school rather than a state high
school and to have a slightly higher aggregate HSC score.

The final column uf Table 3.7 shosss the metric co-efficients for an equation predict-
ing the tOntrast between those ss hu deferred rather than declined their offer uf a tertiary
place. ay far the strongest predictor uf this contrast is the applicant's HSC score, For those
ss hu deferred and declined, each increase uf 10 FISC aggregate points w cis associated w it h
a 3". increase in the probability uf deferring. Further analysis shows. how er, that about
un, of this effect is mediated by the type of institution making the offer. Additionally,
those from non Catholic independent schools and mother' schools, w ere more likely than
those from state high schools tu defer cis against-decline their offers, as ss ere HSC science
students and females w hen compared ss ith their 'peers. Students from Catholic Indepen-
dent schools w ere more likely than those-from state high schools to decline the offer of cl
tertiary place as against defer it.

Summary of the Direct Effects in the Basic Modgt

A Ittrther pergpect it ë on this basic medel roffieditffing the outcome old MAC offer
tu HC )ind alternatis e sixth y ear students can be obtained by examining Table 3.7 for
direct effects across the rows,

Looking across the first row sse find that females, w hen compared I.\ lth males, were
less likely- to take a science HSC course, likely to score less-w ell un the HSC aggregate and,
generally, more likely to turn down their VUAC offer. Also, they were More likely'both to
decline and defer uffers than. males w hen these options \sere compared w ith enrolling
full-time, Females \\ ere, huweser, more likely tban Illdtes to enrol full-time as against
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part-time and to deter their enrolment as against decline the offeroutright Compared w ith
the other effects in each equation. the net effect of the apphcant's sex is strongest when the
dependent variable is HSC course type and relatik ely strung w hen the dependent %ariable
is the contrast between deferring and accepting the offer of a place full-time

Moving to the second row we find that older students rather than younger students
were less likely to take science courses and w ere likely to score low er on the HSC
aggregate. They w ere also inure prone to specifically decline places as against enrol
full-time and more likely to enrol part-time as against full-thne Relatiy e to other factors,
age has its strongest effect in relation tu enrolling part-time compared vith

The third row of Table 3.7 show s that students from metropolitan 'areas, when
compared w ith their rural peers scored higher un the HSC aggregate, w ere generally less
likely to turn down as against take up their offer, and y% ere less likely both to decline and
deter as against enrol full-time. These effects on enrolment decisions are quite strong
Lkving in a rural area is the best available independent pred lc tor of deferring as against
enrollmg full-time and follow s a low FISC store <IS a predictor of turning down and
declining. The co-efficients in column B suggest that the metropol itaru'rural contrasthas
also an indirect effect on turning dow n, declining and deferring through rural students'
lower HSC scores.

In the analysis of,the effects of school type. Catholic, non-Catholic independent and
other schools were contrasted against state high schools. In these contrasts, students
from Catholic independent schools had higher net HSC scores but, other things being
equal. w ere less likely to ha% e studied a science course at I ISC and w ge more likely to turn
down (to both decline and defer) plaCes than state high school students. There thus appear
to be contrar% effects acting on the likelihood of students from Catholic schools accepting
or deferring places. The lack of social status indices in this model restricts further analysis
of-these-relationshipsALis lempting.to_speculate that, in this instanc e, social status is the
prior cause of the direct relationship between school ty pe and the students' enrolment
decisions, and that the direct impact of the school sy stem is seen through the higher HSC

scores of Cathof ic school students. -s

Also compared IA ith applicants from state high schools, those from non-Catholic
independent schools w ere more likely to ha% e taken a science course at FISC, perfornwd
considerably better in terms of HSC aggregate scores. %%ere less li,kely specifically to
decline places as against accept full-time, and were,more likely to defer as against decline
places outright. Again. further analysis is necessary to tease out the relative importance of
family social status and the direct influence of the school sy stem on tlfese outcomes

As indicated earlier, we are a little reluctant to draw firm conclusions from the data on
those applicants from 'other' schools. This is because the group is both very small
compared with other groups and quite heterogeneous. Nonetheless, some relationships
tor this group compared ith state high schoal students are relati% ely'strong and consis-
tent. Thus.,compared ith their peers from state high schools, those from 'other' schools
were more likely to decline an offer <IS against accept full-time. <md were more likely to
defer and to enrol part-time as against full-time. When students ho deferred rather than
declined offers are compared. however, those from 'other' schools w eremuch more likely
to defer when compared with state high school students.

The inclusion of a variable representing the type of cour-se anapplicant too,l; aIH
revealed strong differences between science and non'-science students In this compari-
son, other things being equal, science students scored thnsiderably higher on the aggre-

,
gateliG-score, wereless likely than others to turn down their offer,and were less likely to
defer-as agaMst_accept full-time ,aud less likely to enral.part-time rather than' full-titne
Also, they were more likely than others IO defer as against dediniTTOTScginCe
there appear to be indirect links through HSC score and direct effects leading to a greater
likelihoopt of accepting full-time as against declining or deferring offers
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mall . he last row in I able 3 7 show s the relat mush ps hem een the appin ants' I 1SC,

,iggregate s«Ires and their enrolment dei (seals Relative to other variables in the respei -

e t'( pta ((ohs I ISC smre is the best initependrit predictor of the decision to take up
rather than turn (low ti ti VI jAC offer, to a«,ept an of for full-nine rather than to decline it.
and to deter rather than to dei line an ofter As w e ha e described earlier, much of the
relationship w ith take up 1. ersus turn dow n is independent I \ mediated lit the preferem
le% el of the otter and the tpe of institution making the otter Further, about 40" ot the
relationship ot ith deter (IN IWO is mediated In the tt pe of institution making the offer As
all students in the studs tit tuall re( ei t'd an otter of ti pia( e, one interpretation of these
rola( eish ith I ISC aggregate so me is that the represent the effects ot the student's
satistai (loll 11101 ( muse offered and their selh Onfidem 0 about further study

Some Mediated Effects in the Basic.Model

inirptise ot the analyses that we lolm presented so far has been to describe The

t elle( t iit spiv( ted biographic:al: tam il and achie ement variables on the decisions
made lit SN ondart students on whether or not to go on to tertiar mito.ation As we argued

in Chapter 1. it Moons Unit kel that the direct effects of the biographical characteristics or

tan»ly bat kgrounds of students w ill, however. be amenable to change through educa-

t totial interventions It inequalities in access to tertiary education existbetween males and

lemales or ethnic groups. tor example, it is those aspects of these inequalities which are
mediated by the schools and tertiary institutions that can most valuably be the focus of

polu v It seems likely. therefore. that the concern of policy makers will be with the direct

effects of mediating ariables (for the individual inequalities they produce in their own

right) and the indirect ilffects of predetermined variables (for those aspects of group

inequalities that are amenable t policy initiatives). An exclusive focus on direct-effects

can also result in underestimates ofthe extent of the influence of biographical, family and

earls achievement variables on lalig educational achievements. These can lead to conclu-

siOns about the apparent equity of social and educat ionaf systems that. on closer analysis,

are not properly justified. f

We presented a simplified example in Chapter 2 where w e estimated the effect of sex

and home location on the applicants' two-way enrolment decision from models which
both included and excluded the type of HSCcourse studied and the aggregate HSC results
These estimates were the total and direct effects of sex and home location on enrolment
decisions respectively. In these analyses. the total effect of sex (net of (he other pre-
determined variable) was reduced by about 25°./o by the inclusion of the 'achivement
variables. As HSC course and HSC performance, in addition to enrolment decision,
reasonably can be regarded as outcomes of unequal educational opportuhities, the effects
of seN as mediated through course and performance should be included in any estimate of

sex mequahty. it can be seen that the inappropriate inclusion of large numbers of mediat-

ing variables in models of transition to tertiary education, and the exclusive description of

(he direct effects in those models, could lead to conclusions of relative equality where
considerable inequahty may exist. An analysis of the direct and indirect effects of pre-
determined variables on enrolment decisions thus serves two purposes. They are.

(i) to provide more accurate estimates of group inequalities ih access to tertiary
education:

'

in) to provide mdicatiOns of Where these inequalities are meihated by achievemeitt and

sociahpsychological variablesahat might be amenable to policy initianvq:

Data tor an analysis of direct and indirect effects in our basic mOdel isi yItii to-
the two-tkay decision to take up or turn down an offer are shown in Table 3:8. We foc4 our

discusston on the indirect effects,tif sex, home location, school type and HSC cou rse time
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TABLE 3:8
AND INDIRECT EFFECTS ON TWO,WAY

BASIC MODEL OF TRANSITION

Independent Variables Total Effect on
Two-Way Decision

,

Indirect Effect via
HSC Course Type and

HSC Score

Indirect Effect via
HSCScore Net of ,
HSC Course Type

Direct Effect

Sex (1 = female,
0 = male)

Age
Home location (1 =

metroklitan, 0 =
non-metropolitan

School type (vs
. State High School)
Catholic Independent
Non-Catholic
Independent
Other

HSC course (1 =
Science, 0 = other)

HSC score

0.082

. 0.005
0.114

(0.065)

0.038

0.049
0.002

0.107,
0.0019 .

0.026

0.005
-0.000

0.003

0.003
0.004

0.003

0.005
0.010 .

.

0.010

0.030
20.006

. ..
0.019

0.053

0.015=
0.104

(0:049)
-.;
0.046

0.016
0,013

-lion
0.0019

Note: The co-effictents presented are in unstandardised form except ?or the sheaf co-efficient for school type.
Minor discrepancies in totals across the rows are due to rounding error.
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The total effect of the applicants sex un the two-way decision is 0.082 in metric units.
That is. cis er and above the effects of age. home location and school type only. about 8
perumtage points more females than males turned down their VeAC offer, Of this, 0.053
4.0 its ur about 65% of the total effect is direct. 0.003 units (or about 4%) is indirect and
mediated through HSC score alone and 0.026 units (or about 32%) is indirect and
mediated thruugh HSC course t pe including its subsequent effect on HSC score. Thus,
the total effett uf sex un the two way decision is user half as large again as its direct effect.
<Ind the majority uf the additional indirect effect is due to fewer female apphcants taking
science courses at HSC.

The total effect of the applicants' home location is -0 114. The other predetermined
,ariables being equal. os er 11 percentage points fewer metropolitan students than those
lis mg in non-metropolitan areas turned down their offer. Cher 90% of the total effect
, 0 104) is direct, howeser. aiTabout 1% is mediated through the higher HSC scores of
metropolitan students

The data for school type are shown in the form of the sheaf co-effiuent for the total
and direct effects. and in the form of unstandardised co-effluents from the specific
between st hoof contrastS for the total, direct and indirect effects. The sheaf co-effictents
suggest thal must uf the overall effect of school type is direct (75%). Examination of the
,ndis id ual contrasts. how es er. show s that the interpretation is questionable and suggests
that the sheaf- t.u-effiuept cannot be partitioned into direct and rndirect effects because it
indexes the magnitude of effects alone and disregards their direction. Co-effluents for the
specific betmeen school contrasts show that ther6 'ts, indeed. a strong indirect effect for
the contrast between nun-Catholic independent schools and state high schools through
HSC sture CUmpared ith state high school students, and sex, age and home location
being equal. almost 5% mure non-Catholic mdependent school students than state high
school students took up their VCAC offers. Of this total effect. 61% is indirect through the
applicants: HSC scores tishich Is ere_ higher for independent school students) and only._
33% is direct.

Ftnally. the direct effect of the applicants HSC cuu 0.10Zain metric units
That is. almost 11 percentage,points fewer non-science e its took up their VI2AC
offers. Of this effect. -0.088 units or about 82°0 is direct and about 18% is mediated
through the lower HSC scores of non-science students.
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NOTES

1. A detailed analysis of the'7TuntAan ectutation of Victurian TOP students n ill be the
subject of-a later report.

2 A science course is defined as course uf four or mure.subjects containing "three or more uf
Chemistry . Physics. Applied Mathem4ta.s. Pure Mathematics. General Mathematics.
Agricultural Science. Biology Earth Science. Eni ironmental Science. Geograph or Phi sical
Science

3 The discrepancies betneen figun5.-quuted in this chapter and those in Chapter 2 Liu ur bet ausi
here ne are dealing with accurate population salues n herein in Chapter 2 1and later in Chapter,
and 61 vie present estimates from our surc es data cy hich are prune to sampling errors

4 The lour-categon anable school tspe is teprtented IA three dUmecar,dbks .n our anal, ses
hich enable Catholic independent schools. nun-Cathulic indeptndent schools and other

m_hools to be compared to state high schools as a umtrol group The ietric co-efficients can ix
interpreted as simple percentage shifts betneen the In., categoris of a contrast Indic idual
standardised up-effluents fur dummy variables are of little aloe fot uiulerstdnd&ng dam'. effects

, honecer. and instead yie present Heise s 119721, sheaf co-effa ient scluch summarises the
combined effects of the three school type contrasts. It should be noted that, as the sheaf' .
co-efficient indexes the general effect of a multicategory c doable. its sign is nut important

5 There are. additionally . difficulties is ith an absolute interpretation of R and R2 fur dichotonious
dependent cariables. The maximum c alue of R2 in this situation is nut necessards 1 0 and MJ d
depr proportion of canance accounted for interpretation is not possibli We use R simply to
compare the predictive value of different models
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FIVE ELABORATIONS OF THE BASIC MODEL

In the prey etrag chapter we described the relationships among fise basic predictor
anables and their effects. in turn. on five contrasts among the students enrolment

det iSons In this chapter e elaborate the basic model by introduung, one at a time. fly e
more sets of dummy v ariables e hay e three purposes for these anal) ses.First. s e wish to
explore. in finer detail. the effects of the students home locations and ty pe of HSC course
on their enrolment decisions. Secondly . b ihtroducing sets of dummy y anables hich
represent contrasts among the ley el of the students' preference for the offer finally
nt eiY ed . the ty pe of institution making the offer, and the ty pe of course offered. w e plan to
explore the extent to s Inch relationships in our basic model are mediated by preference.
institution and course Thirdly e are interested in assessing the net direct effects of these
three sets of mediating anabies -

In presenting the data for these analyses, we first concentrate on thle- direct, effects
onibined yy ath an informal description of indirect effects. In the last section. the formal--

analysis of the direct and indirect effects of the predetermined sariaTh1ë. isextended bY
examining the extent to yv hiCh their effects on the two-w ay decision are further mediate;i
by prefereni e. institution and course. Metrk co-efficients are used m these analyses as
they rildS be Interpreted directly in probability or percentage terms as explained in
Chapter 2

Home Location

In Chapter 3' %%as seen that d artable representin the-simple contrast betw,een the
metropolitan nun-metropolitan home addresses of VUAC applicants yy as quite
strongly related the contrasts between take up and turn dow n the offer. decline and
aitept full-time. and defer and accept full-time. Non-metropolitan students. 1, ery largetS
as d direct effect uf their home location w ere more likely to turn down (both decline arid
defer) offers of college and university places.

In order to inyestigate specific regional effects on enrolment decisions. a set of fifteen
dummy v ariables %vas constructed to contrast the South-eastern suburbs of Melbourne
Yv ith each of fourteen other localities in turn. For the purpoSe uf these contrasts. the home
locations of respondents were categorized into fifteen groups A follovys six countr)
regions, the three major country unes of Geelong. Ballarat and Bendigo and their
surburbs. f. e groups uf Melbourne suburbs and. finally a region e named Metropolitan

utslorts .1 We then calculated seven regression equations in a manner similar to that
Model 1 in Chapter 3. except that the fourteen dummy variables for hume

yy ere utilized tu proyide more detailed regional effects than thesimple metropolitan
ersus non-metropolitan dichotomy of Model 1. The metric regression coefficients for
this model IModel 2) are sfiown in Table 4:1.

In inspecting the data for Model 2. it is first w orth noting that the co-efficients in the
row s for the student's sex, age. school type, HSC course type and HSC score are Y irtually
.dentical to those for Model 1 (Table 3.7). That is. inclusion of information on thespecific
location of the students' homes does not greats alter the effects from thos found in our
basic model yv here a broad metropolitan Yersus non metropolitan dis awn is used. The
multiple correlations between the predictor s ambles and the critqiion is. additionally
only slightiv greater where detailed information on home location is sed. We w ill expect.
therefore. tliat this more detaded information Y. ill add only maw, refinements to the
conclusions drawn about the effects of home location frum t he simple etropulitan v ersus
non-metropolitan contrast.
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TABLE 4:1

MODEL 2: DETAILED ANALYSIS OF REGIONAL EFFECTS ON ENROLMENT DECISIONS

co

lhdeéüdënl VarialIes bependefitVaiiililes to
A

HSC Course
13 C 1)

HSC Score down Decline VS
E

Defer VS
F

Accept Defer VS
=oo

Type
_Turn

-__ VS-Take tro Accept
Full-time

Accept
Full-time

Part-time
Full-time

Decline 6
t*ip-1

N=13699 N=13696 N= 13696 N=11651 N=10917 N=9368 N=. 43i6
RF0.26 R=0.28 R=0.25 R=0.28 R=0.17 R=0.22 R=0.23

Sex 11 = Female. 0=Male)
Age
Home location (VSS.E. Suburbs)

1

-0.239
-0.044

- 118 0.053 0.022
- 2.80 -0.015 0.010

,

0.046
-0.004

0.014
0.032

0.025
- 0.007

Ui
a
ca.,e

Western Suburbs 0.020 - 11.03 -0.061 -0.020 - 0.061 0.014 -0.065
Northern Suburbs -0.033 -4.88 --0.017 -0.002 -0.019 0.008 -0.024
N Eastern Suburbs ' 0L004 0.93 -0.001 -0.023 -0.004 -0.004 -0.033
Southern Suburbs -0.032 1.81 -0.007 0.011 -0.015 -0.009 -0.027
Metropolitan Outskirts -0.002 - 7.41 0.042 0.039 0.014 0.007 -0.033
Ballarat -0.041 -3.71 0.110 0.160 .. 0.005 0.002 -0.182
Bend igo . -0.024 -5.10 0.021 0.025 (Lock 0.014 -0.051
Geelong -0.060 -5.54 0.047 0.006 0.059 -0.006 0.070
South-West Country __ _ _ , -0.061 -6.05 0.157 0.140 0.119 -0.001 -0.001
North-West Country ' -0.036 -9.08 0.144 0.181 0.058 0.017 -0.097
Sou th-CentrajCountry 0.034 -10.12 0.133 0.139 0.073 0.009 -0.071,
North-Central Country 0.080 -4.19 0.075 0.068 0.053 -0.013 0.013
North-Eastern Count& 0.002 -2.35 0.134 40.128 1 , 0.106 -0.022 0.028
South-Eastern CourAry 0053 -11.19 0.087 0 064 0.066 0.005 0.018

School Type (VS State iiigliSchool)
Catholic independent -0.020 5.12 0.046 0.039 - 0.019 0.003 - 0.032
Non-Catholic independent 0.029 14.42 -0.018 -0.033 - 0.004 - 0.006 0.066
Other 0.043 2.69 0.014 0144......._ - 0.118 0.050 0.149

HSC Course Type (1=science. 0=other) 10.18 -0.087 -0.084 - 0.051 -0.038 0.036
HSC Score -0.0019 -0.0020 -0.0005 0.0002 0.0027

5 d
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The first column uf Table 4.1 dues, however, show that there were some regional
differences in the percentages uf students %Nhu received offers uf tertiary places and had
taken an HSC science course, (other things being equal) which were covered up' by the
broad distiction between metropolitan and non-metropolitan home locations, but the
differences du not reveal any consistent pattern in student preferences for science Other
things being equal, students w ho received ufferes of places and whose home addresses
were in North-central Victoria were the must likely to have taken science at HSC, whereas
thuse in Geelong and the South- west of the state w ere the least likely to ha% e taken science.
Differences among students liv mg in various suburban regiom of Melbourne were less
distinct. It is worth noting, however, that students liv ing in the Western suburbs of
Melbourne. other things being equal. were most likely of all suburban students to ha% e
taken science at HSC. There are a number of possible explanations for these apparent
differences in the frequency of students w ho took certain ty pes of HSC course according to
different, geographic regions of Victoria. We will not develop them in detail here, but we
would like to note that, to the extent that these results might reflect regional differences in .
access to school science courses in Victoria, they are worthy of replication and further
investigation.

The data in CUlurnn B of Table 4.1 show the effects of Victorian suburban and country
regions. contrasted w ith the South-eastern suburbs, on the students' aggregate HSC scores
for the population who received offers of places. Here again We can see clearly the
relatively low HSC scores of country students, other things being equal. There are some
distinct differences between the country regions. however. and the rank order of net
average HSC scores does not appear .to reflect only the geographic isolation of the
students homes. Certainly students living in the more isolated regions of Victoria. the
South-east and the North-west. had relatively low. aggregate HSC scores. But low net
d% erase scores were also recorded for those liv ing in the South-central country region and

-the-Metropolitamoutskirts
The other salient co-efficients for geographic regions are those for the Western and

Northern suburbs. Other things being equal. students from the Western suburbs scored, on
as erage, 11 points lower on the HSC best-four' aggregate compared with students from the
South-eastern suburbs. Similarly, , those from the Northern suburbs scored an d% erage of 5
aggregate HSC points lower. We pointed out earlier that. particularly with regard to
school sy stein and regional effects, our model is p..rly specified in that measures of the
studenis intelligence, and family social status an. 'rurality' are not included. Thus we
cannot fiat di that these regional differen s in stu. -nts' HSC scores are due to differences
between suburbs and country regions . Inal provision rather than to differences
in student ability or family support. owever, the facts of the relatively poorer perform
ance uf country students and those from Melbourne's Western and Northern suburbs are
in agreement with widely held expectations.

Data which describe the relative effects of the suburban or regional location of the
applicants homes on their enrolment decisions are found in the last fiv e columns of Table
4.1. The co-efficients for the contrasts between the four suburban areas and the South
eastern suburbs are generally low. This suggests that there wyre few differences in
enrolment decisions of suburban students which can be explained by a more detailed
knowledge uf where they live after other variables in the model have been taken into
account. T ere are, perhaps, two exceptions to this seneralization. First, students from the
%estern su urbs, when compared with those from South-east Melbourne, w ere less likely
to turn do9n as against take up their offer of a place. Specifically, the) were less likely
both to,d hne and defer their offers as against accept full-time, but were particularly
.unitkelylo defer, They were also less likely to defer compared with reject their offer
Secondly, all other suburban students, when compared with those of the South-eastern
suburbs, were less likely to defer-their enrolment rather than to reject the offer of a place. It
is possible that this effect is directly related to the sociu-economic circumstancesofmany

4
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students from Suuth-eastern Melbourne. that they w ere among the must able to find family
support for a year's travel or tu return to school fur asecond attempt at HSC in order to
enter a course where competition for places is high.

The results for country students show that those from most country regions %%ere
inure likely than those from South-eastern Melbourne to turn dow n c against take up their
offers. and were both more ike tu decline and defer their offers as against accept them un
a full-time basis The exceptions are fur students from the three major Victorian country

Compared w ith students frum South-eastern Melbourne there is httle difference in
the net percentage of those from Bendigu and Geelong hu declined rather than accepted
full-time, and little difference in the net percentage of those frum Ballarat and Bendigu
v% hu deferred rather than accepted full-time. Students from Ballarat. hoeer. w ere
much more likely to dechne rather than t3ccept full-time and those from Geelong were
rather more tu defer. We suspect that these exceptions might reflect differing
admissions puhcies ur data recording methods in the local institutions. This. particularly .
might account fur the higher relati% e net percentage uf those students from Ballarat vho
w, ere recorded as declining as against deferring their offers, as the Ballarat College uf
Ad% anced Education does not hate any formal deferral arrangements.

These detailed data for home location effects can also be interpreted by reading aqoss
the row s of Table 4.1. An example of interest is for students who li% ed in the Western
suburbs Compared w ith those from South-east Melbourne. 2 per cent more Western
suburban students studied science at HSC, other things being equal, but on d%erage th e
Western suburbs students scored a net 11 HSC aggregate points lower. Net of other effe
and as compared against those frum South-east Melbourne. Western suburbs stude'
%%ere also less hkely to have turned dow n their final uffer from the VI2AC. They t%
slightly less likely to decline their offer as against accept full-time and w ere also less lik
14.,.defer-as-against ac.ceptfull-lime- They-were-also sligh t IHnorelikely. acceptparttirne
as against full-time, and rather less hkely to defer as against decline. Data from simple
cross-tabulation anal) ses ha% e performed show that the gross percentage uf Western
suburbs apphcants ho declined their offers (17.6%) was slightly greater than that of
Suuth-eastern suburbs applicants 416.2%). This difference of L4% is re% ersed to -2%
when the relationship is considered net of sex, age, school ty pe. HSC course and HSC
result. It is apparent that the minor d isad% antage suffered by Western suburbs students in
decisions at the final fiarner to transition to higher education is the result of an indirect
effect of their considerably lower aggregate HSC scores.Thus it appears that any inequal-
ity m transition to tertiary study affecting students in Melbourne's Western suburbs, once
the3 have readied HSC and applied for a tertiae Place, reflect educational disadvantages
rather than direct socio-economic disad%antage. Similar detailed interpretations of re-
gional effects may be gi % en ta the co-efficients for the other suburban and country,' regions
as compared to the Suuth-eastern suburbs. By assuming that the Suuth-eastern suburbs
ha% e co-efficients of zero. their position relative to other regions may also be maluated.

liSC Course

We introduced the dichotomous science versus non-science %ariable into our basic
model as data from the Victorian Institute of Secondary Education (1981) indicates that
the prupurtiuns of students passing and gaining high grades at HSC are, generall) . greater
in science subjects. Mso, e suspected that suence students might hat,e formed an earlier
and.mure consistent %levy uf a possible career (see, for example, the w ork of Hudson, 1967,
19:0). The analy ses described in Chapter 3 have shown clearly that science students are
likely to be athantriged over others in transition to higher education. Both directly . and
indirectly through their higher aggregate HSC score. science students %%ere less likely to

Aochne and defer offers than others. We felt it was possible. how mer. that the broad
category of nun-science' students incorporated uther groups w ith equally firm commit
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ments to tertiary edit( atm!, At t ordingl% examined the patterns of subjects taken by
the non.si. ience tzroup in an attenipt to define ythei consistent course types

After testing some more detailed classifications, we were able to estabhsh four groups
ot students at cording to course ty pe They were pj Science students. those taking three ur
=try ut Chenostr% Ph% sics. Applied mathernatics. Pure mathematics. General mathemat-
it s (,eneral mathematics it (=puling option). Biology . Earth science. Agricultural so-
ete e. Phy sit al st ient.e. Geography I ii ) Humanities students, those taking three (Jr more of.
English literature, am language study . citIN history . am music. Geography . Art. Graphic
t (menu= ate= BibI ie4l studies. Classical cis ilimtion.,Politics lot) Commerca,-Sm ial

tence students. those taking any three uf Accountancy Commercial and legal studies.
Lt omen it s. or those taking any two uf these commerce subjects and any tyy o of, one or
imire histories, one or more mathematics. Geography . Home economics, Politics. II% I
Mixed-course students those taking four or more HSC subjects w ho could nut be claS-
si lied as Si tem e. Humanities or Commerce-social sc ience 2

The four- fold classification of subjey ts %%as coded as three dummy %ariables for the
anal% sis Each subject group was contrasted against the science group cis the control Fur
the anal% sis. the three HSC t ourse t% pe\dummy %ambles rePlaced the science Yersus
non-st at t rast in the base model \Six regression equations were calculated in
y% hit tithe students sex. age. home location. s iool ty pe and HSC course ty pe w ere used to
predict HSC.,aggregate score. and all these y ariables in turn %%ere used tu predict the BY e
contrasts among the enrolment decisions. The results in the form of metric regression
co-effe lents are show n in Table 4:2

First. we might compare the co-effiuents for sex. age. hiime location, school ty pc and
I ISC score trt, Table 4.2 +% oh those in Table 3.7. This comparison shows the exteq.t to w hich
detailed information about the applicants HSC course might moderate our earlier conclu-
sions. The onl co-efficients Y% hich ha% e changed in any stoa, noticeably from Model 1 to
Model ./ are_ those fur the student s sex _In particular. whereas we estimated from Model 1
thdt 5.30 mure females than males turned down their offers as against took them up. the
estimate from,Model 3'is 4,6%. Also we estimated from Model 1 that 2 3% n*re females
than males declined their uffers as against accepted them full-time. hereas the estimate
from Model 3 is 1.8%. Finally , in Model 1.we estimated that a net 1.4% fewer females than
males enrolled part-time. Model 3 shows that this sex differenv in negligible when
considered net of uur detailed coding of HSC course ty pe. Thus all sex effects on enrol-
ment decisions, except une, are reduced when the detailed HSC course ty pe is introduced
into the model. The exception is the contrast between defer and decline. We conclude that
the ty pe of H5C course a student takes is an important mediator of sex differences in
subsequent enrolment decisions.

-

From the regression analy ses uf Model 3 we can also explore the direct relationships
between the applicant's HSC course. HSC aggregate score. andynrolment decisions The
data in the first column, show that. %. hen compared Ys ith applicants ho took an HSC
Science course and other things being equal. Humanities students scored an 03% erage of 6
liSC aggregate points lower. Commerce-Social science students about 11 points lower.
and those taking a Mixed HSC course an as erage of 13 points lower. This rank order of
Science. Humanities. Commerce and Mixed courses recurs for the decline ersus accept
full-time contrast jcolumn C) and the defer ersus acvpt accept full:time contrast (col-
umn D). In both cases it w as the students from HSC Science courses ho were most likely
tu accept places followed by students from Humanities. Commerce and Mixed courses in
that order. e should stress here that these effects on enrolment decisions are net of HSC
score. The identical rank order suggests that there might be a common factor underlying
the students HSC scores and their decision to continue full-time %. ith higher education
Turning tu column E. we can see that Humanities and Mixed course students were only a
little more likely to enrol part-time as against full-time compared w ith Science students.
Commerce-Social science students were considerably more likely to enrol part-time
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TABLE 4:2

MODEL 3: DETAILED ANALYSIS OF HSC COURSE TYPE EFFECTS

Depehdent Variables
A B C D E F

IHSC Score Turn down Decline VS Defer VS Accept Defer VS
VS Takefup ' Accept Accept Part-time Decline

Full-time Full-tinie VS
Full-time

N = 13696
R = (127

N = 13696
R = 0.25

N = 11645
R = 0.27

N --= 10912
R = 0.16

N = 9368
R = 0.24

N = 4331 ,
R = 0.22

°
Sex -1.54 0.046 0.018 0.045 -0.001 0.030
Age ' -2.86 -0.015 0.010 -0.004 0.033 -0.006
Home locatio1(1= metropolitan. 0 = riiral) 5.03 -0.101 -0.096 -0.066 -0.001 0.016
School Type (VS State High School)

Catholic Independent 4.89 0.047 0.042 0.02% 0.003 -0.031
Non-Catholic independent 15A8 -0.018 -0.037 0.006 -0.005 .., 0.070
Other .,_ -. - 2.98 -0.012 0.140 0.114 0.058 0.152

HSC Course Type (VSScience)
Humanities , -5.93 0.064 0.055 0.029 0.017 -0.041
Commerce-Social Science -10.72 0.054 0.065 0.045 0.079 -0.021
Unclassified -13.08 0.118, 0.128 0.079 0.015 -0.048

HSC Score -0.0019 -0.0020 -0.0004 0.0002 0.0027
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Lulumn F shows that Science students were the least likely to decline rather than defer
They w ere followed by Commerce-Social science students, Humanities students and
those hu took Mixed courses. In combination, these contrasts in enrolment decisions led
tu the general result shown in column B. Science students were the least likely to turn
dow n their VUAC offer, uther things being equal. Commerce-Social science students and
Humanities students were 5.4 and 6.4 percentage points more likely to turn down their
offer. whereas thuse who tuuk a Mixed course were almost 12 percentage points more
likel y. to turn down their VIJAC offer.

Many of these direct effects uf course type un enrolment decisions are substantial
Perhaps they can be seen most clearly w hen we look across the rows of Table 4.2 Other
things being equal. 6.4% mure Humanities than Science students turned down their
k L,AC offers, 5 5% mure declined their offers as against accepted them full-time. 3% more
deterred as against accepted full-time, 2% more en Iled part-time as against full-time and
40 mure declined rather than deferred their offer . For Commerce-Social science students
compared w ith Science students in the same way, 5.4% more turned down their offers.,

6 5% more declined, 4.5% more deferred, 8% more enrolled part-time, and 2% more
declined rather than deferred. With the exception of part-time enrolment, the strongest
effects ,w ere fur the group of HSC students whose courses drew from a variety of subject
helds. Here, compared with Science students and other things being equal, about 12%
more turned dow n their offers as against took them up, 13% more declined, 8% more
deferred, 1 5% more enrolled part-time (all as against those who enrolled full-time), and

about 5% more declined rather than deferred their offers. Additionally, we must add to
these direct effects the possibility of indirect effects of HSC course typemediated through
the consistently lower average HSC scores of groups other than Science students

The Preference Level of the Offer

As we mentioned in Chapter 1, the data we obtained from the VUAC for this study
contained information on the preference level of the final offer made to the applicant The

[JAC application form allows each applicant the opportunity to nominate up to eight
separate courses in the same or different institution in order ofpreference Applicants are
also given .the opportunity to moil ify these preferences, or to nominate new courses, after
the HSC examination results are released. Additionally, an applicant may accept an offer
made during the first round but may wait for a second round offer of a course originally
nominated higher on the preference list, or may approach a participating institution
directly for a place in a course which may have been lower on the preference list or
unlisted altogether. The VUAC records thepreference level of the final offer made to each

applicant in their computer files. Should an offer result from a direct approach to an
institution, the VUAC records the offer as a '9th preference' and the applicant is required
to forego any further offer from the system.

e calculated simple cross-tabulations betwen the preference level of the final offer
and the applicants enrolment decisions-. The tables showed a considerably lower fre-
quency of declining of 9th preference' offers compared with all others, and a consistent
increase in the frequency of declining from the 1st to the 8th preference. It appears,
therefore, that the 9th preference' functioned es higher than a first preference apPlication
for those w ho took the option. Thus, in analysing the data for preference level, we placed
9th preference offers at the head of the list of preferences. We then formed a set of dummy
vanables in which each of the '9th', and 2nd to 8th preferences, were contrasted against

the first preference.
Following the causal model developed in Chapter 1 we regarded these dummy

variables as a set of inter% ening v anables between the applicant's HSC score and enrol-
ment decision. We calculated five regression equations, one for each enrolment decision
In each equation the predictor variables were those from the basic model (Model 1) plus

6' (



TABLE 4:3

MODEL 4: PREFERENCE LEVEL EFFECTS ON ENROLMENT DECISION

:Vo
E

(-)
z.,oo

Independent Variables Dependent Variables
A , B C 13

Turn down VS
Take up

Decline VS
Accept

Defer VS
Accept

Accept
Part-time VS

Defer VS
Decline

iisl

Full-time Full-time Full-time 8'
-q

N = 13696 N = 11651 N = 10917 N = 9367 N = 4336 tn

R = 0.29 R = 0.32 R = 0.19 R = 0.22 R = 0.22 E
ra.

Sex (1 =lemale, 0 = male) 0.053 0.025 0.046 -0.0:15 0.023

Age -0.014 0.009 -0.003 0.032 -0.007
Home Loc at ion ( 1 ,- metropolitan, 0 = rural) -0.10.8 -0.103 -0.071 -0.000 0.017

School Type (VS State High School)
Catholic Independent , 0.048 0.033 0.014 0.003 -0.031
Non-Catholu Independent .7-0.021 -0.039 0.003 -0.007 0,069

Other 0.010 0.138 .0.110 0.057 0.158

FISCCourse Type (1 = Science, 0 = other) -0.097 -0.093 -0.059 -0.037 0.038

HSO Score -0.0013 -0.0014 -0.0002 0.0001 0.0025

Preference Level (VS lst Preference)
'9th Preference -0.211 -0.176 -0.124 -0.020 0.036

2nd Prefereme 0,072 0.054 0.058 -0.005 , 0.026

3rd Preference 0.084 0.069 0.069 -0.011 0.028

4th Preference 0.136 0.132 0.081 -0.012 -0.025
5th Preference 0.158 0.197 0.072 -0.005 -0.079
6th Preference 0.148 0.251 0.092 -0.019 -0.091

7th Preference 0.196 0.236 0.079 -0.035 -0.076

8th Preference 0.212 0.255 0.092 -0.032 -0.086

a
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the preference level dummy variables, and the dependent variable was one of the contrasts

among the enrolment decisions. The metric regression co-efficients for these equations

are shown in Table 41.

The increases in the multiple correlation co-efficients for the equations of Model 4

compared with Model 1 are modest. the largest being for the contrasts between turn down

%14.sus take up. and decline versus accept full-time. None-the-less, the pattern of the direct

effects of the preference level of the offer are clear and _consistent, and for, the turn down

ersus take up and (lecline versus accept full-time contrasts the effects are also substantial.

The co-efficients of colunin A, for example, show that, other things being equal, over 21%

fewer applicants turned down ratherr, than took up a 9th preference offer as against a first

preference offer. Again, other things being equal, generally more applicants turned down

successively lower preference offers as against first preference offers. These net differ-

ences ranged front 7% for 2nd preference offers to over 21% for 8th preference offers.

There is a very sinular pattern for the contrast be1t;yvoeen decline and accept full-time

(column 13). Here, other things being equal, almost fewer applicants declined rather

than accepted full-time a 9th preference offer as against a 1st preference offer Further,

between 5 5% and over 25.5% more applicants declined lower preference offers rather

than d( Cepted them to enrol full-time.
Similarly, applicants were less likely to defer, as against accept full-time, '9th prefer-

ence' offers compared with 1st preference offers (column C). This increasing tendency to

defer rather than accept lower preferences, however, was not as clear or consistent as the

increasing tendency to decline lower preferences.

Colunin D of Table 4:3 shows that, when compared against accept full-time, applic-

ants were more likely to accept 1st preference offers part-time compared with offers at all

other preference levels. While the differences are only slight, this suggests that enrolling

part-time was, for many, a preferred strategy. We have previously observed that those

enrolling part-time were. on average, older than other-applicants and were more likely to

have taken a Commerce-Social science FISC course and to have attended an 'other' school

tor HSC These observations together suggest that many applicants who enrolled part-

time constitute a distinctive group of students who had a firm intention of attending a

tertiary institution part-time when theymade their VUAC application.

The last column of Table 4:3 shows that the preference level of the offerr, was related to

the applicant's propensity to defer rather than to decline it. Those students who were

offered courses listed as their fifth preference or lower were less likely to defer the offer

and hence more likely to decline it than those getting their first preference. This result

may inchoate that, at about the fifth preference level, the applicants' commitment to the

«mrse offered is so slight as to make him or her less likely to consider the option of

deferring entry for a year, and more likely to decline it outright. That applicants should be

more likely to defer and less likely to decline a second, third orfourth preference offer than

a first preferred course is puzzling, but might indicate that a higher level of uncertainty is

attached to taking a positive decision on offers at these preference levels.

It is finally worth noting that the mediating effects of introducing the preference level

of the offer into our basic model are minor, The only noticeable impact is on three of the

co-efficients for HSC score. Knowing the preference level of the offer reduces the net

increase in the frequency of those who took up as against turned down the VUAC offer of

1.9% for every 10 points of HSC aggregated score to 1.3%, and reduces the net increase in

those who accepted full-time as against declined of 2.0% for every 10 points of score to

1 4%. Similarly, the net increase in the frequency of those who deferred as against

accepted full-time is reduced from 0.5% for every 10 points of HSC score to 0,2%. That is,

the preference level of the offer accounts for about 32% of the effect of HSC score on the

contrasts between take up and turn Own, and decline and accept full-time, and 60% of the

effect of HSC score on the contrast between defer and accept full-time.

,
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TABLE 4:4

MODEL 5: TYPE OF INSTITUTION EFFECTS ON ENROLMENT DECISIONS

Independent Variables
A

Turn down VS
Take up

B

Decline VS
Accept ,

Full-time

Dependent Variables '
. C

Defer VS
Accept

Full-time

D
Accept

Part-time VS
Full-time

E
Defer VS
Decline

N=13695 N=11561 N=10917, N=9367 N=4336
R=0.25 R=0.33 R=0.19- R=0.25 R=0.39

Sex ( 1= Fetnale. 0=Male) 0.043 0.015 0.040 -0.009 0.0.27
Age -0.015 - 0.010 -0.004 0.032 -0.008
Home location (1=Metropolitan, 0=Rural) -0.091 -0.063 -0067 0.003 0.005

-Seffobi type (VS State High School)
Catholic Independent 0.048 0.045 ' 0.018 0.002 -0.028
Other 0.020 0.140 0.108 0.066 0.115

HSC Course type (1=Science. 0=other) -0.076 -0.071 -0,046. -0.042 0,021
HSC Score -0.0017 -0.0012 -0.0007 0.0003 0.0916
Offering Institution (VS University)

Metropolitan CAE 0.027 0.162 -0.100 0.042 =0.391
Regional CAE 0.093 0.265 -0.052 0.038 -0.326
Teachers College 0.098 0.142

0 ,
0.015 . =0.023_ -0.204

_
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The Type of Institution Making the Offer

As we outlined in Chapter 1. the VUAC processed applications in 1980 for courses in
all Victorian tertiary institutions with the exception of the three teachers' colleges af-
filiated w ith the Institute of Catholic Education, the two Victorian agricultural colleges,
the Burnley Horticultural College and the Victorian College of the Arts. Applications for
TAF,E courses are also nut dealt with by the VUAC, It was therefore possible for us to make
a clear four-fold classification of the institutions to which our population of students
applied in 1980. Our classification is:

(i) Universities: Deakin, LaTrobe, Melbourne, Monash
(ill Metropolitan Colleges of Advanced Education. Caulfield. Footscray, , Prahran, Pre-

ston, Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology. Swinburne (which are all
multipurpose colleges) and the two paramedical colleges. the Lincoln Institute of
Health Science and the Pharmacy College

(iii) Regional Colleges of Advanced Education. Ballarat, Bendigo. Gippsland arid
Warrnambool

(iv ) Metropolitan colleges specialising largely in teacher education. Bur% ood, Coburg,
Frankston, Melbournd and Toorak State Colleges.

This four-fold classification of institutions was coded as three dummy variables for our
analysis in w hich Metropolitan CAEs, Regional CAEs and Metropolitan Teachers' Col-
leges were contrasted against Universities as the control group. Table 4.4 shows the metric
regression co-efficients for five equations in which all the variables of our basic model
together with these dummy variables representing the type uf institution were used to
predict the five contrasts among the applicants' enrolment decisions.

, In looking at the data of Table 4.4 we might first note that, for some equations, there is
quite noticeable increase in the multiple correlation co-efficient over that of the equiva-

lent equations shown in Table 3.7. For Model 1, in particular, there are increases in Rfor
the contrast between decline and accept full-time and the contrast between decline and
defer. Thus the ty pe of institution making the offer appears to have a substantively
significant independent effect an applicdnts enrolment decisions when considered net of
the variables uf our basic mudel. We can now examine the nature and direction of these
effects.

Table 4.4 shows large direct effects on the ,applicants' decisions of the type of
institution making a final offer of a place, particularly for the contrasts between decline
and accept full-time (column B). Other things being equal, those offered a place in a
teachers' college were more likely than those offered a university place to decline by a
margin of 14%. This difference was even larger for metropolitan CAEs (16%) and, particu-
larly, regional CAEs (26.5%). It is important for us again to emphasise here that we are
describing net effects ov er such variables as home location and HSC score (although not
parental social status). That is, the effect of (for example)receivi rig an offer froth a regional
CAE cannot be explained by the likelihood that those offered places came from rural
homes ur had lower HSC scores. Rather, we are describing effects which are unique to the
contrasts between institutions, irrespective of the effect of other variables inthe analysis
such as home location and HSC score.

The effects un the contrast between deferring an offer and accepting full-time show a
different pattern (column C). Students offered a place in a metropolitan CAE were the least
likely to defer as against enrol full-time (a net 10% fewer than those offered university
places), w hereasthose offered a teathers' college place were the most likely to defer (a net
1.5% more than univerSity offers). These different patterns of deferring and declining
result'in the relatively modest direct effects of institution on the general contrasttetween
turning down and taking up the offer (column A) and in the large oo-efficients for the
contrast between decline( and defer (column E). Overall, only about 3% more applicants to



TABLE 4:5

METRIC CO..EFFICIENTS FOR THE EFFECT OF OFFERING INSTITUTION ON ENROLEMENT DECISIONS NET OF SEX, AGE,

HOME LOCATION, SCHOOL TYPE, HSC COURSE TYPE, HSC SCORE AND THE PREFERENCE LEVEL OF THE FINAL OFFER

CJI- CO

RECEIVED

Independent Variables ,Dependent Variables
ooo

i Take up VS Decline VS Defer VS Accept Defer VS o

Turn down Accept A(.cept Part-tune VS Decline Z3*

Full-time Fu ll-tinie Full-time

Otkring institution (VS University)
-.

Metropolitan CAE 0.032 0.166 -0.095 0.041 -0.391 CS

Regmnal CAP: 0.099 0 266 . -0.045 0 037 -0.326

Tea( hers' Collep 0.099 0.143 0,017 -0.024 -0 204 cr)
"6

Independent
Variable

TABLE 4:6

MEDIATING EFFECTS OF INSTITUTION TYPE ON THE EFFECTS
IN THE BASIC MODEL ON THE CONTRAST BETWEEN DECLINE AND

ACCEPT FULL-TIME

Direct Effect Direct Effect Effect Percentage of

l From The Basic After Mediated By Basic Model Effect

Model Inclusion of Institution Mediated by
Institution Type Institution

Type Type

se \ 0.023 0.015 0.008 35%.

Age 0 010 0.010 0%

lionie I.(x.ation -0.099 -0.063 -0.03(1 36%

School Type (VS State Iligh School)
Catholic hulependent 0.040 0.045 -0.005 -13%

Non,,Ca,tholic independent -0.036 -0 017 -0.019 53%

Other ..---
0.139 0.140 -0.001

HSC Course Type -0.085 -0.071 -0.014 16%

EIST:St.ore -0.0020 -0.0012 -0.0008 40%

Note: The coefficients are in unstandardised form 6 '6
4'
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metropolitan CALs than to um% ersities turned.dow-n_their Vt:AC offers and. similarly.
about W. inore applicants to the regional CAEs Beca-use they were inure likely than
pints ersity applicants both-to decline and defer their offers (es against enrol -kill-time).
applicants to teachers colleges and were the most likely, generally, to turn they offerS

dins n tat a rate about 10°4., higher than unisersity applicants). The negatise signs for all
c o-eft lc lents in Column F. indicate that those offered urns ersity places w ere the most likely

to (Ieter as against dec line. On the other hand. those offered places in metropolitan CAEs
ss ere the nast likely to decline their offers as against defer them In interpreting these

yilresults
on relatis e rates of deferring and declining it sho d be kept in mind that-differing

policies bets% een institutions, on deferring as ari enrb ment option ma% be play ing an

important-role . '

the third column iif Table 4 4 show s some minor net effects of ty pe of institution on
the liklthood of a .btodent enrolling part-time as against full-time As ss e might exped
trom the as atlabrirty ot courses ss Fitch can-be taken part-time. those offered places by

1.---- metropolitan and regional CAEs %sere. other things being equal. most likely to enrol
pdrt-tune as against full-time, and those offered places by teachers' colleges-were the least
likely to enrol part-time.

It might reasonably be argued that the direct effects of the offering institution we have
described are at least partly spurious. One particular possibilits is that milch of the
instil ul ional effect could be due to more lower preference offers being made by colleges
rather than unilersities. and that applicants were more hkely to reject these lower ,

preference offers -To cheT..1 tiffs possibilit3Av calculated regression-equations for a model

,which contained a set of dummy %ambles representinithe-preference level of the offer in
addition to the variables of Model 5. The metric regression co-efficients. for the institution

con! rasts only . dens ed from these equations are presented in Table 4-5 With some minor
exceptions. mainly associated ss ith the contrasts between take up and turn down, and
deter anctacept fuligime. wecan see-that thereis-s.inually no differenceletweenthese
co-effluents and the equisalent ones for the model synhout preference level dummies
(Table 4.4t It thus appears that preference les el does not Mediate in any significant way
tho net differences in rejecting and deferring associated ss ith differences between types of

in, stitutions.,
Finall y. the data of Table 4.4 reveal the exten t to which the ty pe of offering institution

mediates the effects of,the'ascribed and achieved vanables of our basic model To what
extent, for example. was the higher rate of turning down or tertiary places by girls in
1979-1980 Caitsed by the kct that the} mig :t has e receised proportionately morl offers
from a particular type of institution (for ple.a metrocrolitan teachers'. cpllege)7 A
comparison of tf,te metcic ca:efficients of Alb el 5 with those O:f Model./ showi:tharthese
med lot ing effeot,s.are sop.ttered_and,ddiuse. 44st mi,d i at ing effpcts are assoCia- t4wiih the
contrasts between chitcline alid acCept full:time ancrdecline al defer. Thus it teems,that
the type of institution was most likel) to mediate relationships with an applicant's
decision to decline the WAG offer.. We will focus our discussion on this particular .

, enrolment decision . .

.4r, I- .5 ..

J1 ,

Table 46 .resentsta summary of the daProm Column II- of Table 4-4 conipa4d with

the equivalen lumn of Table 3.7 (column D). We find that the effects of sex. home

location. and score are all reduced by about one third in the elaborated model. and the

effect of the '' t between non-Calholic independent school and state high school is

' red uced by about oil% half. That is. the type of institution making the offer partly explains
the higher net proportion of females is ho declined offers and the lower net proportions of
metropolitan applicants, those from non-Catholic independent schools and those with

'higher HSC scores who declined:
We calculated simple cross-tabulations between enrolment decisions and the typeof

. institution making the offer, and these two variables with the applicants' sex, home

e--,- location. schqol inland aggregate .1-ISC iacores.,They shoty consistently strpngirelation-
..7.

-.. ) '
!

;
-..

,
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TABLE 4:7
MODEL 6: TERTIARY COURSE TYPE EFFECTS ON ENROLMENT DECISIONS

Independent Variables

Sev J1 =Female 0= Male)
Age . .

Home location (1= Metropolitan. 0 =Rural)
School qpe (VS Stage High School}

Catholic Independent i

Non-Cattiolic Independent
%Other

RSC Course t% pe l 1 =Science. 0 =other)
FIX Score '
Type_ ot Course otfered (VS Medicine)
. Humanities

Commerce
Law

- Kindergarten Teaching
Pnman Teaching
Secondary Teaching
Mks-lc-al Education
Social & Welfare Studies
Paramedical Studies
Science
Applied Sciencv

, Computer Studies
Engineering
Architectnre & Building

, DentistryA Veterinary Science
Agncultu 1 Science & Forestry

i ' Pert, &Cretive Arts

,

'It

A
Turn down VS

Take up

Ei

Decline VS
Accept

Full-time

Dependent Variables
i'D

Accept
Part-time VS

Full-time
,

8
E S--

ci)Defer VS n
Decline 5

o

3

C
-Defer VS '

Accept
Full-time

: .

N=13695
R=0.26

0 043
-0.015
-0.010

0.047
-0.008

0.018
' -0.1:82

N=11561
R=0.30

, 0.026
' 0.011
-0.088

0.044
-0.025

0.141
, - -0.050

N=16417
R=0.20

0-027
-0 006
-0.069

0.018
0 007
0.110

-0.03p

N=9365
R=0.28

-0.000
0 032
0.003

-;-... Vool
-0.009

0.053
-0.001

N=4336
.....i

R=0.33 4

0 007 E.

-0.012 q
tn0.001 c
't-0.039

0.043
0.140
0.014

-0.0017:- -0.0016 -0 0004 0.0003 .0.0021

0.047 0.029 0:096 0..068 -0 119
0.037 . 0.089 0.035 0.1 k7 -0.283

-0,022 -0.050 0.016 0.015 0.003
0.059 0.077 0.038 0.018 -0.278
0.126 0 158 0.095 0 024 -0.262

.00.087 0.060 0.089 0.028 -0.191
-0 054 -0 118 0.009 -0.579

0.084 0.115 0.101 0.052 -0.186
0001 -0.004 0.018 0.013 -0.174
0.036 -0.047 0.086 0.020 0.037
0.075 ' 0.136 -0.043 0.056 -0.473
0.186 0.237 0.059 0.030 -41.396
0.021 0.055 -0.016 0.024 -0.364
0.000 0.031 -0.038 0.021 -0.431

-0.000 -0.008 , -0.06 : 0.004 -0.090
0.127 0.045 0.131- 0.015 -0.090

-0.1346 0.106 -0.07?1 0.018 -0A24
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stops These gross relationships suggest that applicants offered places m uni% ersities
s% ere much less I ikel% to decline their offer than others and were also most likely to base
attended a non-Catbol.c independent school Along w ith those offered places in
metropolitan CAL,s the% were also likely to be male and to base a home address in the
Meibuonw mein ipoldan area The mediating effec ts of ty pe of institution on the relation-
ships in our basic model are therefore most like!) to be due to these associations w dh the
prubabilit% of receis ing a university offer and the much low er rate of declining of
um% ersits -offers Thus. gis en that sse has e placed our % ariables in the correct causal
ordering. the data suggest that receipt of an offer from a um% ersits compared with an)
other institution explains some of the ad% antages of being male. Ii. mg in metropolitan
Melbourne, attending a non-Catholic independent school, and achie% mg a high HSC
aggregate ss ore Again. how es er. %se must be circumspect in making inferences of this
kind _another pussibi s that there are common unspef died lAtIses of some of these
mediated and mediating scirldbles The most likely IS that parental social-statuS IS a
iummon correlate of attending a non-Catholic independent school, gaining a higher
aggregate HSC score. applying for a place in a um% ersity . and accepting the place when
offered

The Type of Tertiary Course

In order to ins estigate the direct and mediating effects of the ty pe of course offered to
the VUAC applic ant, s% e has e used a classification of college and uni% ersit) courses
designed fur the S I EP progett in Victoria 3 There are 18 undergraduate course ty pes in this
classification, some exclusisely unisersity courses (eg. Medicine. Dentistry and Veten-
nal-% science. Lass ), some exclusisely college courses (eg Applied science. Computer
studies. Kindergarten teaching, and some offered by both colleges and unisersities In
forming 17 dintuT, sariables to represent the range of courses %se (rather arbitranly)
contrasted each in turn tu Medicine. The metric co-efficients for rise equationS which
regress each contrast among the enrolment decisions on the sanables of our basic model
plus the dummy variables for course type are shown in Table 4 7

Adding information on the type of tertiary course offered to the VUAC applicant
brought about mihor increases only in the multiple correlation co-efficient for most
models. how es er. there are many relate. ely large direct effects Perhaps the easiest %%ay to
describe these complex effects is to pick out those course types which ha% e clear positise
and negati% e relationships with the general decision contrast between turn dow n and take
up an offer, and follow these courses through the other contrasti, The nature of our
siatistisal methyd uired that-each coutsd be contrasted against a con ol. in this case
xtrd. Trre:Ive . ever. ranimmier412A04f5M 11 terms u(htis4uf
as'surning'that MediCine has a co-effiCient orzero. '

orking through the co-effluents of COlumn A w e' Might roughly group into three.
those c ourses in which the probability of turning down the VU,AC offer was greater than
fur Medicine. Courlas s% here the pertentag4 point difference in the sate,of turning down
was user ss ere ,Computer studies, Agrwaltural science and Foresyy. and Pnmar)
teaching Thckse ss here the percentage point difference ranged between 3 and 10 included
Secondary teaching. Social and Welfare studies. Applied science and Kindergarten teach
ing. Those where the difference ranged between 2 and 5 were Humanities. Commerce.
Sc ience 'and Engineering, In addition. Ph) sical education. and to a lesser extent Perform-
ing and Creative arts. and Lass showed rates of turning down as against taking up the
VUAC offer which were lower than Medicine.

Follow ing these courses through to ihe more specific contrasts among enrolment
decisions is e can see, for example. that Computer st udles courses seem to be characterised
13) a high rate of declining as against accepting full-time whereas Agricultural scienu.. and
f urestry is chard used by a relati% ely ho rate of deferral. We Isis e general exMna-

,
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tior for these effects, but we- understand that they are associated w ith local course'
arrangements and methods of data recording.

Primary teaching, Secondary teaching. Social and Welfare studies and Kindergarten
teaching are all associated w ith moderately high rates of both declining and deferring in
relation to Medicine. It is possible that some of this effect is due to the recently publicity
about employment difficulties fur teachers but. of course, it would be necessary to hay e
access tu a time-series of cross-sectional data to verify this explanation Applied science.
un the uther hand, is characterised by a relatively high rate of declining and a low rate of
deferral. Again, local course arrangement may be responsible fur these differential effects

w hile the patterns of co-effiuents are sometimes complex. Humanities and
Science courses both appear to be associated with a relatiy ely ,high sate of deferring
Engineering and Commerce with relatively high rates of declining.

Among the three courses which showed lower rates of turning down the VUAC offer
than Medicine, the patterns for Physical education and Performing and Creatiy e arts are
particularly complex. Physical education shows both the lowest rate of declining as
against accepting full-time and the lowest rate of deferring as against accepting full time,
but also the highest probability that an applicant w ill have declined rather than deferred
(suggesting the deferral is not an option for these courses). Performing and Creatiye arts.
un the other hand. shows a relatlyely high rate of declining, a low rate of deferring, and
also a high probability that an applicant w ill have declined rather than deferred. Again.
local course arrangements. possibly a comhination of intery iew &rig and discouragement of
deferral, are likely to be responsible for these effects.

The data for the contrast between accept part-time as against accept full-time prob-
ably reflect the ay ailability of part-time study in the Yarious academic fields. Thus, those
mosi likely to enrol part-time rather than full-time were offered places in Commerce.
Hi*rrnittps.. Applied sriprir P artdSot-LaLand Welfare studies here-is those least likely to
enrol part-time were offered places in Medicine. Dentistry and Veterinary science and
Physical education.

Finally. we turn to a more Setailed examination of the contrast between defer and
decline. The co-effluents in column E of Table 4.7 show the direct relationships between
the courses offered and this contrast. There are some very strong effects here which we
hay e alluded to previously . They probably reflect the extent to w hich particular courses or
groups of courses enable or encourage deferment rather more than the applicant's choice
of declining or deferring where there was an opportunity to defer. Thus, in contrast to
declining and other things being equal. deferring w as low in Phy sical education:Applied
setent. Architecture and liuilding. and Performing and Creative arts. It rias-relatively

tSuence. La cQune, Dentistry and, yeterpary science. and Agriptiltural
science and FurestrY.4f fs'S%rth notlitgthatqcourses in which,deferting,tcas high
(relative to declining) were all exclusiyely uniyeisity courses. We cannot, tell Am ciuf-
data. however, yv hether these direct effects represent 'a difference in policy 'towards
defernlent by universities compared vy ith colleges, or whether they reflect a tend ticY for
applicents to hang-un' to places offered by the (generally) more highly com etithe
courses in universities until a final decision to enrol er decline a place is made.

Comparing the co-effluents from Table 3.7 and Tab,le 4.7. we calculated the,role of
course type in mediatwg the effects of the variables in our basa. model. There are some
strong effects associated With the applicants' sex and type of HSC course. The type of
tertiary course offered explains about 20% of the higher pruportion of females than males
yv hu turned down as against took up theil VCAC offers. some.% hat over 40% of the higher
proportion uf females compared with mals who deferred their offers as against enrolled
full-time. The type of course offered also explains all of the weak relationship between sex
and part-time enrolment. and 70%tif the increased proportion of females %%hi, Jqfeired as
against declined places outrighL It is _possible tba,,t the strung,tendento.defet laces in

2

'
,......2.22,30.0116,0-4
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both priman and M4 umiak.% teailong Iii 197g -80 accounts for these mediating effects but

tAe hate no w a% ot being certain of this trom the analy ses we are describing

I he tendency for theitype of tertian course offered to mediate a fair proportion of the
relationship betty een HSC course ty pe and enrolment, decisions is expected. The rnediat-

.ng ette( ts are probably due to the similanty between courses taken at HSC and at tertiary

let el be( ause of the( onsistent academic interestS of stedents and the prerequisite require-

ments of ti number of courses The% are unl 0(0% to t.arr% any further significance

mall% tertian «mrse t% pe mediates about 30% of the effect of attendance at a
non-Catholu independent sc hool on (let lining of pla( esiagainst enrolling full-time) and

slim lark 20",, of the effect of HSC score There is possibly a tendency for those in
non -tatholu independent schools and those anticipating higher HSC scores to apply
more frequently than others for the high status professions of Medicine. Dentistry. Veteri-
nary S( len( e and, law and the low rates ot declining uf these courses may underlie these

mediating Met_ ts

A Further Analysis of Mediated Effects

- ..
- In MP- linal se( t ion of Chapter 3 %.e presented an,analysis of the direct and indirect

ettec ts in our basic model of transitiOri:ThroughouClhe present ,chapter we have also_

desc ribed in torrnally the mediating effects of the sets of VUAC %enables we added to the

basic nmdel in order to present these additional mediating effects more formally . we have

extended the analysis of Chapter 3 to Include the three characteristics of the offer rnade to

,
the Vt. AC applic ant Ike have arranged these characteristics in the hierarchical sequence
ot preference le.,% el first follow ed by institution type and, finally, course type_ This
sequence seems to be a coin en!ent one fur ruling out alternati% e explanations for particu-
lar mediated effects It shouldbe noted. how eter. tharthehierarchical ordering means that
the mediating effects of preference le% el are assessed first: that the mediating-effects of
institution t% Pe are assessed net of preference level, and that the me'diating effets of course

ty pe are assessed net of both preference level and institution type.4

Table 4 8 shows the data for an assessment of direct and indirect effects of the
predetermined % enables on the tu o-w ay decision as mediated .by the applicant's HSC

course and score (considered together), the preference le% el of the offer and the type of
institution and course offered Again. as the direct and indirect effects of the applicant's
age are minor and fluctating. we focus our attention on the applicant's sex, home location,
Si hool type. HSC course and HSC score

..: ,

In Chaptek-2, we estimated that approximately 35% of the total effect of sex on the two

11a% dec ision was mediated by the aPplicant's HSC course and egg' .gate score Data in the

first row of Tale 4 8 sl
the offer. It is likely, th4t this nwchating effect is. at least partly . as ciated w ith the higher

of institution making
.

liiol% that a fur%lier 12% ismediated by the ki d

numbers of girls offered courses in teacher eacation and the high rates of deferring and
declining offen, from these courses.,Preference level does not appear to play a role in this

panic ular «mitt! sequence. ,

1

The third row of Table 4.8 show s that much of the effect of home location on the two

wav decision (85%) is still direct There are minor mediating effects of HSC course and
score (about 9°-0) and the ty pe of institution rhaking the offer (about 11%). Thus only, a
small proportion of the negatild effect Ma rural home location overlaps with the effects of

the type of institution on enrolment decisions. It therefore seems that our observation that
declining and deferring are high fur offers made by the regional CAEs can explain very
tittle of the relative reluctance Of country applicants to accept their VUAC offers

The co-efficients for the specific contrasts between school types suggest that only
, small proportions of the effect of Catholic and non-Catholic independent schools on

ljAtarcihnetaduiskcat.larredtateil the nature of the offer. It 0 uorth noting, however
, , 1 ,

, . - . .
. 1

.
i

<
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TABLE 4:8 =-0o
DIRECT AND INDIRECT EFFECTS IN A MODEL OF TRANSITION E

INCLUDING ASPECTS OF ME 01(yE1t MADE TO STUDENTS
i a

Independent Total Combined Indirect Indirect Indirect Direct

variable, effect indirect effect effect effect effect q
effect via via via via course rn

HSC course preference insti. type E
type and level tution type CL

`<
HSC score

Sex 0.082a 0.029 0.0000 0.010 0.002 0.041

Age -0.005 0.010 / -0.001 -0.001 0.001 -0.014
Home Local ton -0.114 -0.010 0.004 -0.013 0.002 -0.097
School Type tVS State '

High School) (0.065) (0.047)

Catholic Independent 0.038° -0.007 ' 0.008 -0.002 -0.001 0.041

non-Catholic Independent -0.049 -0.033 0.005 , -0.007 -0.004 -0.009
Other 0.002 -D.011 0.003 -0.007 -0.001 0.018

HSC Course -0.107 -0.019: 0.009 -0.012 0.001 -0.084
HSC Score -0.0019 - -0.0006.. -110003 -0.0002 -0.0008

aslote: a. The co-efficients presented are In unstandariled form.
b. The slight numeric discrepancies in some rois are due to rounding errors.

(
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that oser ot the total elle( t it <Mending a von-(:.allitilic independent sc hoof is
mediated by the tull set tit variables in the model hese mediating effec ts include HSC
at hies ements {67'01 the ts,pe: of institution making the otter (14%). the ty pe of c ourse

offered and are counteracted a little by the preference leyel uf the offer (-10".4 The
filet I iii g e I let ts of the (:atholit indeliendent school versus state high school, contrast
ounterao vac ft otter so that thy total ettect is in fact shghtly ueaker than the direct effect

Notably Ow relat y els higher INC at hies einviits of Cathohi students counteract a little
the &re( t elle( t iii girtilment det isibns but are in turn counteracted by lower

preterem e les els ot their VI 'AC oilers lagain

1 he mediated etfet ts of INC t ourse and /NC st ore are compks and interesting
.\ ppri iv unately 18"0 of the total negatise effect of taking a non-science course at' HSC is
mediated through IN, stclre A further 1P0 is mediated through the ty pe uf institution
often ng a plat u Preti rent k' ei IS a counters ailing influence hou es er lapprommately
-8 of the total ettei t II thus seems that more I ISC s lence students than non-science
students 178 elYed loss er pcen.rem e otters and thcit this inclined them to 'turn cloun the
otter Spe un ally this might be associated with students turning doss n tosser preferenc e
otters atter being unsucc essful yv ith an application fur Medicine. Dentistry . Veterinary
sc e and the high status paramedical courses

F inally almost h0"vi Of the strong effect of HSC score on the tuo way enrolment
det ision is nusiidted by the three characteristics of the offer made As sse hese mentioned
prey muscly user 30% of the' effect is associated sy ith the preference )(net of the offer.

urther about 16"0 is assill igited ss ith the ty pe uf institution milking the offer and a further
to (independently by the ty pe of course offered The mediating effet ts of institution
and t aide endent of preference les el. are interesting to note here Part of this effect
might be a sot ded sy ith more reldtiyely low scoring applicants applY mg for teacher
ettoot ion ocular CAE c ourses ssph less certain employ ment prospects There will
ertaink, be minis ompeting hy potheses. howeyer. and the mediated effects of HSC

attainment on enrolment decisions warrants further attention.

Conclusion

In Chapter 3 %ye presented a basic model of the process of transition to tertiary ,
education using data from administranyerecords kept by the VL'AC We attempted to go. e
an us ery leys of the factors w hich influence a student'sself-selection into tertiary study at
the finial barrier to transition using a parsimonious model, restricted to' simplified and

1

readily interpretable contrasts.

iii iffis haptei'we have ekretatttl the'model in twoArays, Firstly. vvehae increased,:
the disi rim million ut certain yariables inrthe basic model For instance, we replaced the
biudry hbme-Iocation salable contrasting rural and urbAn home address uith a series of
fourteen separate contrasts. Likes% ise. the simple distrinction between Science and non-
Science ,,courses HSC was replaced by contrasts between Science and each of
HZI man irreN. Commerce-Social scierke dare Mixed cokrbmation' of subjects Although.'v--
the specific contrasts in these two independent variables are illuminatin'g in y drious YY ay s.
we would not claim that the additional explanatory power obtained from the more
complex sersions would compensate for the sacrifice in parsimony were the elaborated
indtt es of home location and FISC course type included in our basic model

The second way in %Shia' we have extended our model is to include es eral variables
that intervene between the predetermined variables and the dependent variable cffenrol
ment decision. These intervening variables all relate to some characteristic of the offer
made.,The preference level the student gave the course in his or her application. the type
of institution making the offer and the type of tertiary course offered 'all affect the
enrolpent decisions in two ways. First, these variables have direct effects on the decision

,
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6

taken. Although the extent uf the effect varies according to the decision contrast ex
drained, generally they are quite modest in &counting fur additional variability in
enrblment decisions. However, there are some large effects in percentage point terms
associated with particular contrasts. Secondly. these intervening variables serve to
mediate the effects of some of the predetermined variables in 1.5,0:15 that are briefly
described in the last section of the chapter.

These elaborations of the basic model serve to increase our understanding of the
process uf transition. ev en at the Lust uf rendering the explanation more complex The
elaborations uf the predeternuned variables highlight the effects of sume specific home
locations and HSC courses. The interv ening variables indicate not only how the student's
ultimate decision may be influenced by the ty pe of course and institutiun offered, but also
suggest sume mechanisms through %% hich the influences uf the predetermined variables
are exerted

, NOTES

I The regions %%ere recoded from postcodes orhome aildn.sses The grouping of ciaWs foiMail
sorting purposes as taken as the basis of the coding a heme. and the main place names ofbach
post code used to %eritt the approvimate locafion. lt s% vas iut f)ussible ethausti% els to evamide the
boundarws of the post code areas and confirm their distribution among the regions The regional
coding resulting is adequate for our purposes but not error free

v.

A small number of students %%ere classified into tuo categories bs this pros edure These double
classifications t% ere result ed..dtler t,e inspected each indis idual kombination of subjet ts, bs
assigning all those classified as both humanities and cominerce to cuiruhen.e. all those classifiW
as both humanities and suence tu science. and all those classified as both commerce and suendp
to science Additionall). there %%as a small number of students taking feu er than four HSC.,
subjects at their final attempt These students %%ere rmirded dS hd ing missing data for HSC
course ty.k. , A

A f'
J Vie are grateful h.)Mr Harrt I% dish of the Seumdary-Tertiart Education Planning Project ISTEP))

for Alm% ing us to use his classification of Victorian college and un ersitt courses

4 The hiersitchical ordering of the titreecharautenstivsultheuffer magi, to the student Ago
that ant mediating effect 'Lamed tit "overlapping %anatton`betueen preference le% el and aistit6-
hon. and institution and course s% ill be credaed to the first variable or the pair Thus ant joifit
mediating effects of preferencie le% elrand mstitution u ill be iredte o preferent e level and ant
pint mediating effect of institution and course %VIII be credited to institution_



CHAPTER 5

SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS, ETHNICITY AND
THE TRANSITION TO TERTIARY STUDY

In Chapters 3 and 4 e dec eloped ',Mile models of transition to tertian education
from the data on a population of oung Victorians ii ho ii ere offered a place in a college Or

ani%ers it% tor 1980 Although ii e were eager to exploit to the full the possibilities
presented bc the VUAC data, our anal% sis was restncted by the narrow scope of the
intonnat on th adable relating as it did to biographical a nables plus information about

home lin at ion and sc hooting
Our anal0,es ot the VI 'AC data «mstantIN raised questions of the following type

if How tar are the ettec t ot variables such as home location and school t pe simpt
manifestations of more general underk mg social orientations, for example. the

soc to-economic status ot the applicant's'fanuly7
Do the attitudes and expectations of the applicant hth e effects on the decision,taken

on the VI, 'A( offer?
jut I What relatuniship does the student:s own assessment of his academic competence,

have w ith the dec ision?
tic I How tar is the student's decision influenced by other persons such as parents.

teac hers and peers?
It 1S,to an examirjatiun ot such questions that we now turn. In the present chapter we shall

rls estigate tho ffects of the social and ethnic background variables on enrolment de-

cisions. anrTrIie next look into the role of attitudes and expectations.

Before codunencing. it should be emphasised thatftve are about to leave thevalysis of

the VU-ACdatawhich contained informationabout the en tire popu lation of intefest In the

next tWo chapters our discussion will be based on data from a queSlionnaireadmimAered

by mad to a rapdomly selected sample of about ten per cent of \ILIAC applicants. These

questionnaire Oata are prone to more error than those from the VUAC file, The main source

is sampling error. Even when a sample is drawn at random from a defined population,

errors are introduced in estimating population values from those of the sample Thus

occasionally there w ill be minor discrepancies between figures given previously and

those in the following chapters where they replicate for the sample, parts of the

analysis reported previously for the total population. Generally, however the corres-

pondence between the populatiOn parameters and the sample estimates is reassuringly

close)
In this chapter we elaborate the basic model already discussed so as to include, firstly

Socio-economictatus (SES) and, later. Ethnicity.2 However, because of the particular

nature of the SES,variable. it is netessary &commence by snaking a minor modification to

our model. Pre0ouslv, for the sake of clarity, we grouped together under the heading

'predetermiped vanahles' the applicant's sex, age, home location and school type. Rela-

tic e to the otherAndependent variables in that mOdel (HSC course type and HSCs6ore) it is

clear that all of these predetermined variables are logically and temporally prior It might

perhaps have been argued that home location, for example, could have some determining

influence on school type. but such refinements were felt to be marginal to the discussion

of the direct and mediated effects of these particular variables on thedecision taken on the

VUAC offer
When Socio-economic status is to be included in the model, however, it appears that

school type can no longer be considered as a predetermined variable. Our expectation

was. and our analysis later showed, that the SES of parents has a substantial effect cai the

type of school attended by respondents. We therefore altered the model by shifting the

school type yrkables from the predetermined category, toe position intervening between
"

t
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TABLE 5:1

THE GROSS EFFECTS OFSOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS ON
THE TWO-WAY DECISION

Two-way
Decision gs 4-)

High Low All

Take up offer
Turn down offer

73.8 64,5 69.3
26.2 35.5 30.7

Weighted N 505 474 978a

Note: a. Discrepancies between the totals in Chapters 5 and 6 are
caused by missing data.

the predetermined variables and the other mediating variables of FISC course type and
score. Further, in the interests of parsimony, HSC course type and best-four score were
aggregated into the single block, 'year 12 achievements'. This slightly revised model is
outlined in Figure 5:1.

To introduce the discussion, we temporarily disregard the mediating variables of
school type and year 12 achievements, and consider onlY the total effects of the predeter-
mined variables. We begin by adding Socio-economic status to the model, and then later '

include the effects of Ethnicity.

Socio-economicStatus
,

Several items on The questionnaire meast,red aspects ofsocial status. Information was
available on father's and mother's occupation nd father's and mother's edUcation These
four variables, after some recoding, were subjected to a krincipal components analysis in
order to extract the common variance, and the s6ores frohi the first principal component
were taken as the Index of Socio-economic staltis.3"The first principal component ex-
plained 59.7% of the total variance in the four variables. The other components derived
from the analysis each explained 'about 18% of the total Variance or legs, indicating that
there was only one source of common variance cOlich wesa more powerful explanation
than any ooe of the four individual variables, This result confirmed our a, priori
expeceanon that the four separate measures otgarents' qccupattanrani-educatioh,were
tapping one common dimension. We have labelled this dlpiension Sacio-econothkstatus
(-SES) throughout the following analysis.

It should be noted that here, and in other cases where Scores on a composite scale are
computed, the direction of the scale follows as closely a possible the scoring of the
constituent variables in the questionnaire. In the case of the Socio-economic status scale,
therefore, a high scale value indicates low SES. Thus if our expectations are met and low
SES is associated with a high rate of turning down offers, we would expect the effects
shown tn the tables to be positive singe deferring or declin:ing an offer is coded'1' on the
dependent variable, and taking up the offer is coded 'zero'.

The simplest way to illustrate the gross effect Of Socio-economic status on the
two-way decision is to use a crosstabulation of the two variables. As SES is a scale variable,

It is necessary for It to be recoded before it can be represented in a crosstabulation This has
been done for Table 5.1 so that approximately half the sample falls into the high SES
cate ory and half in the low group. The table shows that whereas more than a quarter
(26 ,70) ofthe high SES,group turned down Ihlir offers well over one third (35.5%) of the

e, t
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TABLE 5:2

THE EFFECTS OF SEX, AGE, HOME LOCATION, SOCIO-ECONOMICSTATUS AND ETHNICITY ON THE TWO-WAY

ENROLMENT DECISION

Independent Variable Dependent Variable: Two-way Decision
(1 turn down offer, 0 = take up offer)

7

A 13

with SES and With SES and with SES-ethnicity
ethnicity only interaction

R = 0.19
N(Weighted) = 952

R = 0.21
N(Weighted) = 952

R=0.23
N(Weighted) = 952

Sex (1 = female. 0 = male) 0.1210 (0.13)b 0.117 Enl, 0.118

Age -0.009 (-(T.021 -0.006 (-0.01) -0.006

Home Location (1 = metropolitan. 0 rural) -0 102 (-0.10) -0.081 (z206) -0.077

Socio-EConomic Status (High Value -= Low SES) 0.034 (0.07) 0.046 ((ISM 0.049

Ethnicity (vs 'Australian Fathers) RI.1-0)6

English
-0.021 (-0.01) 0.033

'non-English'
-0,114 (-0.10) -0.160

SES by Ethnicity Interaction
SES by 'English'

0.120

SES by 'non-English'
-0.038

Note: a. Underlined co-efficients are at least twice as large as their standard errors.
b. The co-efficients in paretheses are in standard form, .

c. This is the 'shear co-efficient fot the composite effect of the dumnlyi,ariables.

t
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students troth low SES famihes Lfid su. Clearly, in these simple bi-variate terms, there
appears to be some class differential in-access to tertiary education.

The gross effect of Socio-economic status may be expressed as the percentage point
difference in the proportions uf the two SES groups continuing with higher education
Measured this w a the gross effect of SES is .093 (.355 .262). That is, 9.3% more low
SES than high SES applicants turned LILA, n their VUAC offers. This is comparable with
other gross effects-in the model, but the process of recoding has probably rendered it less
reliable. Also. we should anticipate that the net effects of the unrecoded Socio-economic
status variable would nut be identical to the grusS effects because of the influences ofother
predetermined v ariables in the model. How ever, the gross effect is useful in 'that it gives an
indication of the overall level of association.

Another w ay uf presenting the relationship between Socio-economic status and the
decision taken un the VUAC offer is to examine the mean SES scale score w ith in each of
the categories of the tw u-way decision. When this is done, the mean SES score among

_those w ho tuuk up the offer was 0.048 and among those w ho turned it down 0.096 A
difference of means test gives a T,value of 2.21, which is significant beyond the 0.05
probability level. There is thus a modest but statistically significant difference between
the mean SES levels uf thuse ivho took up offers and those who turned them down.

Both the crusstabu hit= and the difference of means testshow a modest gross effect
uf SES on the two-way decision. When we calculate the total effect of SES net of the
applicant's sex, age and home location we find also that theleffect is quite small The
magnitude uf the total effects of the predetermined variables rimy be compared by exam-
tiling the standardised regression weights in parenthesis in Cdlumn A of Table 5-2 These
show that sex and home location, have more powerful total c6usal effects on the decision
than does Sociu-econumit, status, although, in coniparison with the effect of age, SES is
relatively important.

The meaning uf the direction Of the cO:efficients should be recalled. Females were
more likely than males tu turn dm, n places. As sex is a dummy variable, the unstandard-
ised co-efficient of 0.121 in Column A of Table 5.2 suggests that female students were, on
a% erage, about 12 percentage points more likely than males to turndown places Likewise,
the negative apstandardised cuifficient for home location\shows that students with
metro olitan home addresse werc about 10 percentage poin s less likely to turn dow n
offers ;hap were rural studéçits. Th the case of Socio-econon ic status, which is, not a
duronk vapabl6, it is 1es4p>to give such a k,clear in4ultive interpretation pf tlfe
unstandardised 4i-efficient. It triay,he cu'nSTruBOWeiret, flip r evdy unit oháñe
the SES scale as we pass frum high to,low status there is a 3,4 Percentage point intrea'se in.
the proArt ion utapplicants tufning ilw n offers. The range of the SES scale is a little over
4 units,,thöreforgi a student frAn thti; highest SES farriily in oUr hAimple was, other things
being equal, about 14 percentage points more likely to turn dow n'the VUAC offer than one
from the low est SES family. Again, it must be recalled that all these effects are net of the
influence of thecOther predetermined variables. For instance, we know from an earlier
discussion, that female; were more likely than males to come frqm the rural areas, but neC
of this relationship, females were still more likely'to turn down offers.

Ethnic Background

The next variable we added to the model was the ethnic background of the applicant's
tamily . based on the country uf birth of the father. We classified apPlicants, according to
their father's birthplace, into three groups as follows: . ..
'Australian' .'.., -Father born in Australia
Engl ish Fatherborn in English-speaking overseas colintry, Great Britain.

Ireland, Canada, USA, New Zealand, South Africa
Noo-English'i Father borh in non-English-speaking verseas country.
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TABLE 5:3
6 6.6,

DISTRIBUTION OF THE SAMPLE IN THE CATEGORIES OF ETHNK; B4ICGROUND

; ViltlightiTh. - % -;'''
'Australian' :, 680 66.3-
(Father born in Australia) ' ..'.' ,,,z. i . :6,.;:,.14.4,;;;-. ,

'English < 4,I00: " ' ' ':.,. ?0;..(Father born in other English language country)

'Non-English'
(Father born in non-Eiish speakin

Missing information

Total

. .
,.

0 6 '-,

6 ;

!..V
...

in6

k

,

.
" ''

., ,1 ,1*
41::2-

;.. . A. '...1:.. 4

,..-.9v 0:8,
100.9 ', ,

. -.. , , ,-::,;;. .

the terms English', nork,English' and.'Aultralian' will lie usiAl t% ithin.sin 11.0Auote.-"'
, .i:.4

lion marks with these meanirfgs. ... . .: .,
' 4

,

We clie this form uf representation ofethnic backgruend in urdet td c(mture mainly:.
the cultural influence of the,fami ly on thy Student's enrolment decision. in their stittly of,
tiangitiun from school tu work, WilJianis ot ul (1980) distinginsli between the tni'gran4'

.. anil language' effects uf ethnic ba4iiiiund, We.believ e that both aSpectsmay 11;.1Wvoteril
influences un educational,achiuv Orients and decisions. The effect pf.'rrtl4fancy is like4
tu be more perwsae, however ,. iti thatit should rellect,the effet.4.4p0r4tions of'the
functi.ons of higher education ir,1 hrith the 'old' anakist 'Countries,las well 415 the 'effect,of

.. ftle .student's competence in: the language of tlie,fitist country., In 'oider to4Ottire WOO
6t,Ufferences in perception, in addition to diffe'rences whtch may be alliAnitAli, l'e to Ian,
gouge-, we have, dfstinguished 'other English.speaking` immigrant farnilies'fran4,,Ausi- , *.
ralian fanlike-6.0"c. ell as distinguishing 'non-English spealing; families. AlSO;wutelieve
thatrhese i..ultural differences are as important for thtiseAustratian born students whose
tortitibi were burn overseas as they are for those students IN ha.h ere noirifin Auigrtilia
Walleye therefore attempted tu estimate the 'migrancy .of the appticanes family 'by wqing.
tb 0 b 1 (4041 h1Les cf the fathers rather, than those of the applicants themsek es._ The.disirt-,
button of applicants in the three categories of Ethnic background is shown in Table 5.3- .

,,
. b

y -

Tabju 5,14 shows the simple bivariate association of intgrancy andthe &cision taken
.:..-onAlmoffilignglish' students merps4.4 fie tentage points, andirion-Ellish' sittnient§

11.9 Akte'll
,,,,,..

e points ki."niceirOfpn r 1 0, eoffer than wIretuott 4.0, 41)P-A.,-,..&,%,

This.suggesk4 strung relationship betty een akunthigrant backgro nd and,ttie decisibn to '.
go un to ter(tOy education. The tendency is ptrticularly marked id, the casd,of apqicants
frum nun-English' families. When vvu turn,to the multivariate analysis, site' find that the
results resemble these gross effects, but of course do not exactly replicate them.

, TABLE 5:4

THE GROSS EFFECTS OF MIGRANCY ON THE TWO-WAYDECISiet

Two-way
Decision ,

'Australian'

Takepp offer . '` 65.4
Turn down offer 34.6

Weighted N, 680

Migrancy
.

inglish"Non-Englati* Totar
% ' %

...i,,,,..

. .

69.8
30.2 ,

77.3
22.7' 1 ,:',"`".;!-68.6

'' 31.4

:

100 238 1018

\s 82?' ...

. \ *4
; 1

. ...... ''.

... 1

i
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,"17"777*--
.

;#1.416403jelf0.43.11 th. RIFAtetv.atle,thrii.uty addiid cao_beeerrin ColuMn_li of Table

' *pin.both.the.st.F4tuldrt,*4.antiltri ansta ndard soilegress i on weights air given the
.-itandUtitseil4v'eighis should).*,4Sed lot compacnig, ale relative importahce of the influ-

l ,Viices'of .% failo.the Oi*ixtoder. ,

,

-..-hijafixo....efhteent ler 811inici.4 Arows thai that this LS dye second most powerful
nir4,,,t,:f4,ffect,in itie,niod,@....kafter the aptAi,.Int's se4. 13) far tile:more important contrast is

-,:that,iipt%vlsgrapp'tkpaots iVgn Sti",-Viiiilsh- famines cciinp;ired ith 'Australian: families

tip t iNua frdin .'npn4;tighsti. Iamilies iereoer 11 percentage
.ipotnt-;less liieh toltg.t4dr.*.their afergif rain f,tie yU'AC Those front 'English families
were. asestp.Ic ci from this model ctut 2 Pettentage Pointsless" likelv to turn do%vn

%

S"..S,,tthnicity and TrarisitiOn
_

-Part.ttAi44.iiiere.fiingareiliRiisult...0,honie, location and Socio-econornjc statas
-which ha4thltitgar.l.nikceddyfront mshev took %%hen Ethnicity was eNCluded

effk:of holil.g,location:'hai. been reduced final.
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-r-,-7.
iategories of Ethnictiat kground This model adds some clarity to the interpretation The
etfectof cla4s-is,larier than m the pre% anis model, and the three slopes suggest that, other

things being equal. the offspring of English migrant fathers w ere slightly less likely than-
Australians to refuse places. and that the children of norr-English' immigrants were
signatcantly less Iikel% to refuse places offered than were students from a non-migrant

background
There are some grounds, how es er for doubting the assumption implicit in Figure 5 3.

that the relationship between Soc io-economic status anal's-m..111g down offers is the same

across all categories of Ethno bat kground In Table 5 5 the proportions taking up offers

among high and low SES groups are shown within each cafegor) of Ethnicity The high
and low SES categories hat e been formed using the Socio-economic status scale so that

approximately half the total sample falls into each Table 5 5 shows that the association
between SES and turntng dow n offers is strongest among the students with 'English'
fathers and weakest among those st hose fathers have immigrated from 'non-English'

speaking countries It should be noted that these data represent gross relation-

ships between the three %enables No attempt has been made to control for the other
ariables in the model, and the SES scale has been recoded into two categories only For

those reasons we should not expect to see the pattern of the table exactly replicated in the

regression mosfel - - _

The figures in Table 5 5 do suggest. however, that there is a large interactionte-tw-e-en
Socio-economic status. Ethnicity and propensity to turn down offers By 'interaction' we

imply in this context, that the relationship between SES and enrolment deciSialalies
sign ificnt ly among the % anous ethnic categones. In the case of 'English' applicants the

association is strong.among the 'Australian' group It is %seeker and it is weakest among

the 'non-English immigrant group.ThereiS a 4.4 percenragepotnt differencebetween the

proportions of lots And high status non-English' students turning down the offer (23 3%

and 18.9% respectis ely ). The equi% alent difference among 'Australian' students is 10 8

percentage points (40 0 29.2) and for 'English' applicants it is nearly 28 (48.3-20.4)

The regression procedure used so far in the analysis can be modified to test for
relationships of this kind. It Veal pro% ide information on the direction and extent of the

interaction and also an indication of whether or not it is statistically sig%fficant, but, as

noted earlier, only the unstandardised co-efficients can be given a meaningful interpre-
tation. Unstandardised w eights Trofn an analysis incorporating interaction terms may be

'iound in-Column C of Table 5-2 With these terms included in the analysis, we can

interpret the co-efficients as follows:
. ) the regression co-efficient forSocio-economic status shows the total effect of SES on

two-way decision in the basecategory-of-Australian' applicants
(il) the regression co-efficient for the SES by 'English' interaction shows thedifference

between the effect of 5ES for 'English' and that for 'Australian' applicants
(in) the regression co-efficient for the SES by :non-English' interaction shOws the dif-

ference betw een the effect of SES for 'non-English' and that for 'Australian'

applicants

For example. the unstandardised regression weight for SES is 0.05 (from the 4th line--

in column C. Table 5:2). This is our estimate of the total effect of SES on two-way decision

among-the group of 'Australian' students only. The SES by 'English' interaction term is

0 12 This means that the effect of SES on the two-way decision is 0.12 units greater in the

case of 'English' students than it is for 'Australian' students. To get the total effect for

'English' students. iheinteraciinn leim (1.12- anct-threffeet fer 'AustraliansLniust_be _
summed. giving,a total effect for 'English' students of 0.17. This indicates that there is a

very powerful effect of SES on the two-way decision among 'English' students.

The interaction term for 'non-English' students rs negat ive. showing that the relation-

ship between SES and two-way decision is weaker in the case of the 'non-English'

8 5-
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TABLE 5:5

GROSS RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS AND TWO-WAY
DECISION-WITHIN EACH-ETHNIC GROUP

Tw *sty decision
'Austrahan- %,

High SES Low SES

,

Ethnic and SES Groups
'English

Hith,SES Low SES
%

Won-English*

,
High SES .L.ow SES

All

Take up offer 70.8 - 60.0 79.6 51.7 81.1 76.7
..

69.3
Turn down offer 29.2 40.0 , . 20.4 48.3 18.9 23.3 ' . 30.7

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 1 00 . 0 100.0
Weighted N 350 , 301 68 31 80 142 972
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students than for Australians The effet in the case of Australians' is 0 05 and for
non English students the interaction term is -0 04 Summing these tett) effet ts. se find
the totil ette< t ot SES un decision among non-Enghsh students is 0 01. much less than
the strength at the relatumship among Australian' students

These telatiiaiships are representM lit the skek h graph in Figure 5 4 Here the effect
sf Son the Rs ai de< ision it ohm at h Ethnic group is represented bt the slope of the

graph lairs I he effet t of SES is ot ourse, net ut the effet ts of the other predetermined
ar,ables I hen- are three lines on the 'diagram one for eat h Ethnic group It ts ill be seen

hat the lint- tor the English group is steepls sloped. shot% ing that the effect oi SES on
,sion is %er% strong among these students Among Australians' the slope is less

111,ki'd aniii in the tase of non-English students it is almost flat denoting that there is
title t ttei t at ',FS tin det ision among applicants from this Ethnic group

I he t eau tents tor the Ethnic durum% %ambles shot% the shifts in the intercept of
b-gression lint- on the s ertitzl axis of the graph The line for English students cuts the

t rtit al dis of the graph 0 03 units abut e the intercept for the Austmlian hase group"
Tt-it t ffet t for the non-English dumm is 010. mdcating that the intercept for these
students 10 units lots er than for non-immigrants

It '.11 be noted that the conclusions about the relationships bet%seen SES and
4,-'sj tiet i&toLl among the three Ethnic grou0s are precisel% the same as thuse dra%%n

train the- esarnriation of the rosstabulations reported in Table 3 4. There are tvio adtan-
tagt s of tilt regrt s,iori plot edure hut% et er Fast, se hat e estimates of the interactions net
ot the ettects uf other predetenmend anables in the model SetundlN , tte <An use the
int rt AtSt- in the esplanaturs putter of the model. measured 13. the multiple correlation

Proportiori
Turning n
VI "'NC Ot fers

0 100

H:ah SEs
FIGURR 5:4

THE EFFECT OF SES ON THE TWO-li AI DECISION FOR THREE cIIINIC GROUPS
SHOWING THE SIGNIFICANT SES-ETILNICITY INTERACTION

Lois SFS

English' Immigrant Fathers
Slope = 0 169

Australian Fathers
Slope = 0 049

a

Non-Eruthsh Immigrant Fathers
Slope = 0 011
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co-efficient, tu estsmate hether or riot the model With interactions is a s.gnifaant
improvement o. er that omitting them. When this test is apphed tu the present data we find
the increase has an F-ratio of 3.25 %ith 2 and 952 degrees of freeduni which denotes that
the interactions do add significantly to the explanatory power of the model

Se. eral conclusions follow from this investigation. O. erall. Socio-economic- status
appears tu have a small but significant effed on the decision taken un the VUAC offer
VI her, we assumed that there was nu iriteract ion between SES and Ethniuty. children uf
fathers burn in ut urseds F.nglthh-spedking countries appeared tu have slightly lt,+%er rates
uf turning down offers Him es. er. Sociu-eumornic status had a v ery strong effect on the
decision taken by students from this group Offspring uf nOn English spedking migrant
lathers, on the uther hdnd. showed much lower rates of turning dow n the offer than did
nun-migrants and the analysis indicated that Socio-economic status had Yery little effect
on the decisions of this group

These findings are consistent with pre lous research w Inch has suggested that the
children of immigrants fmm continental Europe are better represented in higher edu
cation than would be predicted frum their representation in the general pupulatiun Thus.
for example, une conclusion drawn by Anderson et al from their study, of the social
composition of university and college student groups was.

there seems to be no doubt that the families ith Australian born parents are
under-represented in both the universities and metropolitan colleges."

(Anderson. Fensharn. Boven and Powell. 1978. p93)

The stud} by Anderson et al differs from ours in many respects In part icular. it deals
ith institutions across Australia but reports unly gross effects. One inv eshgat ion which

used,: multib-arld(erriuderaildrroodus that of Wi1liams..4 AI( 098C4. They:reported 'a
greater tendency for students born in overseas non-English speaking
countries tu stay un at school. Our findings suggest that this persistence with education
carries uy er to tertiary ley el for these migrant students. Again differences between the
studies. particularly in the definition of the ethnic groups. render such comparisons
tentative.

We feel that uur findings on Socio-economic status and Ethnicity valuably could be
carned further In particular. it would be valuable tu extend our in. estigation in order to
see huw far the differences we hay e found among the Ethnic groups represent a lower le el
uf selectt . ity on the part of the non-English group w hen deciding hether or not to
accept a VUAC offer. Is it the case that Australian students hay e a higher rate of turning
down offers because they are more selective in the type of offer they w ill accept? Or do
non-,Enghsh students d% wd applying. in the first place. for highly competitk e courses
where the chances of receiv ing a less preferred offer might be greater? Dues their high rate
of acceptance of offers (and the lack of any SES bias in the likelihood of acceptance)
therefure refleu hidden inequahties in access to the high status professions of Medicine
and the para-medical sciences. Dentistry. Law and Veterinary Suence? To w hat extent are
these aspects mediated by the HSC courses and scores of the yarious ethnic groups?

The Elaborated Modeh
Total, Direct and Mediated Effects

e retuin now to a_consideration of the model revised to include Socio-ecanomic
status and Ethnicity with, for the present discussion. the addition of the Mediating

anab1esschoo1-4 pe and-year 12 achievements. It %% ill-be recalled that the Model has also
been slightly modified in that the dummy yariables for school 4 pe. pre% iously treated as
predetemuned variables. are now placed as mediating variables. Also. the HSC variable's,
course type and best-four score. have been located together in a subsequent block of
mediating influences termed year 12_achieements". Fen present -purposes we have

-
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ore ittei I the interai tem ettec N disc ussed in the preY ious sec tion We can thus return to the
us 2 ot standarchsed I, 0-t'illl Wilt 1 %% kit ii enable a LoUllhirlsurl ot the relati Y e size of the1_ _. -..
ettet T,

I Airlt -) t) ,h()% s the total. mediated and direct effects that have been c umputed from a
,,t rt,411-,,i,ois iii the manner (aid wed in Chapter Tw o Although the foc us of our

a t ten t i in is the eTfk ts orSocio-tm imoina status and Lthincity . we shall briefly consider
the ettei s ot the other Y ariables in the mo(lel as Yy ell

rhe strongest total Met t among the predetermined Yariables in the model comes
from sex i 0 125) About tyy ietliirds uf this total effect IS directly attributable to Sex
.httt-reyces per se 10 0831 The indirect effect of sex mediated by school ty pe is very small
k0 00 ti In c untrast. the effect mediated by y ear 12 achievements is moderately large
ku 039i, and makes up nearly one-third of the total effect of sex. The reason is mainly that
tencales w ere less likely tu take sc ience courses at Near 12 and science students in general
reveiYed higher HSC scores and w ere less likely to turn down offers However, even net of
the effect uf course ty pe and school ty pe. females had slightly low er HSC best-four scores:
Thus the indirec t effects Of seX Compound the influence uf the direct effect to produce a
totalca(isal effec tof considerable size.

,l'he role of age in the model pros ides an interesting contrast to sex in that the effects
here du riot compound% but operate in such a way as to cancel-each other out to a large ,..-
extcrit The total effect of age I -0.013) is the weakest among the predetermined Yariables
in the model, and suggests that. uY erall, older students w ere slightly less likely to turn
dow n offers The dim t effe(.t of age I 0.048) how exer, is four times greater than the total
effec t In itself. us, er and abov e the effects of predetermined and mediating sanables. older
ie,e im lines students to be far less likely tu turn down the VUAC offer. Howe% er. there is a.c, _ . __ _ . . _

strong counter% ailing eftect w hicht ery nearly negates this greater propensity of older
students tu take up offers. This conterYalling effect comes through year 12 achievements.
.Analy ses not reported in detail here show that older students were less likely than
y ounger ones to take Sciences courses for the HSC and consequently obtained !WA er HSC
aggregate scores. Thus the effect of age mediated through year 12 achievements (0,036)
cancels uot much Of the direct effect (-0.048) resulting in a total effect of -0.013. The
component mediated through school type is so tiny that we disregard it here.8

We cu(14 lude our discussion of the effect of age Yy ith a note of caution. It isTossible
that this y ariable is delineating two related but distinct factors< First, there is a group of
adult students, say from 19 to 24 years w ho, although' they do nut fit the VUAC defin it ion
of mature-age. iwY ertheless are probably quite distinct from the N ()linger students in terms
of family status. employ ment historx and so forth. Sec ondIN , there may be age effects
011114114 the 16, 17 and 18 year-olds w ho make up the bulk of the si lido! population. At this
stage YY e tun e not undertaken ant exploration of these questions, but until potential.
problems Yy ith the age y ariable hay e been examined. w e feel that any conclusions asso-
ciated YY ith an applicant's age should be regarded as tentative.

The et fix ts kit home location may be quickly dealt with. It is one of the more powerful
total Ole& ts in the model 1-0 081) T,he fact that its direct effec t (-0,065) accounts for
nearly tout tifths of its total effect suggests that a is principally a rural home address in
itself that has the main influence un the applicalit's enrolment decision. There is some
cite& t mediated % la sear 12 achnty ements. and the role of school type is negltgible. ------- -,..----s'e-

Sim &mom stat-us.whm Ethnicity is included in the model. pros ides a moder-
ately powerhil ex-pianation-ot the dec ision on the VUAC offer, The method of decom-
posa ion of effec ts shown in Table 3.6 it; pcirticularly appropriate here, as the relationship
b. tyy curt srs and the aiten ening educational yariables IS often cited as ti problemateurie.
The analy sis show s that, of the total effect of SES (0.094). about 70 per cent (0.065) is
dire( t. That is' to say. o er and above the ty pe of school attended, file ty pe of HSC course
Lik, 11 alld the results obtained, and the other predetermined YariableS in the model. there
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TABLE 5:6
)

DIRECI AND INDIRECT EFFECTS IN THE MODEL INCLUDING SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS AND ETHNICITY'

Independent Variable
A B , C D ;3a

Total Effect Indirect Effect Indirect Effect Direct effect iT f

Mediated by . Mediated* g
SchooiType Course and Score

S
Sex{ 1 = female. 0 = male) , 0.125k 0.003 0.039 0,083 ca.

c<
Age -0.013 -0.001 0,036 -0.048
Home Locatton (1 = metropolitan. 0 = rural) -0.081 -0.001 -0.016 -0.065
Stx to,Economit Status (High Value = Low SES) 0.094 0.015 0 014 0.065
Ethnicity (% s 'Australian Fathers) (-0 103)c (-0.102)

'English' 70.013 -0.003 0.013 -0.023
'non-Eughsh' .7 =0.104 -0.002 0.001 -0.104'

School Type (vs State High School) (0.046)
Catholic Independent

,(0.054)
0.030 -0.012 0.042

Non-Catholic Independent -0.034 -0 035 0.001

Other . 0.017 -0.009 0.026
HSC Course Type ( 1 = Science. 0 = other) -0.109
HSC Score -0.204

. -

Note: a. The dependent %amble is the two-way decision EoYea 1 = turn own offer. a = take up offer.
_ ..

b. All co-efficients are in standardised form.
L. The sheaf co-efficients for the composite effects ofthe dummy variables are shown in parentheses

fzi
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d haw. ne1 efft't SErc inritith iStOn ta-enter ,r-ttafy- eaucatiorT.311 tati antS
spec ulate )t -this stage-omtteluTeil `....trtr7s-ry."=*trtch stiriat location affects a decision on

er educdtion In the next chdpter. howey er. Yy e examine the
med kit Ing influent es of cdreer and acddemic expectations as Yy ell as the role of financial
uitsiderat ions

Tlic properisitl, of low er SES students directly tu turn cloys n offers is compounded by
the ifithret t effects mud idted k sthoul type (0 015. about 16% of the totdl effect) and year

dchie einents U 014, about 15% uf the total elfet t),We principally attribute the rule of
st. twol ty pe to the fact that the lower SES students w ere fdr less likely to attend nun-
Githuhd independent ;r, hook Our reSults show that the ad dntage to independent school
pupils comeil (ruin their tidy ing higher HSC scores. part of tyhich effect. in turn, conies
about as d result ut their being a little more likely tu tdke HSC science courses The indirect
Meet ot SFS nwdidted by y ear 12 ',Lbw% ernents. hms er. suggests that ey en net of the
eittA ts pdssing through school ty pe. tht lus er SES students Yy ere less likely to take science
courses, less hkely to get good results, dnd w ere thus more likely to turn duw n the YVAC
utter Whde on It about three-tenths of the total effect of SES is mediated 'td school tpe
tiitl !edr 12 ach ley ements, this should not be interpreted 'as detracting from the key role of
these edut dhundl Ydridbles in mediating the SES, effect. For example. amang all the
predetermined tarldbks nwthated by school ty pe. SESds by far the strongest.

When t unipared sith most other direct causes of the ttto-tx.a) decon. Socio-- _
unurnit MMUS has a similar modest effect. The most powerful direct effect. how ever,

conies- frum HSC sLut. Sauna genetal frmlingt are-reported try -McDonnell and Besw ick
11977) fur d sample uf largely rural, students. Their dependent y driable w as the student's
intention regarding enrolment in tertiary_ education. rather than _the decision actudlly

, taken un the offer of a place. While their study principally focusses on -the effects or
atoguentAL vArk4bles SUt,h d5 general ley els,of ability and SES ithin the student's

school. dS a t urullar!, they show that the effect -of family Socio-economic status on
educational plans is about one third the size of the effect 'of performance in the final }ear
examination. Using d model differing in many respects from that of McDonnell and
Best% ick, yy ind smuldtty that the direct effect of SES is about one third the magnitude of
that uf HS st re. the effects being 0.065 and 0.204 respectixely. Thus, regardless of the
ddmittedly su tantial difference between the models, both agree that the effects of
examination res ilts are considerably larger than those of Socio-economic status'

We turn. fi ally, to a discussion of Ethnicity. We have. in Table 5.6. two dummy
Yariables repres ti g contrasts betyyeen children of fathers born in overseas English-
spedking countrws ( English') and the offspring of nun-migrant Australian fathers on the
orw hand. and d contrast betw een students. w ith fathers, born in o% erseas non-English
sp(.aking countries I non-English') and non-migrants on the other. We present the 'sheaf
w-efficients for the total and direct effects. These represuut the combination of the two
contrasts and give an indication of the power of Ethnicity as an mere!! explanation.

The total effect uf a migrant background is. as noted earlier, to make the applicant, less
likely to turn &low n the offer. The 'sheaf co-efficient shoyys a total effeCt of -0.103 x8hich
indicates that EtImicity is an influentidl factor overall. The total effects of the indhidual
contrasts. shut-% n by the co-effluents for the dummy y ariables, suggest that. although there
is httle difference between 'English* and 'Australian' students (-0.013), there is a pow er-
ful total effect (-0.104) in the case of the 'non-English'sroup.,

direct effect in edch case is stmilar to the total effect. The sheaf co-effiuent for the
total effect is -0.10 . and for-the-dile-0 effect fl is -0.102. Tht co-tdicterttsfordhact and
total effects are similarly dose m the case of the 'non-English* 'AUstralidn' contrast. and
not quite so similar in the case of English* students, although here the total effect is, in
itself. y ery smdll. The close approximation of the total and direct effects suggests that the
mediated effects ia school type and year 12 dchievements are minimal. It appears that

9
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factors either prior to ur outsole the educational experiences of migrant students are the
source ot their commitment to tert kir) educat ion. The direct component could in!rhaps be
due to the influence uf the familt ur result from some aspect of the nugrant sub-culture
This matter ss ill be in% est !gated further in the next chapter vs hen %ye come to examine the
impact of the 'Social-psychological' variables on the model

As ss ith SES. in contrast ss ith the ethic ts of HSC s ore. Itthtncit% appears to be a
modest influence, un enrolment decisions. But the pohc% significance of causal effects 14
nut necessaril% proportional to their magnitudes. In ciS Much as greater au esS to tertiar%
education ma% reduce an% social disadvantage suffered 1)% migrant groups, our anal% sis
suggests that the decision taken on the VUAC offer iiia be ssorking to enhance the
prospects uf students from migrant backgrounds. The nature of the institutions and
courses that these students are gaining access tu. hots es ei. is problematic and ssarrants
further studv

. _

Notes

1 As mentioned in Chapter 1. particular categories of applicants ha% e been intentionall% os er-

sampled aild sleights must be applied tu restore the distribution of ertain kilos% n & haractenstics
anuing the sanipk tu that of the total population TOP students. fur evimpk %sere usersampled
but, as in the anal%.sis uf the sun es data reported here sse deal onls us ith 11SC students, this
oversampling is of no c oncern

Also. HS(. students us,ere ;,ampled su that there %sere apprommatels equal numbers from each
ategors ot dei ision outs tune In the parent pupulation. hos% es er. the categories are unequal,je g

unl% 2"ss accepted places part-time, and bb"oaccepted full-time) so the distribution of decisions in
the sample must be s% eighted to correspond This is eighting does ha% e effects on the.estimates of
,standard errors and it appears likels that the standard errors are greater. b% a small margin. than
those used in the tables in Chapters 5 and and 6 rift proportions of aw populat ion and the sample
in the %anon,' iategones of decis1011 Mat unie. and the %%eights applied. are set out in the
tolloss mg table

'

De( Isionv e Population Sample %Vet ght . Weighted N
Ginory . (not TOP) (Sample N Weight).

Weights for HSC Students,

N 0.0 N N %

A( rept
tult.time
A( rept
part-time
Dpfxr -,__

Decline
Total

_,,

'

9320

s; 305
, I' i 18_29

2588
14042

66 37

2.17

s,.... II:91_
18.43
100.0 .

268

199
29_7_

259
102'3

2 5333

11166
44865
.72780

679

22

_133

189

1023

66.37

2017

13 03 -
1-8.43

100.0
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,.14, dos and Me t Ills4 4 hooters we 'shall- adopt the ention of naming deny ed ariables.
h as Sot ici-et onount status tt ith tipPer ase letters l'his tt ill assist to distinguish the

onstrut t rum tho ariable nieasuring than Cinstract

I he edui anon t ariables were re* tided su that some unit ersity or similar college study and
4 ouqueloo tinier led lart or prolession,d qualification were grouped mtua single t ode as were
the lassailaltIOII% IN hum al 1 rade Ct.ft41 a ate cluld1:011Ipleted form 5 or 6

I he to t ultafittnal I artablt s It eft' t (KW Wiling III thU Si lassifn MI" (list ussed 1)4
Broom et al 11971,1 I his IaSSIllt atI011 IS a 1Vtillt 11011 from a SIxteetl 4 ategor4

41(0 upational t lassdit atiim It huh is in turn based Of1 a 107 puint 1 IcISSIfIl atiiiui (6'4( ribed in
Broom et al 10061 Iii t t UpatIOIIS ill 111C SIM V4, we began ft ith the 1961 ensus
4 hlt'`, <Mit ry( tnied dies(' (l) the BrOuni 107 point 54 all the 16 point St ale and f madly

the b point st all The Australian BurPali of statistit s information paper. Occupation
Classification Extract warallan Bureau of Statistics 1977 j, oas used to result u the few coding
problems that arose tt id) the use oldie outdated 1961 census uodes

4 As the Sol 10-et Slak LUIllprised uf principal c(imponent st ores and as these are
standardised, the st should hat e a mean of /A.() and a 4ariant 0 of une In fact the mean of ihe
si ale u 005 and the t ariam e 886 The maxinium value is 2 539 and the MMIMUM is -1 723

th-v lotions from the expel ted mean and tarianu are due to our method of treating
missing data iii a IlIllito)d number of Lases In the fifty-four cases %%here data were missing on more
ihan one ut the tour original t ariables. SES was regarded as missing Howe% er, if data were
missing till only one of the four constituent t ariables. the singlii inissiug value was repEaced by the
iuieaui value ha that t ariahle It was felt desirable tu take this step as many fespondents had one
parent nut in the workforce. To exclude these cases from the SES scale could hat ti introduced
bias For instanue. all those respondents WitilKne parent deceased ur hose mothers were
housew iy es would hat e been ext luded from the analysis The substitution of the mean value in
such4,ases has-the of fectofred uci ng the variance:Of the t,

5 Me observant reader w ii hay e noted that the line for English' students is below that for
Australians in E igure 5 3, and mainly abov e tIllS Figure 5 4 A glance at Table 5 5 %% ill show w
thi, is so [here are test er English migrants in the lower SES category and more in the higher SES
category Thus the more numerous high SES English respondents have the overall effect of
making the mean number turning dow n plaues low er than among the 'Australians' However, the
rate ot turning dow n places is higher among the low status 'English' than among the low status
Australians- and su the regression lines fur the model w ithi interaction terms included indicates
this

e acknow ledge here that some difficulty fr1a ,. arise regarding the appropriateness of using the I'
test and the R square measure, due to the binary nature of the dependent variable. Wonnacott and
1% onnacott 11970j argue that. for the estimation of regression co-efficients the assumption of
normality ot the dependent t ariable is not required I kiwi:ter, it appears that this assumption
may be required for the F-test

AN ti further fmtnote to this section, it should be recalled that the' effect of the I lame lot:anon
vartablev% as altered w hen SES was incorporated into the model This led us to test for inter-
actions betw een Home location and-Socio-econumie status No significant interactions were
found

7 I his finding from our surv eN, of those offered plaues was not replicated in a later analysis of the
population of all applicants were, net of home location, school type and course -fype, females
scored 2 61 best-four marks higher than males

8 .1 wtltl,e recalled that a similar pattern, in which the direct effects of age were partly offset by
mediated effects. resulting in a smalllotal effect. w as shown in Table 3 2 Although the pattern is
similar, the magnitudes of the co-effluents do differ, due partly to sampling error:and partly to
different sets of predetermined variables in the two models

9 3



CHAPTiR 6

SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL-VARIABLES

Our analysis, so far, has dealt ith explanations of the decision taken -On the VUAC
offer in terms_u_Lascribed,or predetermined attributes of the applicants sucicas,sex, age,
home location, Souni-evonurnii stdtus and Ethnicity . We hat e also discussed the direct
and mediating rules uf school t pe and HSC course pe and score, tt Inch w ere regarded as
achiet ement arldbles One fedture shared by all these iiriables s that they refer tu
object i e characteristics of the respondent, chardcteristics that can be redily measured by
'face sheet` questionnaire items and often confirmed by observation.

In this chapter we mot e at, ay from the discussion of the effe4s uf these objective
attributes and allies, ements dnd focus instead on the role of the students' ow n, percep-
tions and expectations in relation to their decisions on the VUAC offer. Most of the
questions we asked dbout perceptions dna expectations lack the objectit e currehites that
are ty pical uf the ascribed and achiet ed ariables. The scales we used are, by their nature,
subjectit e. For example, on a scale of cunt enience of location it is possible that tchat une
respondent regarded as a 't ery Amon% enient location will have seemed to another only
'slightly town% enient', although both may hate faced transport problems tt hich were,
objectively, of equal magnitude.

Fullong the conceptual framework provided by Sett ell and Hauser (1975)
grouped d number uf derse Nanables together under the generic name 'social-psycho-

ariables. Our ret int of the literature and examination uf other studies in the field
led us tu hy puthesise that set eral perceptions and expectations should be significant.
These-are:

(I Lthe.toreer.bertefits AtAsuing from accepting.the course_offered...as opposed to the_
career opportunities available on finishing school;

(n) the financial costs of undertaking a course of tertiary education as measured by the
anticipation of financial,problems during the course and the nature of the expected
Sources of financial support;

(n) the respondent's perceptions of the influence of significant other persons ,In his
immediate social environment; parents, teachers and peers;

(it ) expectations about the academic aspects of the course offered, anticipated work-
loads, expected intellectual difficulties, intrinsic interest of the study and so forth,

(t ) expectations about other aspects of tertiary education, attractit eness of the student
lifestyle, convenience of locatkm and so forth.

Tu capture the applicant's perceptions of these facturs.we used a number of five-point
taw les (Questions 11 to 24) and asked the respondent tu indicate approximately w here he
stood un each matter by marking uneuf fit e ddjoining boxes. Our piloting suggested that
the box format was the simplest and most familiar. Two follow -up questions were asked
about each scale. They were. tt hether the factor was a strong ur weak influence on the
,enrulment decision, and whether It had made the respondent mure ur less likely to accept
the offer. The question dealing w ith the expected sources of finance was treated different-
ly. In Question 25 respondents were asked to indicate fur each uf a number of possible
suumes of finance, whether It w as the only, a major or a minor source of finance, or

_whether rioliaance.atall..kVas_expPrtpri frnm, that_80,4

Because the number of pieces of information resulting from these questions is so
large, ut er twenty replies fur each respondent, some means of data reduction was neces-
sary. To reduce the data to manageable proporticas, a factor analy sis of all social-psycho-
logical t enables was first conducted to int estigate the underly ing structure of the group
a items. By and large, the structure we found corresponded tu that anticipated, although
surne constructs were defined by few er Items than we had expected. Hat ing delineated an
tit era pattern in the items, a series of four separate primmal component analyses were

84



Social-PsyChological Variables 85

undut ted, one for eat Ii group of 'items which. the-1[14w Z4ilaraforrfxctOr nnalysis _-
e--ctrm1inteti-41he-Frrvffilalpal component-scures were then taken as

the si ale fur Career benefits, Costs. Influence of significant others and Academic expechi
lions I he raw st ales are used in the case of the single questions which are not included in
the prim mai omponent scores. The final outcome of this procedure is shown in Table
6,1

t. min not% to a discussion of each question in the-battery of social-psychological
items, and show how each t ontributes tu the factur analysis. We also discuss here the
respondent s reports ofchow strung ur e, eak each fatitor %%as, in influencing his enrolment
tlet ision and the direr non of this perceiv ed influence. These questions are, however,

, disregarded in the subsequent regression analy ses. As far as the direction of the perceived
influence is concerned. our analysis show s that, with one exception, all items worked in
the anticipated direction fur all but a handful of the respondents, We had anticipated that,
tur example, a number of idiosy ncratic students might reply that strong parental dis-
couragement had made them Enure likely to accept the place offered, or conversely, that
strong encouragement had made them less likely to do so. In fact the numbers falling into
these aty pica! categories are generally SQ small that we have disregarded them

I ht. exceptional item IA as Question 15 where a significant number of respondents
donned that the heavy, demandsAifstudy made them marelikely to accept the VUAC offer

t. guess that many of these respondents might have wanted to say that they accepted that
ilea% s study dtimands were very-mur,h part of tertiary-education, but that this expectation
did not in any way deter them from accepting the VUAC offer. Our relatively brief
questionnaire unfortunately w as nut designed to capture the subtlety of anticipations and
motivations of thislind.

Career Benefits

One uf the more self-es ident orientations to tertiary education is to regard it, in
strictly instrumental terms. as a preparation for a particular career w hich might offer many
adx antages that other, inure easily accessible jobs, might not. Several items were ineluded
in the questionnaire to tap specific aspects of this instrumental orientation. Applicants
w, ere asked about the extent to which the advantages of income, interest, prestige and
opportunities were perceived as resulting from taking a course of tertiary education
Certainly must VUAC applicants were ayvare of the potential career benefits conferred by
tertiary education. Table 6.2 shov s the distributions of responses for each of the social-
psychological questionnaire items. We attach only a general interpretation to these
ii 0-point scales as it appears that they measure both magnitude and intensity. We avoid a
literal interpretation uf the meanings of,positions un the scales by simply describing thd
actual distribution of responses in relation to the two extreme positions, using appro-
priately weighted data for HSC students only.

On Question 17, 'How many job opportunities ... would be open to you if you
t toadied the 1 nurse 29% ticked the box at the 'many opportunities' end of the scale,
and a further 29"1, t it ked the adjacent box. From this vie conclude that over half the sample
felt that inure jub opportunities would result if they completed a tertiary course. Similarly,
w ell uv er half the respondents placed themselves in the two positions at the 'much higher
esteeni. tpid of the scale in answ er topuestion 20 on the esteem attached to a job takeriat
the tuiiiThslOn of thrTxMrse-otfered, Ap-proximately-three oivitevery fivelicked the two
boxes at the much higher income' end of the scale w hen asked "a* onit7heir
im time in ten y ears time if they completed the course offered. When asked w hether or not
they expected tu get a more interesting ,job as ci result uf taking the course, three-quarters
put themselv es in une of the R% o places at the 'much more interesting' end of the scale.

ith regard to the perceived strength of these influences on enrolmdnt decisions\
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' TARLE 6:1

COMPOSITE AND SINGLE-ITEM SCALES FOR THE
ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS

St ale Item Loadmt; on OM first Peix.iitage of total
00431( omponent vartinw-explailwd
(040:effictents.for fitsl print I-
It Aiding factor -pd1 (.499ponent

d M,firtu ketsf

1 Career bnefits Q 17 How many job dollortunities did you believe -:. .

w ould be open to you if you finished the t muse
Offered by VI l'AC?

Q 18 DO yciti think that. in ten Nears time you wonkl .,

'have a higher income if you rompleted the t ourse N

,. ...
, Offered by VUAC, or wld It make no (Jifference? 82 l3,5).'

Q 19 DM you think that you 39.10 get a more inter.
esting job if you cmmplettallhe course offered by
VUAC. or would it make no'differeng? ''' ' - 73 '-',F,

Q 20 Ifid 3 ou think ,that you would have a job held in"

2. Costs

o

1 !Mitten( e
. significant

others

";""'
.,

70 ( 30);

higher esteeMif you itUnpleted Ikt course offered ' , y

by VI tAC, or did you think it 'wousta 'Make mn ,
. ,

diffirrimce? - . .
. .,-- -.81( 34)

Q 24 How large a problem did you lexpea finanCial. .
support would be durum your ckrse? .. , ;

Q 25a TEAS expectedio boa source of finance during
the course -:,,-.7:-.:"...:."46-I.--i7r1-`.

Q 25b SUppyrt from Patten ts expected to beeurce of
finance durmg thtt course ' 'ot;t41I- 48,,t- ,1,-*".' " , , '

Q 23 In general did your teachers;:hrcourage'or, cps-. ,,

2:!2.,!;::::.

Q 21 As jhe time you took ur deilstop

-

offer how many of your friends were tgoing.tm to,
college or university?. . ';+°'l -ti' '-

Q. 22 in'tketteral. did your parentstorguaMthrlsrencdur-.,, ..
age or kiscnurage you fmn1takngibirtrimrse? . ,721,591

. -t eo .

.

4. Academic Q 12
expectations

Singic7 item
Aies

Q 14

Q 11

Q. la

Q

(. ourageyou fronVakingIbecxfikrse?_ ,. 7( WO
How intertsting did you,r8trik; thwctourso'neer0
wot4 to .

How Aid you feel abOut 3ourprOspectkpfsruccessl,,
,

o! '" .,ifi zs .., c 4,

in the coase ofkred to you? , ,.,f z. wr . .::. 80

, , ,-, ; -, - , ''''' - , 0" ;. -4varsity to you? ', ' .-",... 0.. `,,-,,.:;--;;;- ,,.;-4:-. 'f,,, ,, -, ,/,, 4 '-2..' f'-..:,,,,..._
flow attracilve-,did you4hilc the social asi3f6N Of' , ,,,',' . ', ;'t ,,,' ,, '2 ! ..:+r,Ci",

, . , ,-,...student life would bf'2 ,''' " .1 .' .4 .

11 floWheavy
would' be in Ole cfOnesdoffemat '';'.': ;'' (.-

i - ,- 4.,. 'P'''' ' ;..e,,, %*,,ati.'.'" . r' '.:::,' i '' ?".

How conveniently Muted was Ina jolleguor

16 How many gib opPartunitinsA0re open to yatipn
ievingstliondsrysc.601z.

,

25c Regular pari.time job' MAftwted M be a soui o of, ' /. -V, WI, ,i1,1

financnduring.thcayse-;:/ 76-
-Y7/"(1

,

Saniast of the_respundarth 44610 tlia:t jobjnwrifit 0100'icgt t9jhQd a Afton&
rnT1ue ne On.thZtrtilk.ig4to afitloeiiiVrpg-b,tittillivgirttka& Thac ftitiiisaber:a7-slrang,

,ed.k.._itiftkiene tue Table 6.3). TfwoWthingiaptTapti't.a-iii9to,tbatAktif#091'
44 of no influeot.e on their ilet;ision.,:goly one other.iterits*esAte.sigtiortlii§a

faotor n natttenLetl the §tndents enrotmeadecisio n. th-0-"hunibgrglabgq*:01.-
futie,s opene.d up IY'y a L.ours,e,pir tertiary ,eaucatioit (QueAPiaii 171 wa%kgP. As, a frtrong

,
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intl;Aent ih), b it tc,44r1 vi,nt, and again almost tour 'Jut of to. mentioned It asedher

strfini.; tr a IA eA e in their del.,`,If ifi Qtlet,1iOn 18 asked %% hether dii epting the

t otter %%ould lead to a lob Vt, ithsa higher m«)Me in ten %ears time The (Imp sc ale of

%ears %%as used to em ourage the respondc>nt to think in the long term, and to o% ercome

't. ta t that ii some professionaloareers eg las.% , the shoil-term f man( IA benefits ma% be
Qlles',( al 20 dealt %. .th the sts al prestige ot the ( areers follte.% ing from tertian..

omparlson %%,th Nib interest and opportunities the benefits of incrt ased 1W ome

tml esteem . ere hPirt anpundnt influent es t's fm%t'r respondents 34 ded future

onie a d eak tat tor in their (incision and about 48', i.tal,e esteem as d
' ),,derat:on

Question lb on the number of lob oPortun ies axadable to the informant on leaving
school illustrates that the pert ept ion of post-si hoof ing emplo%ment is not a bright one

t l% ',, of respondents placed themsel% es,at the man% opportunities end of the sZale.

,Ind lb ' plat ed thenisel% es in the adyacent box The no opportunities at all box %%as

ti( ked b% mt informants. About 55% mention this fai tor as either a strong or %%eak

tifluera e tin their dec ision The exploraton factor anal% sis of all the social-pm( hologie.al

ariatiles shotrd that. ( ontran to our ,expm tation. the number of lob opportunities on
tea% 11hZ s( III ltd %%as not part of the o% erall career orientation We had anticipated that
students night make a t% pe of trade off' decision bet%%een lobs a% adable to them at the

4 t filicluslIn ot their sa hoolinlr, and those that might become a+ailablo as a n'!sult of tertia
edui atjon lob opportunities on lea% ing school %%ere important. the anal% sis suggests but

tneir sign iticani I) independent of students' opinions about career opportunities arising
from tertian eduGation As the scale measuring lob opPortunities on lea% mg sr hoof did
not load on an% fa( tor in the exploraton anal) sis. %%e ha% e treated it subsequeutl% as a

separate single item

rhe indicator of Career benefits dsed throughout this chapter is therefore the first
prim ipal component sc tire from a simple principal omponentsanal% sis of Questions 17
to 211 job opportunities it the course were finished, interest in prestige of and income
tom: lobs a% ai fable as a result of t ompletion of the course offered Later in this chapter %%e

shall (lim uss in detail the regression anal) sis including all the sot ial-ps%c hological
% (mantes Here %%e point out that in Table 6 4. Career benefits has th'e largest effect of any
%anable in the model t0.293) and it stands out well ahead of )ear 12 achievements that
have been shown to be important in previous models.

Likew Ise in the came table. the effect of lob opportunities on lea+ ing school 1-0 119)

large. and_sit; the exploratort fat tor analt sis suggested independent of the effec ts of
Career orientations This suggests that students %%ho feel that there are Man% emplo) ment
opportunities open to arm as the% finish, HSC. iriespet ti+e of their opinions about the

areer btnehts of tent i a r qt I Ut atitni are likel% to turn do%% ric the plat Os ()tiered to them

through the %I' NC

Financial Costs

%\e antu ipated that the tinam al «ists of tertian education %%ould bc an important

lac tor in determining %%hether or not students accepted places offered to Them We
tn I udect in the questionnaire one item in the box format of the other perception questions

t Quest ion 4 and some more tat tual questions on anticipated sources of financial support
iQuestIMI 23. parts a to a

Questiow 24. on ilort large a, problem financial support %%as expected to be. gave
mturesting results \earl% half of the sample (46) lammed that the matter %%as of no

influen( e on their dec ision A modest proportion (17%) of the total laimed it %%as a

nfluenc e. anti 37% classified it as a strong influence. These results ma% come as a surprise
gi%vn the amount of discussion about the problems of financial support for /tertian
students Ho%%e%er. our findings suggest that although. o% erall. onl% a little o% er one-third

.;)
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TABLE 62

DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES TO THE SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGIGAL
QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS AND TO THE QUESTION ON EXPEGI EU SOURCES OF

FINANCIAL SUPPORT (PERCENTAGES OF RESPONDENTS TO EACH ITEM)

Q 11 How conveniently located was the university or college offered to you 7
Very Not at all
convenient 20 2% 21 7% 18 2°::, 19 9% 20 0% convenient

Q 12 How interesting did you think the course-offered would be?
Very Not at all
interesting ' 41 5% 39 5% 14.2% 3 2% 1 6% interesting

Q 13 How attractne did y ou think the social aspects of student life would be'
Very Not at all
attractive 27.2% 32 6% 27.7% 8 6% 3 9% attractive

4.

Q 14 How did you feel about your prospectsbf success in the course offered to you'
Very confident Not at all conlident
of success 24 3% 44.3%. 24 3% 4 8% 2 4% of gut-1'5.gs

Q 15 How heavy did you think the demands of studying w ould be in the course offered'
Very Not at all
heavy 21 4% 43 6% 22 0% 10 7% 2 4% heavy

Q 16 How many job opportunities w ere open to ych, un leaving secondary school?

Many No opportunities
opportunities 9..7% 15 9% 26.1% 26.0% 22 3%1) at all

Q 17 How many job opportunities did you believe would be open to you if you finished the course
offered by VUAC?

Many No opportunities
opportunities 28.8% 28 8% 19 8% 18 7% 4 0% at all

Q 18 Did y.ou think that. in ten years time you would have a higher income if you cumpleted the
course offered by VUAC. or would it make fio difference?

Much No
higher income 35 5% 26 9% 12 6% 7 6% 17 3% difference

Q 19 Did uu think that you would get a mare interesting Oh if you wmpleted the wurse offered
by VUAC.or would it make no difference? .

Much more .. No
interesting 51.1% 23.7% 9 8% 2.8% 12.5% difference
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TABLE 6:2 (Cont.)

Q 20 Did you think that vou would have a pb held in highe'r esteemif ou completed the course
offered IA VUAC or did you think it would make no difference?

Much higher No,

esteem 30 2% 27 3% 1513% 8 4% 18 2% difference

Q 21 At the time )ou took the decision on the Vt ;AC offer how mans of )(Air friends were going on

to college or university?

, All friends No friends

going 12 &% 36 1% 22 4% 21 9% 6 9% going

Q 22 In general. did sour parents (oi guardians) encourage or discourage y ou from taking the

course 7

Strongly Strongly

encouraged 36 9% 24 4% 31.2% 5 0% 2 4% , discouraged

Q 23 In general, did your teachers encourage or discourage you from taking the course?

Strongly Strongly

encouraged 26 3% 31 9% 38.0% 2.7% 1 1% discouraged

Q 24 How lerge a problem did you expect financiat supportwould be during your course?

Very large No probleTii

problem 27 8% 231:19,718.5% 17 7%. 13.0% at all

Q 25 When you were considering whether or not to accept the course offered to you, what did you

(.vect would be your main source of finance dunng the course?
(tick one box in each row)

Only
source of
finance

Major
source of
finance

Minor
source of
finance

No finance
expected

from this source

Tertiary Eaucation
Assistance Scheme (TEAS) 5.1 20.4 13 3 61

Support from parents - 17,5 41.3 24.0 17 2

Regular full-time job 2.1 1 5 1 1 '95,4

Regular part-time job 2.0 15.2 "-, 19.5 B3.3

Casual work 0 6 8.2 ..... 40.2 51 0

Wife or husband's mcome 0 0 0 1' ,. 0.2 99.7

Other source of Income 0.9 5.8 44:9 88 5

f,
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TABLE 6:3

DISTRIBUTION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONDENTS ACCORDING TO THEIR
PERCEPTIONS OF THE STRENGTH WITH WHICH EACH 'SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL'

FACTOR INFLUENCED THEIR ENROLMENT DECISIONS

Item Extent of Influence
None Weak Strong

Q 12 Hoa% interesting did ou think the course offered
%%ould be"

Q 19 Did you think that you would get a more interesting job if
ou completed the Course offered In \VAC. or aa ould it

make no difference'

Q 17 Him many job opportunities did youblieye aa ould.be open
to ou if %nu finished the course offered,b VAC'

.Q 14 Hat did .ou feel about sour prospects of success in the
cpurse offered to you?

Q 16 Him mans job opportunities were open to you on leaving
secondary school?

,Q 22 In general. did your parents (or guardians) encourage or
discourage you from taking the course?

Q 18 Did .a ou think that. in ten ears time. you ia ould have!' a
higher income rf you completed the course offered ba
Ng 'AC. or aa ou Id it make no difference'

Q 24 Him large a problem did ou expect financial
support %% mid be during your cou rse?

lintyconvenientIF looaterhves-the college-or untversa-v-
to you?

Q 13 Hoaa ant& live did a ou think the soCii aspects of student
life %%ould be'

Q..20 Dids ou think that you would have a job held in higher
esteem if vou completed the course offered by VUAC. or
did ou tbink it aa ould make no difference?

Q 15 Flow heavy did you think the demands of studying
would be in the course offered?

-
Q 23 In general. did your teachers encourage or discourage

you from taking the course?'

Q..21 At the time you ,took-yod r decision on the yUAC offer. how
many of your friends were going on to college or up iversitN ?

18 3 7 4 74 4

21 4 7 1 71 6

23 4 9 2 67 4

36 5 , 10 6 52 8

45 7 10 9 43.9

45 9 T3 5' 40 7

-46 0 1.3 6 40 4'

A

46 2 17 i 36

46 9 18.8 34 2

51 5 16 5 32.0

52 3 12 0 35..8

'58 7 19 5 21 8

64:1 14.7 21 2

69.1 15 5 15 4
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of the students expressed the lew that finance was a strong influence on their enrolment
decision. there is a significant group for w hum fina*ncial questions were indeed crucial
ones. Among the 20% of the sample w ho indicated that financial support would be a yery
large probleni, nearly se% en out af ten 460%) gae this as a strong. influence on their
decision not to accept the offer Made through the VOAC.

1

Our exploratorY factor analysis of all the social-psy chological %ambles 'show ed that
only three items 'financial support from TEAS, financial support from parents and

anti( ipated financial prublerns) had substantial common factor ariance hich appeared
tO be due tu anti ipated costs About 25% uf informants reported that TEAS was expected
to be a main ur the only source of finance. w hile neark 59% had anticipated parents cis a

main or the only source of finance (Table 6.21.

Follow mg the procedure described for constructing the Career benefits scale. w e then
took these three Yariables alone and extracted the first principal component. The loadings
were posttly e on Questions 24 and 25a (how large a problem finance was expected to be
and support from TE.AS) and negati% e in the case of Question 25b (support from parents)
These component loadings suggest that those students w ho anticipated thatthey ould
be dependent un TEAS w ere more likely to anticipate financial problems. w tide those
dependent on parents w ere less likely to expect such difficulties. Scores from the first
principal component from this analysis are used as the scale labelled 'Costs* in the
regression analysis reported in Table 6:4.

The regression analysis shows that the direct effect of Costs on the tw o-w ay decision
is relatively large (-0.104). Thus financial, expectations appear to hat e a substantial
Independent effect un students enrolment decisions. When interpreting this result the

reader shoulcl keep in mind the nature of the multivariate analysis. The effect we report
assumes that-other dii n gt! inthe model are equal. Thus the effect isnet ofthe indicators of
social and economic disachantage that precede it in the model, sUch as home location.
Ethnicity, Socio-economic status and the ty pe of school attended Were these ariables to
be omitted from the model, it is probable that a large portion of their explanaton power
would dev ol% e onto considerations of the costs of accepting the offer The cost factor
reported here is also considered abo e and beyond effects of the other social-psycho-
logical variables.

The effect of Costs shown in Table 6.4 is negative. The Costs scale is coded so that a
high value indicates few financial problems. and turning down the VUAC offer iscodedl
Thus, those anticipating large financial problems and those least dependent on'parents
and most depend-ea on TEAS were considerably more likely to turn down,,offers of
tertiary places made through the VUAC.

Turning to the question of 'regular part-time work as a source of finance' (Question
25d), we can note in Table 6.2 that only 2% anticipated that part-time work would be the
only source of finance, 15% exPected it to be a major source, almost 20% a minor source
and 63% expected no support at all from regular part-time work. The part-time employ-
ment variable.does show a modest negative effect in Table 6.4 (-0.077) This suggests that
an expectation.of regular part-time work as the only, or as a major, source of finance is
associated with turning down the offer made through the VUAC. As this variable did not
load with the other cost components in the exploratory factor analysis of all the social-
psychological variables, and further, as it has an independent effect in the regression

analysis reported in Table 6.4, we conclude that the effect of the perceived necessity to

take regular part-time work on enrolment decisions is fairly independent of the more

general effects of economic costs.

The Influence of Others

From Table 6.2 it will be seen that, when asked about encouragement from parents
and teachers to proceed to tertiart, education, more than half the respondents placed

1Ui
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themselves in the tss u boxes at the strongly encouraged end of the scale About 41%
claimed that parental encouragement was a strung Influence hereas only 21% felt that
the encouragement of teachers was similarly strung. This is an indication of the greater
sa hence of parents in the deusion-making process. at least as far as the subjectis e feel irigs
of the students are concerned.

The extensis e hterature on suuahzattun stresses the unique rule of ptfrental influence
in shaping Many suual onentatioru,. The long peraid user which it is exerted, its primacy
in the formative years and its great significance as a mediator of nearly all other influences
in early suciahzation are some uf the reasons fur its importance. In spite uf the uniqueness
of parental influehce in early soualization, how es er, it is hkely that it is rtinforced (but
sometimes opposed) by the influence of teachers and peers during adolescence We thus
behes ed it was apbropriate to examine the extent to IA Inch students perceised the
influence of teachers and peers as going along s ith the influence uf parents, and initially,
tu ins estigate the effect uf this more general construct of Significant others' on enrolment
decisions.

Our pdut testing suggested tha rm of the question on the influence uf peers w as
a seusit is e matter. In some Lases wer=at the implication of peer pressure was resented,
dnd so d shghtly different form of queshon wasused. This was a factual question about the
number uf peers continuing w ith further education. About 49% of applicants ticked one or
the two boxes at the 'all friends going on' end of the scale ihen asked how many were
pruceeding to college or unis ersity. This atom was the least frequently reported as has ing
an influence on enrolment decisions. Only 15.5% said they were weakly and 15,4%
Strongly, influenced by the nurtiber of their peers continuing.

The exploratory 'factor analysis showed that the, three %ambles measuring the per-
ceived influence uf parents, teachers and peers shared sufficient s ariance to define a clear
common factor, We therefore followed our usual procedure and included the three
Significant uthers sanables in an analysis from which the first,pnrici pal component was
extracted and used to furm a compostle scafe. Howes er, as show n in Table 6.1. the relat is e
proportion of common sanance to the total sanance uf the contributing items is small in
the case of this scale.

The use of the Significant others' scale in the regresawnyeported in Table 6.4 show s
that it has a large net effect Of 0.102 on the two-way decision. Thus among those strongly
emouraged by parents or teathers, and those ith many friends going on, rates of taking
up offers were higher than average:

Finally, it is orth noting that the influen' Le of parental encouragement, although
loading on a general effect of significant others' factor in the factor analysis, was also
found tu be associated with.the perception of Career benefits. This suggests that parental
encouragement may be related tu an instnnnental onentation to tertiary education.

Academic Expectations
-

When the questionnaire was des eloped, fise items ss ere inclUded among the social-
psychological sariables relating to academic expectations and attitudes to the course and
nstitution offered. These were:
(1) Question 11, convenience of location;

(ii) Question 12, interest.of the course offered;
(iii) Question 13, attractiveness of social spects of adent life;
(iv) Question 14, prospects ofsuccess in thd course;
(v) Question 15, how heavy demands of studying expected to be.

Of these fiv e, Questions 12, 14 and 15 focussed on the specifically academic aspects of the
course offered and it was anticipated that they might be closely related and thus define a
general dimension of academic expectattons'.'The exploratory factor analysts of all the
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tiologic ambles. however, showed that only two of the three items identi-
tied the fat tor satisfactorily They w ere Question 12 on intereslin the course and Question
14 on feelings about prospects of success

I% hen asked how interesting they expected the course to be. over 80% ticked one of
the ttv o boxes at the vers interesting end of the scale. Over 74% gave this as a strong (7%

as ci VVedk) influence on 'their decision Thus, evaluated subjectively. Interest in the course
is the most influential of all the social-psy chological factors (Table 6 2) About 69% placed
themselves in one of the tvt o positions dt the end of the scale showing that they felt
cont ident of success in the course. This factor was perceived IA most respondents to be a

er% strong infltience on their decision on the VUAC offer 53%rated it a strong, and 11% a
w eats influence Our arvlysis shows that both those w ho felt very confident and those who
telt not at all confident reported this to be a strong influence.

The to sariables. interest and confidence. were put into a separateprincipal com-
ponents anal) Sis The resulting first principal component explained 63.5% of the variance
ot the ft% o variables, and the component scores are used as the scale of 'Academic
expectations !btu itively . it appears to be interpretable as a commitment to the uniquely
at adem a. aspei ts of the experience of tertiary education. The fact that expected heaviness
ot demands ot study did nut share common variance with the other two variables does not
imply that it is Jes.,pott erful as an explanation of enrolment decisions Rather it suggests
that feelings about the likely heat mess of the demands ofstudy are not necessarily related
ID interest in the courseand feelings about prospects of success.

The effect of Academic expedations is moderately large in determining the decision
on the VtrAC offer. In Table 6 4 the effect is reported as 0.084, net of all the other variables
in the model. This suggests that, over.and above school achievement, for example,
Academic expectations provide a moderately powerful explanation of the two-way
decision.

, Quest ion 15 asked respondents to recall how heavy they had expecled the demands of
study to be at the time of their decision on the VUAC offer. Nearly two thirds marked the
two boxes at the 'very heavy' end of the scale, but comparatively few felt that this
consideration tt as of much influence on their decision. About one in five felt it was a
strong. and one in five a weak. influence. It willbe recalled that this is one variable where
-the.d irect ion of influence is not uniform. Almost 13% of those who ticked one of the two
boxes at the 'very heavy' end Of the scale claimed this factor made them more likely to
accept the offer. Conversely, over 9% of those in the two positions at the 'not very heavy'
end of the scale stated that this made them less likely tb accept. For those Who answered
the question thinking only of the daration of the course, light demands of sludy.have
self-evident attractions. For those .who approached this question from a longer-term
perspective, tt could be that a course entailing heavy study' demands would be of higher
ultimate value, either in terms of career or because of intrinsic intellectual satisfactions
This enable showed an unanticipatedly large effect in the regression,model reported in
Table 6 4 (-0.135). However, for the reasons to be given shortly. . e feel this large effect
.should be interpreted with caution.

Question 13 on the attractit eness of the social aspects of tertiary study elicited replies
tt hich suggested that a large majority of informants expected the social aspects of student
life to be attractive. Nearly 60% located themselves in the one of the two positions at the
very attract it e end of the scale, but on lya moderate proportion felt that this was a strong
infl uend; on their decision (32%). Other analyses, not reported here, suggest that there is
some association between age and this attitude. Generally. the older students were less
likely to think of the attractive social aspects of the course offered. The regression model
shows that the attitude to the social aspects of student life has a Moderately strong effect
on the applicant s decision .on the VUAC 'offer (0.097), and farther, that this effect is
independent of Academic expectations and other views about the course and institution
offered. ,

103
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We feel, however, that there is a possibility that the large'effects uf the Demands uf
study and Social aspects variables, in part, might be artefacts uf the methodology uf the
survey. . Because the questionaires were administered near the end uf the year follow ing
tha respondents' HSC, it is possible that experiences of tertiary education have contami-
nated the replies of those who accepted places. The whole group of social-psychological
questions is focussed on how the respondent fell at the time the decisioq was made. On
those questions relating tu aspects uf tertiary education that do-not have any counterpart
in the school env irunment, it is possible that a year's experience uf further education w ill
lead tu surge surt uf consistent change in evaluation Thus it could be that taking up the
offer, of a place has a causal effect on the recall bn the expectation, rather than the
expectation causing the decision.

The process could possibly work fn the follow nag way.. the student at the end of his
school years anticipates that the work load of tertiary study w ill be very heav y. on the not
unreasonable assumption that the time and effurt itquired w ill be proportional to the
academic level attained. Giv,en perceptions uf many qualitative differences between
school and university or collJge, the school student imputes a large quantum leap in
academic level from secondary school to tertiary institution and assumes that there w ill be
an equivalently large increase in the amount of study time and effort required.

These expectations of a dramatically heavy workload may be unrealistically high and
may be mud ifiedby a year's experience of college or university life. That is, at least part of
the expectation is borne out of an ignorance that is dissipated by a year's experience uf
further education. Thus those students who did accept their offers might become, ex
post facto more realistic in their evaluation of the effort required and may
project this evaluation back onto the recall of the expectations they held at the time of
making the decision on the VUAC offer. On the other hand, those w ho turned dm ri the
offer might continue to hold the unrealiStic expectations: thus increasing the apparent
differences in expectations between.the two groups.

A similar process might occur w ith expectations about the social aspects of student
life. The student in transition is faced w ith exchanging a senior status in a familiar and
strongly supportiv e school env ironment for the position of freshman in a larger, unknow n
and very different institution. In answering a question about social life d year after tak'ing
the decision, the student who accepted an offer may find it impossible to answer solely in
terms of his expectations at the time of the decision, and thus to prov ide a rePly unaffected
by his 'experience of the first year oftertiary education. The applicant who did not accept
the uffer, how ever, might reply in terms of the uncertainties.he felt on considering an
unknown institution.

Thus it is possible that the high co-efficients for Social aspects and Demands of study
show the effect of the decision taken and the subsequent year's experience upon the
recollection uf the attitude, rather than indicating the full causal effect uf the attitude upon
the decision. We contend, nevertheless, that it is likely that expected demands of study
and anticipated attractiv eness of the social life would, if measured at d muresuitable point
in time, show some significanteffect on the decision taken on the VUAC offer. We believe,
further, that It is unlikely that others in this group of questions are similarly contaminated.
Sume questions relate to expectations of events well into the future, for example, employ
ment possibilities at the end of a course of study. . Other questions focus on factual matters,
for example, convenience of location. Still others require an evaluatidn that could be
based as %Nell un the student's experience in secondary education, fur example, prospects
of success or interest iji the course offered.However, we includethe above comments as
indication of possible difficulties in interpretation that arise from conducting our field-

ork some ten or eleven months after the time the applicant's decision %Nas taken.

Question 11 asked about the convenience of the location of the institution offered.
About 42% of the respOndents ticked one of the two boxes at the 'very ccinvenient' end of

1 04
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the scale. and about 40% nidrked those at the vlery inconvenient end. Location was felt to
be a strong influence by 34% of the sample. The proportion of those who gave location as a
strong influence, howev er is higher (63%) among those ho felt the institution offered

a.t., very conveniently located than it is among those who felt it was not at all con-
y emently located (34%). This sUggests that whereas a convenient location is often felt to
be a positive influence fur accepting an offer of, a college ckr; university place, incon-
venience is nut, in itself, frdquently acknowledged to be a strong negative factor

Social-Psychological Effects:
The Full Model

HaV ing discussed the scales and items from the group of social-psychological effects
intliv idually . we now turn tu an examination of the model as revised to incorporate all of
these t arwbles. The model is idenfical to that discussed in the previous chapter, except for
the addition of the block of social-psychological variables.

The model is presented diagrammatically in Figure 6.1. The causal order of the
inter% ening variables in this model is somewhat problematic It could be argued, for
example, that many uf the perceptions we include in the group of social-psychological

driabh!s might hat e causal effects on the type of school attended and on year 12
achievements. The phras'ing of the social-psychological questions, however, emphasised
the puint dt which the deusion on the VUAC offer was made as the time'reference. We
therefore believe that plating this group of variables as the last of the intervening sets
gives the best representation of the educational experiences of the applicants. Further, this
w di result. if anything. in conservative estimates of the direct effects of the social-
psychological variables.

We deal v% ith the soual-psy j mai variables in two w ay s, first, by treating them as
a single block to pros ide, pri Iffr an-estimate of the overall impact of the perceptions
and expectations in media the effects of prior variables. Table 6.4 shows the standard-
ised co-efficients from a ries of regmasion analyses, the last of which includes all the
social-psychological anables as a single block. Table 6.5 contains essentially the same
information, except that the weights from Table 6.4 have been used to compute the
mediating (and mediated) effects of all the intervening variables...including the social-
psychological variables as a single block.

Thei second approach to the social-psychological_ variables is to treat them in a
hierarchical order and add them to the regression model one at a time. Because of the large
number of vanables mvolved, we have added them in this order Career benefits, Costs,
Significant others, Academk, expectations and finally all the others as a single block. This
approach means that the effects mediated by the v ariables added later are net of the effects
mediated by those included earlier. For example, the effects we show passing through
Sign iticant others are above and bey ond the effects mediated by Career benefits and Costs,
The results of this analysis are shown in Table 6.6 as standardised mediated effects
wmputed from the appropriatt regression co-efficients. In a couple of instances, where it

ds neu.ssary to do so, we ary the hierarchical ord6ring and present the results in the
text, but generally , in the interests of consistency ith the methodology used previously,
we adhere to the ordering mentioned above.

We begimby examining the ,differences in the effects of the predetermined variables
v% hen we add the Social-psychological set. This may be done by comparing columns C and
D of Table 6.4. The difference betw een the w eights in these columns is, ofcour\se, the effect
mediated by the Social-psy chological variables as a group, shown in colunm D of Table

6:5.
The effect uf Socio-economic status which is mediated by the Social-psychological

set is small (-0.008J but, interesting in that it runs in the opposite direction to the ov erall
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TABLE 6:4

THE EFFECIS OF SEX, AGE, HOME LOCATION, SES, ETHNICITY, SCHOOL-TYPE,

YEAR 12 ACHIEVEMENTS AND THE SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL VARIABLES ON
THE TWO-WAY DECISION

Independent Variables Dependent Variable Two-Way Decision

, A 13 c b
Predetermined Plus Plus Plus Social.

variables school liSC psychological

onk type achievements variables

R=0 212 R=0,218 R=0 326 R=0 560

iieighted %i (lighted weighted ii eighted

N=954a N=954 N=954 N=954

Sex (1 =Femak 0=Male) 0 125b 0 122 0 083 0 072 ,

Age 0 013 0 012 ' 0 048 0 091

Home loLltIon ( I =Metropolitall. 0=Rural) 0 081 0 080 0 065 0.020

Soi lo-Econoimi Status 0 094 0 079 0 065 0 073

Ellimi ity (vs Australian') (-13 103)c 1-0 1131) 1-0 102) (-0 i24)

'English' Fathers -0 013 s-0 010 0 023 0 006

non-English Fathers 0 104 0 103 0 104 0 022

School-type (vs State Iligh School) (0 054) (0.046) (0 048)

Catholic independent 0 030 0 042 0 024

non-Catludic Independent 0.034 0 001 0 006

Other 0.017 0 026 0 044

HSC Achievements (-0 251) (-0 1711

fix Coui§e typell =Scieni 1. 0 =Other) 0 109 -0 089-

IBC Score 0 204 0 128

SoMal-Psychological variables
Career benefits (Low =Career benefits) 0 293

Costs (Low =1110 costs) 0 104

Significant Others (Low=Perceived 0 102

Encouragement)
Academic Expeetations (Low=Greater 0 084

Expectations)
- Regular Part-time mb (Low= Main 0.077

Souice'of FinanLe) .

Location of Institution (Lew. zi , 0 059

More convenient)
...', 4.; _

Attractiveness of Social aspects 0 097

(Low =More attractive)
Demands of Study (Low= Heavier) -9 135

JohopportUnthes on leaving school 0 119

(Low=More opportunities)

Notes: a For this set of analyses, variables were added in a controlled step-wise procedure, hence the number of

cases is recorded as the same for each equation,As the correlations were calculakd by 'pairwis6' deletion,

regression estimates are nut affected. Some very minor variation is possible in the calculation'of standard

errors.
b Underlined co-efficient s are at least twice as large as their standard error,
c Sheaf co-efficients are shown in parentheses Their standard errors have not beeri calculated

^
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TABLE 6:5

TOTAL,INDIRECT AND DIRECT-EFFECTS ON-THE-TWO-WA.Y-DECISION OF THE
PREDETERMINED VARIABLES, SCHOOL TYPE, YEAR 12 ACHIEVEMENTS AND THE

TOTAL GROUP OF SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL VARIABLES CONSIDERED IN BLOCKS

Independent Variables Total
Effect

A

Through school
typo

Indirect
Effects

Through Year 12
achievements

Through all social
psychological

variables

Direct
Effect

§ex (1 = female, 0 male) 0.125a 0.003 0.034 0.011 0.072 _

Age
Home I,ocation Ii = metropolitan, 0 = rural)

-0.013
-0.081

-0.001
-0.001

0.036
-0.016

0.043
-0.045

-0.091
-0.020

Socio-Econom lc Status 0.094 0.015 0.014 -0.008 0.073
Ethmmtv (.rs `Australian Fathers) (-0.103) (-0.024)

Tnglish' -0.013 -0.003 0.013 -0.029 (1006
'non-English' -0.104 -0.002 0.001 -0.081 -0.022

Schol Type (vs State High School) (-0.054) (-0.048)
Catholic Independent 0.030 -0,012 .0.017 0.024
non-Cathol it Independent -0.034 ' -0 035 -0.005 , 0.006
Other 0.017 -a -0.009 -0.019 0.044

ISC Achievements (-0.251) (-0.171)
HSC Course (1 = science. 0 = other) -0.109 -0.021 -0.089
HSC Score -0.204 -0.076 -0.128

Social Psychological VariableS -
Career Benefits (Low = Fewer Benefits) 0.029 0.293
Costs (Low = Greater Costs) -0.104 -0.104
Significant Others (Low = More
Encouragements) 0.1(12, ^
Academic Expectatioins (Lolr= Higher

EN. p('ctanans) 0.084 -4 0.084

Note .. a. t.ip-effitaents are sb n with the shear to-effiiaent lauclets whemapprupriate,Theslight numeric...a disiseprapues in JUITILI
rows aradue to rounding errors.
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effect tst SES helves loss SU; has the effec t of making an applicInt more likely to turn
doss n the offer, the effect of SES mediated %la the Social-psy chological %enables is, %en

slightly to make him less likel toiso This small ~rail mediated effect may be
disaggregated Into the separate effects octhe se% eral %enables These reSults are show n in /

bible b 6 e see here that the o% erall effect is principally the result of tis o conflicting
etft4 ts the effect of SLS mediated by ,Career benefits is negatwe 1-0 017) and that
mediated % la Costs is posit, e to 0121 It appears that, to the extent that IMS SES applicants

are inure a%s areit the instrumental alue of the tert iar ourse for employment prospec Is

- the% are less likely than others to,turn down their offer 1 lois es er this tendern y is largely
offset by the impact ot the financial osts in% ok ed. w huh s e mould expel no fall more
hea% Ili on those is ith slender resources

The impact ot Costs should cause no surprise, but (he strong instrumental orientation
es ident in the mediating Joie of Career benefits is perhaps-ss orth% of note We are,
how es er. not entirely alone in finding ei tdence of such attitudes Goldthorpe et ol 119691

in their Luton w orker study found, in another context. strong instrumental orientations
among certain groups of is orkers from lower SESbackgrounds It might not be unreason-
abte to osume that our lower SES group could share some charac terist ics in common is ith
the upw ardls aspiring skilled workers who are the focus of the Goldthorpe study

,)Theo. eral I mediated effects show n in Table 6.5 for the school t pe contrasts are small

1 017. 005 and 019). We also note from Table 6 4 that the increment in the multiple
correlation co-efficient IR) from adding the school dummy %enables to the model is slight
(0 212 to 0,2181. and this suggests that once the prior %enables in the model hese been
controlled for, the effects of school ty pe are minimal:Perhaps it is worthwhile to note_
how es er. that the small effect shown for the Catholic independent school State high
stnooicuntrest A0.0171 indicates that students-fromtheCathoLc schools were more likely
to turn down offers of places. Elaboration of this overall effect in Table 6.6 shows that it is
principally Costs that are causing this effect (0.013). Conversely the effect mediated by

Costs for the contrast between non-Catholic indeprdent schools and state high schools
(-0 010) indicates that students from independent schools were less likely to turn down

,offers because of cost factors. These two results suggest that there are some residual
(uncontrolled; components of Socio-economic status operating thibugh the school
dumm) %enables (possibl) family wealth and income, and family size) Certainly, the
moderate effect of non-Catholic independent schools mediated by Career benefits (0 018)

, & consistent with such an Interpretation. This effect Passing through Career benefitijs to
Make the independent school students more likely to turn down their offers That ck!they
were less like.ly t o percel. e Career benefits following completion of the course offered and
to this extent were less likely. to accept the offer. This finding is consistentwith our earlier
remarks that rower SES applicants were more likely to think in instrumental terms, of
Career benefits than %sere those applicants from higher SES backgrounds

In Table 6.5 the effect of sex mediated b% the groUP of Socral-psy cholosical variables
is very small (0.011). about 9% of the total effect. However, this general yffect gives a
misleading picture. Table 6.6 shows a large positive effect of sex mediated by Career
benefits (0.0511. w hich is mostly offset b) a number 9f smaller negative effects This effect
mediated by Career benefits suggests that, to the eitent that they were less likely than
males to think about tertiary education in career terms, females were more likely to turn
down their offers of a place. The relative magnitude of this effect should be nMed the
effect mediated via Career benefits is more thaq 40% of the total effect. The tendenc3r is

mostly offset by other negati.e effects mediated 4 the Social-psychological variables but

the lack of a career-based orientation towards further education appears from our data

to remain a powerful cause of the lower rates of female transWon to tertiary education

There are some curiosities among the other Social-psychological variables mediating

the effect of sex. The negative effect of Significant others indiCates that influences of other



TABLE 6:6

TOTAL. INDIRECT AND DIRECT EFFECTS OF THE PREDETERMLNED ARIABLES (AND SCHOOL TYPEj SHOAING THE
MEDIATING EFFECTS OF THE SOCIAL-PSYCHOLOGICAL VARIABLES

Independent Variables Total
Effect

Direct
Indirect effect. mediated by: Effect

tr.1

A

Schciol type
and BSC

Achievements

B

Career
Benefits

C

Financial
Costs

D

Significant
, Others

£

Acadenik
Expectations

F

Other Sac:W-
Psychological

Vanables

G H B.

Sex11= F:emale 0 =Male 0 125a 0 042 0 051 0 007 0 010 0 004 0 019 0 072
Age 0 013 0 035 0 006 0 012 0 007 0 007 0.023 0 091
Mune Lim:0 ion !I -Metropolitan. 0= Rural) 0.081 0.017 0 014 0 027 0.003 0 004 0.003 0.020
S011o EUttloITIIL Status 0.094 0.029 0.017 0 012 0 001 0.090: 0.003 0.073
Ethnu l'it t%s Austrahan Fathers)

'English ,.

10 103)
0 013 0 009 0 019 0 002 '-0 005 0 002

, ,

0.009
(0.024)
0 006

non-Enghsh 0 104 0 000 0 045 0 002 0 003 0 010 0 022 0.022
School tvpe k s State High &hoc))) 10.054) imechated b)

-, '
(0,048)

Mc actite%e-
ment, on4 I

Catholic Independent .0 030 0 012 0 002 0 013 0.006 0.004 0.003 0.024
non-Catholn Independent 0 034 -20.035 0.018 ' 0 010 0 010 0 001 0 004 0 006
Other 0 017 0.009 0.006 0 002 0 008 0.000 0.018 0 044

Note. a Stanuardised w-effiLlents are shun, n ith the sheaf i.o-effluent in OraLikets t here appropriate The siight nurnemai dist-repanLies in some
rows are due to roundmg error

'
K2

=1
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tiersotts render telltal s ',Wok le., likeli to turn down offers after the effects of the
proi eq./trig t ariables in the model ha% e been (KIVA ed That is to SO. the effect i% e obserl e
ha Si unita ,rin others is that part of the total effect of other persons remaining after the
.tiflueni es ot Career benefits and Costs.hdt e been taken into account If the hierarchical
ir.ter,11.2 of the Sitit.il=ps%f holugical artabb.s were tu be changed. It Is possible that the

twat ,mpai t ot Signitit ant others in mediating the influence of sex %%ould be altered This
tit ...,bil,t% ss as tested and found not to be the( ase 1% hen Significant others is added to the
nit Kiel before an% of the other Cot tal-ps% hological %ariables. its role in mediating ,sex is
-0 1)111 the same as s% hen A is added later in the model Thus it appears,that the percel%ed
tit-hien( e fit peers teat hers and parents is. If an% thing tending to make females more

i:kels than male, to take up the offer of a place in tertian education The effect is small but
rta:nli suguests that the encouragement of Significant others to continue to tertiarY

edui at ion has no greater impact un males than on females

In ontrast to the prec eding % ariables. home location is strongly mediated by the
Sui ial4isti. hulouical tariables cis d group Table() 5 show s that of a total effect of -0 081.
nits 0 020 is dire( tls attributable to home location net of the mediating %al-tables More

than three-quarters of the total effect of home location is accounted for by the inters ening
sartables ii% er half In the mediating effect of the Soctal-psychOlogical groupl-0 045
m I-able 6 51

11 hen the separate effects of the sarious Social-psychological t ariables are disaggre-
sated iTable 6 61, the powerful mediating rule of Costs (-0 0271 is apparent. Howeser,
oss mg t) the hierarc hicAlpature of the inclusion uf the separate Social-psychological
artables, this effect of CoMs is net of the effect of Career benefits. Because in thi's

partit ular ase. Costs %%ere felt to be. potentially. a highly salient %actable for students
,%-hose deeision oil the VEAC offer could aicur the eNpenses of living away from home.
:unit, additional analy sis was undertaken to tease out the unique and combined mediating
effects of pen cried Costs and Career benefits on the effect af home location

1 hi, results of this anal% sis are presented in the form of a Venn diagram showing the
union of the effects of home location mediated by Career benefits and Costs (Figure 6 2) It
IA di be noted that the effect mediated %Id COsts Is larger thap that passing through Career
benefits The total mediating effect of Career benefits is -0.014. Thetame as the effect
shown in Table 6 6 as Benefits are included before an) other Social-psychological sarI-
able The total effect mediated by Costs. on the other hand, is considerabli larger
than the net mediating effect (-0.027I show n in Table 6.6 The figure in the table shows
the mediating effect ofCusts net of the Joint effect is ith Career benefits. and 4s equivalent to
the area marked -C' in the Venn diagram

The tonclusion ; ti e draw from the analy sis are. first. that financial considerations
had a strung influence on students from rural home addresses Nearl) 45% of the total
effig t of home location is mediated b% Costs Secondly less than half of the apparently
moderate effect of Career benefits is uniquely due to a consideration of these instruinental
ads antages of tertiar education The remainder of the effect As shared is ith a consid-
eration of costs.

There is additional ei idence which shows that cost considerations are of signific-
antly greater importance for rural students. If we treat the answers to Question 24
(anticipated financial problems) as a simple scale, we may take the mean t alue for urban
12 Blj and rural (2 3 1 applicants and test if these means are significantly different When
this test tias carried out, the t salue obtained is as 5.49 (p <0.001) show ing (hat a clearly
significant difference existed in the perceived size of financial problems Clearl} the
acceptance of an offer of a college or unitersit} place entails. for many students from 'rural
backgrounds. a mot e away from home that is seen as incurring heavy financial penalties.
and this is an important part of the explanation of the inequality in access to tertiary
education we have found for students from country backgrounds

1 1 i
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Effect of Home Location
Mediated bol, Benefits

A + B = Effect Mediated through Ca'reer Benefits
B + C = Effect Mediated through Costs 4

Effect of Home Location
Mediated by Costs

. A = Effect through Carleer Benefits netof_Costs
B = Effect through Career Benefits and Costs jointly

i58% uf the effect of home location mediated b) benefits alsu passes thruugh Lusts %hereas 22%
of the effect of home location mediated by costs also passes through behelitsj

C = Effect through Costs net of Career Benefits
. i

FIGURE 6:2,

DIAGRAM REPRESENTING THE EFFECTS OF HOME LOCATION
MEDIATED BY PERCEIVED COSTSAND CAREER BENEFITS

112
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One other variable. convenience of location of (nstitution offered (Question 11) was

intended to test for similar difficulties Hoeer. our results suggest that thp term 'con-
% emence does not fit.%, ell %, ith the socabulary of rural students. It seems that students
num country backgrounds perceived the location of thy institution offered as expensive,
rather than incon% enient Perhaps students II% ing in the country see themselves as
incont ementl) located. rather than the mostly centralised institutions offered to them A
t-test similar 1,6 that descnbed in the preceding paragraph %vas conducted qn Question 11.
con% enteric e of locat ton There %vas no significant diffemnce in the mean scale value for
rural and metropolitan students

%e do nut claim that this analysis of the effect of home location is anyv, here near
«impiety I here has been no attempt m the analyses undertaken so far o take into account
the lot atm] ut the institution offered and its proximit% to the apphcant's home address,
nor have %ve utilised replies to Question 26. Was it necessary for y ou to leave y o parents'

home How (-ter although %, e anticipate that further anah,sis %, ill eh idate the
mechanism discrinonating against students from non-metropolitan home a esses, the
general conclusion of the analysts, particularly the key role of financial sts. should
remain um hanged

B% far the largest mediating effect of the Social-psychological % anables applies to
Ethnicity In Table 6 5 the mediating effect for 'English students is 0.029, and for
nun-English 0 081. the largest mediating effect of all and accounting for 78% of the

total effec t ut the non-English - Austrahan' contrast. The small direct effects for the ethnic
dummY ariables (0 006 and 0 022) suggest that there is little in the causal component of
Ethnicity that dues nut pass through the mediating sariables in the model. and that of
these mediating % ariables, the block of Social-psychological variables is the most signifi-
cant. In other %vurds. the main reasons from the greater proportions of immigrant
students taking up offers lies in their perceptions and expectations.

interesung to speculate on the recisons for this. The cultural en% ironment of the
migrant family may appear to be an unfayourable milieu for de% eloping a commitment to
tertiary education: particularly w hen it is considered that the educational process is an
integral part of the dominant host Gulture. Outianalysis suggests. hut, e% en that a similar
instrumental unentation tueducation is found among students from migrant backgrounds
cit, '1% as discerned in the case of the applicants from the low er souo-economic status
groups. Further. v e ha% e e% idence that a great part ofthe influence of Significant others in
the nugrant student s environment operates through thy percen, ed career benefits of
tertiary education.

iAe shall focus on the non-English% Australian' contrast in the followingdiscussion.
but It should be noted that generally similar, though smaller, effects arise in the case of the
English dummy % ariable The disaggregation of the effects of the 'non-English'-
Australian contrastS as mediated by the Social-psychological % ariables (Table 6 6) re-
eals the importance of Career benefits as a mediating influence Of the total effect of

0.104. 0.045 ur 43% i5 mediated by perceit ed Career benefits. This sugge-sts that the
deusion on the VUAC offer is taken with the instrumental, henefits of tertiary education
t irmly in mind. Hos% eyeLinteresting questions follo%, immediatel} from diis, particularly
relating to the sourGe of this concern w ith Career benefits. Particularly, the role of
Significant others is potentialb influential, and perhaps the small co-effIcrent far this
nwdiated effect in Table 6.6 is due to the hierarchical ordering of the Social-psychological
ariables. This to-effictent (-0.003) refers to the effect mediated through Significant

others a%lio e and beyond the effects mediate'd by Career benefits and Costs.

To deal %, ith this problem. additional analysis %vas undertaken to establish the
relationship bet%, een the mediating effects of Career benefits and Significant others The
results are presented in tbe form of a Venn diagram in Figure 6.3. This diagram represents
the large total mediating effect of Career benefits (-0.045) and sho%, s that about 19% of

1
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Effect of
4.N:on-English s,S. Australian

Contrast Mediated by
Career Benefits

A + B = Effect Mediated through Career Benefits
B + C = Effect Mediated through Significant Others

a

H Effect of
Non-English s Australian

Contrast Mediated by
Significant Others

A = Effect through Career BenefitS net of Significant Others
B --=-Effect through Career-Benefits and Significant Others-jointly

( 19% of the ethnicity contrast mediated by benefits also passes through sign,ficant uthers
vs hereas 71% of the wntrast mediated by significant others also passes through benefits)

C = Effect through Significant Others net of Career Benefits

FIGURE 6:3
DIAGRAM REPRESENTING THE Et. t.i!crs OF THE CONTRAST BETWEEN

NON-ENGLISH AND 'AUSTRALIAN' FAMILIES MEMATED BY PERCEIVED CAREER
BENEFITS AND THE INFLUENCE OF SIGNIFICANT OTHERS

0
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this effec t oertaps v ith the niediatiug influence of Significant others However,the joint
effect (-0 008) is a much higher proportion of the smaller toral mediating effect or
Significantiothers In Table 6.6. the effect of Significant others is shown net of Career
benefits and Costs 0 003) Disregarding the Costs Yariable, we can see in Figure 6 3 that

t he illtal effect med kited by Significant others is much larger than that suggested in Table
6.6 This total-effect is 0.012 and is,shown in areas B and C of Figure 6 3 The net
mediating effect shown in Table 6 6 as 0 003. corresponds to area C in the diagram We'
note that only 29% of the total effect of Significant others is resealed in the table, the
remaining 71% is shared w ith Career benefits and hence is incorporated w ith the co-
efficient for Career benefits in Table 6 6 because of the hierarchical ordering of the
Soc ial-psychological variables,

rom this analy sis e conclude that the influence mediated by Significant others for
students from nun-English' backgrounds is modest. about 11% of the total effect How

ey er, the proi ess w hereby the influence of Significant others is exerted appears largely to
invohe the other persons in helping to shape the Career benefits perceptions of the
applicants, Nearl three-quarters of the influence of Significant others appears to w ork in
this yvy The role of expectations of Career benefits in mediating the effect of 'non-
English ethnicity how ey er, is so large that its joint effect w ith Significant others is only a
small proportion (19%) of the whole. Our conclusion is that the instrumental orientation
to., ards tertiary education is partly', but by no means w holly derived from the influences
of Significant others, and that this view of further education in terms of the benefits it
offers is a major factor in accounting for the higher rates of taking up places among the

'non-English' compared to the 'Australian' applicants.
Theimal predetermined variable which has strong_ effects mediated by the Social-

psy chological group is the applicant's age. As mentioned previously, we are cautious in
our interpretations of this Yariable as w e believe that two related but distinct factors may
be measured by it.' With this caution in mind it is interesting to note that the inclusion of
the social-psy chological yariables results in the direct effect of age being increased
markedly . the effect mediated by these variables as a group being 0,043 (Table 6.5) The
total effect is small. 0.013...i,ndtcating that the older students were slightly less likely to
turn down offers. The direct effect is 0.091 %%hich indicates that. in as much as there is an
effect of age per se. over and above the other variables in the model. it makes the older
students much less likely to turn down offers. However. this net effect is largely counter-.
acted by the effects mediated Yid the Social-psychological variables, (0.043), which makes
the older students more likely to turn down their offers. It will be recalled from the
previous chapter that year 12 achievements operated in a similar fashion,. Analysis of the
four main factors among the Social-psychological yariables show s that most contribute to
this effect. In as much as older students were more likely to consider the financial Costs,
had less encouragenient from Significant others, and had lower Academic expectations.
they were more likely to turn down offers, There is also a comparatively large effect
mediated by the other Social-psychological variables, but these individual influences
await further analy sis. Taken together. these results suggest that older students per se
hay e a stronger intention to go 9n to tertiary study than younger students. but that other
social and persona,1 factors intervene,in the decision-making process to Counteract this

intention.

Conclusion

In our discussion of the effects, both directly attributable to the Social-psychological
variables and mediated via them. we have not made any general comments about the role
of these factors in toto. Making generalisations about such a diVerse group of indicators is
a difficult task. However, one common aspect of the Social-psychological variables is that
they arise from mndi% [dual differences in the applicants' perceptions of and expectations
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about tertiary education. Unlike the prior % ariables sh1Lh are mainly attributes relating tu
groups. the Sucial-psy ehological ariables measure indi idual differenees in orientations
to tertiary education. Moreo% er. the Soual-psychologleal ariables seem tu be Inure
potentially fruitful for policy making. It ts ould appear that the reletance uf tertiary
education to eareers. the financial burdens that further education imposes. the % alue
plaeed on it by teachers and the eummunity in general. and the Ideation of colleges and
unit ersities dre all more amenable tu inter% ention by educational policy makers than are
the predetermined tariables such as age, sex, and suem-ecumen le ami ethroi. background

Bet.dlise of the potential policy relecance uf tire factors tf e hat e grouped under the
rubrie Sotaal-psy chologicar ariables. it may be ttorth eoncluding tlw discussion by
pointing uut %%hat potterful direct causal effect they ha% e un the decision to continue
into tertiary education. espeeially in ((imparts-cm -t4th the predetermined % ariables. and
et en other mediating variabh,s. As d measure of the explanatory potter of our model, tt e
hat e used the ionffieient of multiple eurrelation R'. rather than the more familiar
R- square, beeause the interpretation of R-squa re in % arianu aceounted fu9r terms has been
considered problematic in regressions ff ith binary dependent %enables.-

Considering then the multiple correlation co'lefficients from Table 6 4, Ve note that
the t al ues from the model tf ith the predetermined % ariables only are % ery small
(R = 0 212 tf ithout the school-ty pe %enables, and R = 0 218 %% hen school-ty pe is includ-
ed The addition of HSC eourse-ty pe and best-four seore adds appre( iably to the explan-
atory pot, er uf the model. ith d multiple correlation of 0 326._11oe% er. the largest single
inerease m R eumes as a result of adding the Sueial-ps}t Imlogieal block to the model, and
the multiph, eurrelat ion eu-effitient is 0.560 after these % ariables hate been -included-

In dd*lilIofl to These pm% erfUl effects attributable to the Sucial-psy chological ariabIes
in thernselt es. they also play an important part in mediating the effeets uf other ariables
tf hieh_represent group di ffereqees m aceess to tertiar% education. Thus tf e conclude that
the group of Soual-psy ehuhrygleal ariables could profitably become the focus of attention
fur poi iey4makers for three main reasons First, as mentioned dime. unlike the aitribute

dr iables. the Sucial-psy cholugical ariables are amenable to polley inter% entions. The
age. sex ur sutaal status of students cannot readily be alterod. but it is possible tu introduce
measures tu affect the expectations and perceptions of indi idual students. Svcond IN the
Sueuil-psy chologital ambles in themsel% es ha% e ery pm% erful effects on the decision
un v hether or not to continue tf ith tertiary. education. This suggests that if the perceptions
and et aluatiuns can be ehanged. large consequential changes in the proportions of
students taking up uffers should result. Thirdly. most of, the Staaal-psy etiological ari-
Ales play an important rule in mediating the effects of % ariables that cannot themsel% es be
ehanged. Fur instanee, tf e,find that females tf ere more likely tu turn dot% n offers, but a
large proportion of this effeet is due tu the fact that females pereeited lett er eareer benefits
resulting from a course uf tertiary education. If females attitudes euuld be changed un this
nuitter su that their perceptions tf ere closer to those of the male students. %. e should
expect that the atherse mediating effect of the perception of career benefits tf ould be
largely negated. and at least d part of the inequality in,the access uf females to tertiary
edueation tvould be overcome. Tiles is just one example of hot% the mediating rule of the
Suelal-psy ehological ariables (Amid be used tu ot ercome inequalities resulting from sex.
age, home location. ethnicity and social status in transition to tertiary study. ,

Notes

1. See Chapter 5 for a more extended discussion.
2 See for example Russell and Rives (1980). Neter and Maybes (1970).
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CHAPTER 7

DEFERRING AND DECLINING: A SYNTHESIS

In the pre( eiling tour chapters we hay e draw n on related data sets to develop and test
models of the transition of oung people to tertiary education in Victbria The models are
complex. and we are keenly (Mare thdt at t lines e hay e not led the reader through these
omplexities as skilfully as we might We attempt to regain some balance in the complex-

ity of our presentation in this i hapter by summarising some of the main effects on
enrolment decisions and by illustrating these effects from our case study data and the
responses to the open questions on the survey

locus here on deferring and declining. We ha,v e arranged our summary models so
that they characterise those vy hd turned dim n their offers cif college or urn% ersity places

e also inter. levy ed only those who had deferred or declined and we have collated the
tiwn questionnaire, responses from only this group. In <I final selection we also chart their
iminediate destinations

hi the summaries. we hat e attempted to follow the spirit of our previous argument
about those kinds of effects the analy sis of w hich might be most useful for policy review
and development. Thus we examine in detail the way in vi hich the effects of the four main
predetermined variables in our model are mediated through the,achrevement and social-
psychologicA variables. These variables are the applicant's sex, home location, socio-
economic status and ethnicity

These four effects are all associated Yv ith significant inequalities in the applicants'
enrolment decisions. It is tempting to conclude that they are also associated vi ith signific-
ant inequalities generally in aqcess to tertiary education inyictoria. Support for this
conclusion. how ev er. must await a demonstration that there are not compensating differ-
ences in the other discontinuities in transition, in persistence with the final two years of
secondary school, in rates of application for places in colleges and universities, and in the
relative success of appl ications. There has developed recently. for example, a clear gap in
persistence to the final year of secondary school in fay our of females. While it is not as
large as our estimate of the effect of the applicants' sex on enrolment decisions in favour of

it does giv e an indication that our conclusions might need to be'modified when
detailed data on transition through years 11 and 12 of secondary school becomeavailable

In the summaries, we also focus on tome direct effects of the achievement and
social-psychological variables. As the effects of school type seem to be largely assimilated
to the effects of socio-economic status, we have not looked at that variable again Instead
vy e summarise here the-effects of Year 12 achievements. perceptions of costs, benefits, the
influence of significant others and academic expectations, and the nature of theoffer made
to the student More work needs to be done on the mediated effects of some of these
variables. For example, vy e have not examined how the net effects of type of institution
might be Mediated by differing perceptions of the costs and benefits of studying at
different types of institutions, nor how the effect of preference level might,be mediated by

academic expectations.
As we have evaluated them from our present models, we believe also that the direct

effects of (particularly) Year 12 achievements, the social-psychological variables, and the
type of offering institution are persuasive in their own right. This relatively small set qf
direct and proxy measures of indivldual differences in achievements, expectations and
perceptions predominate as predictors of enrolment decisions over the predetermined
group differences. Individual inequalities in access to tertiary education, therefeA, seem
to be much more pervasive than group inequalities. If asked to identify the more urgent
priorities for debate, intervention and further evaluation which our research suggests, we
would point to the potent effects ,of pereptions of the benefits and costs of tertiary

1
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education, the effects of Year 12 course ty pe and results, and the effect of receiv ing an offer
from a untversity rather than a college. Taken together, and v ery broadly,, these effects
suggest tu us that many Year 12 students hold essentially mentocratic and instrumental,

iews of tertiary education.1 (That is, tertiary education is only for potentiall) high
achiev ers and has the purpose uf job training.) If this is so, then seliselection seems tu be
vt &irking in conflict w ith the ideals of a liberal higher education sy stem, and that sy stem
might need to examine carefully the image it projects to its prospectiv e students.

SOme Group Inequalities in Access

Females

Our basic regression model vv as calculated from the data on the VUAC population.
We estimated from it that the total effect of the applicants' sex on the tw o-w ay decision

yt as 0.08 in metric terms. From uur sample data, and using a model rt hich also included
the socio-economic status and ethnicity of the applicants' families, we estimated that the
total effect of sex w as 0.12. Clearly , other ascribed characteristics being equal, females

ere more likely than males to turn down their VUAC offer. At present w e estimate that
this effet.t is between 8 and 12 percentage points difference betw een males and females

In Figure 7.1 we have summarised the main causal paths from the applicants' sex to
the tvt o way decision, andincludedtentative estimates of the relativ e contributions uf the
mediating effects. We cannot prov ide an estimate uf the relativ e size of the residual
(direct) effect, both because the estimates of indirect effects derive frum t o separate data
sets, and because there are some minor countervailing indirect paths e have nut inc-
luded in the simPlified mode1.2,,

Year 12
Achievements

(Lower)

Sex
(Female)

Enrolment
Decision

(Turn Down)

FIGURE 7:1
THE MAIN PATHS FROM THE APPLICANTS SEX TO THE TWO-WAY DECISION

1ij
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bruin both the population and sample datd we estimate that about one third of the
total effect of sex on the tw o-tt ay decision is inediated through the lesser tendency for
females to take a science course at HSC, and their consequently low er HSC scores From

the sample data w e also estimate that a further 40% of the effect of sex i's mediated through
the tendenct for females to pen inve fett er career benefits from tertiary education. This
soceil-pschOlogical effect on enrolment deusions is partially offset by a number of
small influent es IA Inch appear to hat e encouraged females to take up their VUAC offers It
is perhaps of interest to note that the encouragement of significant others slightly
tat oured females in relation to taking up the %VAC offer, and that males and females do
not appear to hat e been differently affected by academic expectations

.1 further effei t on the enrolment decisions of females as compared with males was
noted in Chapter 4 Being more likely than males to receit e offers from colleges as against

unit ersit les, females w ere more I ikel} to turn dow n their offers Some 12% of this effect is
independent of the Year 12 achiet ements of females, but it is likely also that some of the

prior effei t of Year 12 co Inetements passes through the kind of institution making the
after

,

IA e mien, lett ed a girl tt e shall call Rob} n, IA hose case illustrates how taking a mixed
non- sc iem e I ISC i ourse might lead to a student turning down a college or unit ersity offer

Rob} n attended a Technical High School and liked this because she w as able to

- umlertake 0 it ide t met} of subjects mi luding trades.,When choosing Year 12 subjects she

w ished Mit to narrou the field km much and decided to study a mixture she liked. Her
course comprised English, English Literature, Env ironmental Science, Legal Studies and
Alaths (.0 tht se. the on1), suhjei t that she definitely w anted to continue at a tertiary level
it as Ent iroMnentalSi WHI t' At the same time she had no career firmly in mind, and the
careers teacher nt sOool could neiaier suooest any suitable career for her to follow nor
«iuld she give ad% ice on tertiart, courses that might interest Roby n "bec ause !had no pure

si len«, background." ,

Robt n ended up being quite confused She it as advised to put tit a university Law

i muses as her first tit o preferences because she "may as well aim as high as possible"
I hese tt ere follow ed 10, Ent ironmental Science courses. No others appealed to her

She found the workload of Year 12 heavy, did not do w ell enough to get her first
choi«, and it as offered her fourth i hoice of a teaching course in Environmental Science
She swayed backw ords and font arils about it, deferred and then etentually declined the
offer in November 1980. She said she "didn't feel positive enough about it" and "didn't
w ant to get hic ked into teaching" ( to which she wasn't committed)for she has "a great fear

\of doors closing"
!his t ear 11981) she isfeapply mg for another Environmental Science course which

s not rely on a science backgrourid und seemingl} opens the door to many non-
tceiebing positions.

Robyn's case illustrates a portion of our model perfectly, in that her low HSC score
r apparently led to her missing a high status unit ersity offer and resulted instead in an offer

from a less preferred college course. Other highly competitive courses might function
similarly to university courses in this regard as the following questionnaire response
suggests:

I originally wanted to be a kindergarten teacher w hich was my number one preference.
I was also accepted at a hospital to do nursing. I received my results which were very

ordinary consequently, I didn't get into kinder teaching so I decided to nurse. This
begins in 1981 and therefore I didn't accept my VUAC offer which was mY number two

preference." .

The other aspect of our summary model for sex effects suggests that girls perceived
few er career benefits from tertiary education and were consequently more likely to turn
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down offers Of college ur university places. Some respondents had obv misty considered
the 'benefit' side of their decision v ery seriously indeed. For example, the follow ing
statement on the questionnaire was made by a girl w ho had v cry high grades in sciences
and had been offered a place at a prestigious university:

"The main factor which influenced my decision to take a job (as a clerk) rather than
continue my education, was the apparent excess-of graduates in the workforce. I believe
that unless a person attempts a course that qualifies them fur a profession, tertiary
education is pointless. Degrees in Science and Arts are not worth the paper they are
written on."

Another girl explained the decision-making process which led her to a similar
conclusion and occupation as follows:

"I received a job with a bank, accepted it and had been there over a month when the
VUAC course was offered. I liked the job, it seemed suited to my abilities and I was
progressing well. Know ing that studying was one of my pet hates I reasoned that the
course which involved hours of study ing was the second best alternative and the job
which involved on-the-job training was a better alternative. There 'were also
opportunities to advance."

Another questionnaire respondent described the questions which went through her
mind before she eventually decided to decline. The answers obv iously suggested that the
course offered to her did not provide enough future benefits:

"(a) What course did I really want do do?
(b) If I married in say 5 years and wanted children, I'd only do a few years' work was

it all worth it?
(c) Could I afford to be without a weekly income for so long?
(d) If I could-get a lob now doing the work I wanted was there any point in doing a

course?
(e) Would I be able to cope with study when I had found school hard?
(f ) Would I be certain to get a job when the course was completed?"

In quite a number of cases the college or university course was thought of as second-
best to another career, particularly nursing or other paramedical occupation. The benefits
of these were considered in different ways:Some students had never senously considered
anything else but a hospital nursing course, for others there were various benefits to be
had from practical paramedical training:

"I had applied several years before to do nursing and w hen offered several positions at
different hospitals I took them and took no notice of m VUAC application that I had
been advised to fill in."

"I deferred the course offered by (a metropolitan CAE) just in case I didn't like Dental
Therapy. However, the latter's all I've ever wanted to do ,.. .. To be honest it was just a
'maybe' situation because I didn't-know what was ahead of me."

"Even though I put down (a nursing course at a tertiary institution) on my VUAC
preferences I actually wanted to do my training in a hospital because I thought college
training would be less practical and one of the reasons that I wanted to do nursing was to
have the contact with people rather than the academic side."

Sometimes the decision did not seem to be such as easy one to make. Our interview
with Patricia provided such a case.

Pat went to aweli-known independent school which was very academically inclined.
All careers guidance IN as along the lines of 'jobs after courses.' Her HSC course consisted
af a mixture of arts'and sciences and she w as strongly encouraged to apply for Arts courses
at universities. However she basically wanted to nurse and the advice confused her.

Her first three preferences were for university Arts courses followed by several
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teat fang MUM'S. (is sin hadv uguel ansidered tem hing as is ell as nursing She thought
that getting into Wilt crsity would be easy , bat admitted that she didn't it ark us hard as her
peers Thus she didn't do as it ell as expec led and was offered her second choice

She said that had I been offered (the first awl( e) I ti uuld still hat e been confused
about the hen e at oiiii t Tsitt or nursing but the affer of the se«,nd made things easy ."
The reasons she gave were

II) she disliked the pin so al environment of the university' offered
Ili) slit had a relatit e,tetit lung there and she didirt want to be in the same institution
iii) all her elder brathers and sisters had been to her first choice institution and she

it 0 U Id have been the "dumb odd one oat"
(it ) she it as "pretty sure I was going to do nursing"

t ) she is as going to Inn, el ov erseus and «mid not take up a plat e immediakly
she had not heard frau] hospitals that she had been accepted and she kept a place in
Ose this didn't happen

I t she felt she might t image her mind about things during the year

Sint e Year 10 she had been on the list of applicants fur a place at a major Melbaurne
hospital During her st hauling she had sev erab letters say ing that they were still consider-
ing hcr ,Vtet lISC she t onfirmed that she still it anted to be considered und in October

I heard that she had been accepted and was to start training shurtly , She iv ill now
dm line her deferred place

Filially. . uur path diagram suggests that there is a residual direct effect of sex on the
applicants enrolment decisions. Quite a feu open comments un ihe questionnaire sug-
gest that at least part of this 1110, result from a traditional v iew of female roles. Expecta-
ttons-uf marriage-and starting,a family, the necessity to save fur an impendingmarriage,
and the need tu support a husband through his training were all mentioned as reasons for
deferring or declining-

"I knew I tv ould be married vs ahin the next year so I really didn't want the course
offered."

flay mg ct buy friend here is an attraction tu stay. When we get married I won't gdout to
work so the're's no-need to do 3-4 years hard work."

I became engaged in Jan '80 and decided that it would be sensible to save money with
my fiance. I also thought that a w uuld be impossible to be married, be a good wifeand
also be a student."

w oukl have accepted the course if it had not been for the fact that I had decided to'
marry as this brings w ith it large expenses. I decided therefore tu get a job and save as I
telt it was wrung of me teat ing the financial burden to my fiance. I hope to do part-time
study after we're married."
My husband is a pm ate pi lut working tow ards becoming a commercial pilot. Fly ing is

expensis e and su we require two wages. We decided to put his career first as there is an
age limit un trained pilots. I shall take up.study ing some time in the future. If I hadn't
married I wouldn't have deferred."

Country Applicants

Applicants w ith country home addresses were also rather more likely than applicants
from metropolitan homes tu have turned down their VUAC offers. From the restricted
basic model, we est whited that the effect of hume location resulted in an 11.4 percentage
point difference in the rate of taking up offers. From the more elaburate survey data model
uur estimate of the difference was 8.1 percentage points. As we noted in Chapter 5, part of
the discrepancy may be due tu the inclusion of the students' ethnic backgrounds in the
survey mudel. That is, part cif the difference in the rate of turning down offers between
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country and uty students may be due to the greater concentration of children of non-
English speaking immigrants in the city who, if they recei% ed an offer, were more likely to
go,on to a collee or unWersity. Sampling errors,.of course, must also account fyir some of
the difference between the two estimates.

We have summarised the main causal paths from the applicants' home location to the
two-way deusion in Figure 7.2. Our estimate of the amount of the home location effect
which is mediated through Yee'. 12 achie% ements %dries from about 9% when calculated
from the population data to about 20% w hen calculated from the suney data. Again. the
discrepancy is probably due to the somewhat different models. hi Chapter 3 we show ed
that %irtually all of this mediation is dye to the lower HSC scores of country applicants,
irrespective of the kind of HSC course they took,

From the population data, we estimated that a further 110/0 of the effect of home
location was independently mediated by the kind of institution making the VUAC, offer.
Country students %%ere less likely tu recewe offers from uni% ersities and, m tuft', were
more likely to turn down their offers. It.is also likely that some of the effect of country
students' low er FISC scores w ill be passed thrOugh the ty pea institution making the offer.

Turning to the 'social-psychological' % ariables, Figure 7.2 shows that bah perceived
career benefits and perceived financial costs mediate the effect of home location on
enrolment decisions. Country students perceived both fewer benefits and greater costs
and therefore were more likely to ha%e turned davn their VUAC offers. We showed in
Chapter 6 that much of this mediation was either through perceptions of increased costs or
jointly through perceptions of costs and benefits. Little of this mediated effect of home
location passes directly through career benefits. These findings suggest that the interac-
tion between perceived costs and benefits may be quite powerful, both directly, and as a
mediating effect. Even ignoring any possible interaction. almost 45% of the offer t home
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Ate ation on enrolment det %ions is mediated b) the effet ts ofpercewed costs and benefits

and their joint effect

Our data thus suggest quite strong)) that poltc) initiati% es n hich %sere directed to the

ini umstan«.s hic h gi% e rise to these perceptions could have an Important Impact on the

unequal at ess of VI( torian countr% students to tertian education Again. unfortunate))
because our estimates of the indirect effects of home location derive from tw o separate
models it is not possible for us to estimate act uratel% the size of the direct effect

Three main themes emerged from our inter% ien s ith countr) appbcants and from
their open responses to the questionnaire The) n ere the prohibitwe costs of attending a

ollege or unwersit) in Melbourne. a related % len of the relatise attractweness of career

opportunities in the local area, and an attitude to%% ards Melbourne as presenting an alien
en% ironment for those from a Isomet Imes freel% admitted) conser% at i% e background Our

inter% len n oh Stephen illuminated this latter feeling and also demonstrated the effect of
a lack of self confidence allied n ith low academic achievement

Stephen had a chequered academic can.er at high st hoal I "p until 12th ear he had
tound the is ork relati% Ply easy and generalh did cery it ell Then in 6th form he it as .

slugged it ith ii double it orkload it ith it hid, he found difficult) roping While he it us
tittered a plat e in a uuntn college at the end of this first t ear I-ISC he decided to defer the

otter and return to st hoOl for 1981

The first time he attempted HSC. Stephen took Chemist!) . Em ironmental S ience
sloths. Geographt and English The last tts o subjects caused him many problemS In
Geograph% he said that he t ouldn't sat isf) theteacher in anything he did Also English

meont a lot of dull books"'as far as he was concerned

..onsequenth . he found this first attempt hard. Geograph) took up more tirne than he

could afford and he it as unable to coinpfete a Chemistr) case study as a result

After a great deal of careers guidance and pastoral c are.Stephen det ided on the career

ot Industrial Chemist and applied in 1979 for onl) tit o courses. both at a country CAE.
Applied Chemistry and Geolog) He said that he did not look at courses in the metropoli-

tan area bet cruse he detests big cities Also he is anted to go to a smaller institution where
one-to-one contact t% as possible Ile had heard that this it as so at the college he had

chosen
When the I-ISC results came out he had a ver) /ow score. This came as no surprise to

him although he knew he had the capability for doing better. He said he it as quite
surprised to get an offer of his second choice but decided to deferthe offer and eventually

to decline it. He offered many reasons for doing this:
(r) I ie preferred Chemistry
Ili) He felt unable to cope t% ith a change in routine. stud) conditions and moving
I Hi) He was a loner from the country and it ouldfind the it hole processof adapting to the

life of a college or university difficult
firf He felt unsure of himself and unprepared at 18
ft-) Ile knelt he could do better and wanted to improve his HSC results

So he decided that the best thing to do it mild be to return toschool and repeat HSC In

1980 therefore he dropped Geography so that he could cencentrate on the other four
subjects This time he has been more relaxed and has a better grounding. He feels
confident of 1-)eing affered a place because he has one of the bestChemistry case studies In:

the State ftheschool is to retain it in the hbrar3 land his internal assessment has been good
Vocational advice has continued to reinforce what he wants to do and once again he has

applied to the same institution and the same courses. Again he did npt try for Melbourne

as friends -who have moved there are dissatisfied. Is hile other friends at the country CAE

fire enjoymg themselves. Also he ha's heand that Science students at the CAE are
guaranteed jobs before the end of the-course.

123
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, When Stephen is is offered a place this time he I%I1l take either course as he has
disco% ered that the college has a common first year and he euuld sn itch from Geology tu
Chemistry at the end of they ear Mthuugh he was unoit are of this possibility last year he
said that it ould hat e made no difference to his decision to defer and then decline.

kie still doesn't knot% hot% he ill cope ut tertian let el arid he still Iirrw s about
soi lot life and adjustment. but he 1% ill persist as he has great interest in the sciences and
et entually hopes to do research_

The reinforcing effects of percened costs of tertian study and a lesser % aluing of the
, career benefits did not emerge in the inter% len %. ith Stephen. The eosts of tertian study
t% ere, hone% el-. 'commonly mentioned in respondents open comments to the question-
naire. - -

"The inConvenience of actually attending a unit ersity college %%as huge because I he
in Geelong and my preferences %%ere in Melbourne n ould mean a huge uphea% al
for me out of my family en% ironment. Also the cost of gomg theren as totally uut of my
reach."

"If I had lit ed in Melbourne I may ha% e accepted the offer. But the added expense of
boarding anay from home and transport costs n ere tuu great to accept. Country stu-
dents. because of these added costs, are less likely to accept positions and are more
disadvantaged."

We have mentioned pre% iously that the notion of incon% enience of institutions seems
to be assimilated to that of costs for country students. In the open coartnents to the
questionnaire. in fact. many more metropolitan students t% ho deferred ur deelined
mentioned inc.ontenience as a contributing factor. Fur some of this group also. *mon% en
encewasatleastrelaied-iocosis.

"I wanted to do an Arts course a stone's thron from my home but e% en n ith a good TOP
score I still had to go to (another university ) ts hich is too far and too costly .'

"I had to defer in order to obtain a car and find alternati% e accommodation in hich thn t
easy) as the family home is situated 30 miles ftiam the university."

A ell established belie( about the transition of country students to tertian education
fand particularly those from loner SES families) is that these students often ha% e limited
career perspecti% es and that teacher education cpurses offer iehighly salient opportunity
for upward social mobility . Thus, it is non _argued that the lack of teaching studentships
and declining employment opporfunifies are hmitmg opportunities for thth group. Vie
hat e not been able here to focus speufically on this issue. Certainly. howet er. the lack of
opportunities in teaching %%ere discussed by some country students as the major reason fur
turning down a VL'AC offer. Our interview with Julie exemplifies this process.

Julie stu-died a complete mixture of subjects at a countn high school. Thc mixture $. as
chosen because shr thought she had a chance of passing these particular subjects and also
because she had no particular career in mind except possibly teaching it Inch had no
subject prerequisites and therefore wosn't restricting.

When considering courses and preferences On the VL'AC form she looked for an
Art Craft course but could not find one that concentrated on Croft rather than Art. So bile

. applied for-teaching courses to which she wasn't really committed.

Although hi; 4, as offered her first choice she Clecided tuiefer. Tips it as because her
teachers had told her that teaching nos pot a prctmising ioreer and if she nos notthure
it hether to do, ifthen it nould be better iu defer, i urk, think about it and decide later. Also
she said that the offer of a job to ork in the local bbnk came up at the sometime.

She decided to take up the job arid several faetafs came_ into her reekoning.f irstly . as
she-u,asn't committed to teaching, she %Vas %%tithed about %tasting 3 ur 4 ears fur nothing.

1

_
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She also çinsjtitr ii that train a teat hang t urse uU t an do nothing else It's not like
th ring sa Et onomu s t he It «in lead to several careers

st until) she eighed up it hut telt untages she it ould but e it ith the bunking areer
Although she dein t set mum prospects in the position us there's not much opportunity
tor a girl she tound that it pro% ided set urn% lute said that she ould net er le kicked
out Also in its Ito our she ould o ark I or/ler/tenth to her home and bert alleagues nen'
trwndlt She ulreadt kneti munt from the small ton n omniunitt In addition flu rt it as
the (atm him I rf In,«)ming bruin( lull% independent

Finally she also had a bot friend in the urea and that nos an attruLtion to shit If I

morn I it ouhl not lie at ureer it onyx] but stat at home sou t uursc might bt iiusted it hilt
noo I am (dreads earning in a career

lulue has nao t hanged her del isf on from defer tu det lint and she sat s she has no
regrets

Nursing. accountanct and drafting were all mentioned in a similar context to teach-
ing by country applicants ssho deferred or declined. Perhaps. again. they represent the
restru ted career perspectis es uf these students. For example. one questionnaire respon-
dent wrote

I had the chance of two draftsman positions one in Melbourne and another in
Ballarat as well as the offered course. I finally chose the Ballarat position because it
was more economical lis mg at home. the salary was better. my parents preferred me to
stas and it ss as a good secure lob even though I would have been more suited tothe types
of arafting in Melbourne. Whilst I felt I is ould get most enjoyment from the course in
town and regional planning. I felt I could come back to it after 12 months experience.
saving and a break."

While we 'were not able to capture it in our questionnaire analysis. a final theme
mentioned by many country respondents was the perused difficulties of adjusting to a
large institution and lit mg in the city. . Thus a female respondent wrote

Accepting the offer is ould has e meant lis ing in the city something ti hich I could not
bear."

A country male commented:
Due to living on my family's property all my life I didn't know whether to go to

university or stay uo the land. So at first I accepted but deferred so that I could earn some
money. But now being on the land this year, the thought of lit ing in the city is even
more deplorable."

The difficulty of adjusting to a large institution is as influential in the decision of a girl

who declined. She stated that:
The most Important factor behind declining lies entirely in my character All my life

I re lived in the country and therefore has e only dealt w ith a small population Therefore I
felt that I couldn't make the transition to a large tertiary institution."

Finally a few students suggested quite clearly that they felt a conservative distaste for

life in the city:
I didn't want to live like university students in often immoral ways and quite often

broke. Also I like the outside type of work,on farms rather than being shut indoors
studying."

Family Background: Socio-economic Status

As we showed in Chapter 5. it is not possible to understand fully the effects of
souo-economic status and ethnicity on enrolment decisions ts hen they are considered
separately. the effects of SES were partly masked by the ethnic origins of theapplicants'
families, and there was quite a strong interaction between the two variables. Never-the-

12 5
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less tte hate summarised the effects of SFS and those uf English ,and nun English'
famihes separately in,Figures 7.3. 7.4 and 7 5. and t% e ha% e also collected the Lase stud).
materials together separately In interpreting these summary findings. the interaction
should be kept Firmly in mind. There %%as a strOng relationship behteen SES and the
tso-a deusiun only for those students from Australian- and. particularly . English
families Those from 'nun-English' families accepted offers of tertian places much more
readily than others and their sot lo-economic origins appear to hate had little effect un
their decisions

We estimated that the total effect of socio-munomic status on the t%% u-A% ay enrolment
decision %% as 0.046 in metric terms. This is the magnitude of the effect net of the other
predetermined t ariables in the model. including ethniuty It is a little difficult to gi e a
meaningful interpretation to this co-efficient in percentage terrns as any interpretation is
limited tu the ariability m SES of the students in our particular sample Thus %%e um only
say that the effect of SES is equit alent tu an increase of 14 percentage points in the
likelihood of-the higheM SES student in our data Set act..ept mg a VUAC offer 4 compared
to the lot% est SES student. When t% e compare the size of the total SES -effect o that of the
other predetermined ariables (using the standardised co-efficients uf Tab,i 5 2. Column
B) %% e find that it ranks third. after sex and ethnicity and abut e home lo&tion. All these
four effects are, however, roughly similar in magnitude.

Figure 7.3 shotts that tmo sets of t ariables mediate the effect of SES in relation to the
ay decision. These are a set of achiet ement ariables and the percei ed benefits and

costs of higher education. The mediating paths through the achiet ement ariables are
partly Fly pothetical. We have estimates of the mediating effet.t of school-ty pe (16% of the
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total SES elle( t I and ot } ear 12 ,i( hie% ements net of s( hool-typ(' 115% of the total) Our
diagram turther proposes. however that sonie of the mediating effect of school-type
passes through Year 12 achies ements and that some of the mediating effect of f;oth

.,zi hool-ts pe and at hievements, pass through receipt of universits offers We base these
I iv potheseh on ss hat ss e know ot the sc hool-ts pe and achiesement effects

On the loss er part of the diagram ss e find that both costs and benefits mediate the
ettm t ot SLS on enrohnent dm isioris but that these effects are counters ailing ones Lower
sES students perceised both more costs and more benefits from tertian echu-ation Their
pert eption of the costs of tertian study-made-them more likely to turn doss n offers,
ft hereas their perception of the beriefits made them more likels to take up the offers
Career benefits mediate about 18% of the total effect in one direction. c osts about 13% of
thi; Me( t. net of the mediating effect of benefits. in the other With the countervailing
Mfr.( t ot perceised c areer benefits land one or tss o other tins social-psschological effects)
the d km t or unexptamed effect of SES on enrolment decisions remains quite large

Financial concerns predominated in the open responses of y oung people from ideati-

tiabls ss ork mg.( lass families who had deferred or declined their VUAC offers
X lonetars ss orries more than ans thing else kept me from returning to full-time study

an increase in allo,,ances would make it a kit easier. part icularls for those ofus who are
not middle class

At first I deferred the course hoping that ms financial situation ssciuld impros e or that I
would have the c ham e to,enter a profession that I liked. As ms financial situation has
not impros ed to an extent that-lulu-go ahead w ith ms course. I have let my deferment
drop hoping that at some later stage I can go ahead. I was disappointed not to have been

' able to take up the course as I feel that it ss ould have benefitted me greatly
_

I have deferred to FKive money for next year. Lfelt that unless I had a job that required the
use of ms intelligence my I ife would be stagnant.-

Interestingls . because the effect runs counter to those in our summary model, a

: number of students from clearls middle-class families indicated that thes were financially
able to defer their VUAC offer for a year This possibilits of taking a y ear off is illustrated

bs our mten iew w ith Elizabeth
Elizabeth s father is (is a compans dirm tor and she is mit to a non-Catholic indepen-

dent school Here she ()chic.% ed well. becoming a House captain besides doing well
ai ademu 614 From Farm 2 onnards. she had decided on a career id Social Work and

found it easy to get into the institution oilier first choice

She deferred for several reasons is hu-h Isere i loselt assot lilted it ith her soc ial

pcisition
i tj i ier family had planned a long trip to Europe and she is ished to go too

to/ She had led a very sheltered life it here everything had been provided and felt that
she had no life experience to use in her Social Work career.

flu) Her mother had done everything for her and she ;tented to ?e if she had any
mamas e -..-...

lie) Her parents Isere w ell off and mone% had been available freely (for everything from
decorating her room to going out to ainn a so she is anted to is orkfor a while to gai,n
independence and feel under no oblige/6o to them

it ) She n anted to spend mones earnt on expensivr and -little dumb things- without
being am ountable to anyone but herself

is ii She is mild have time to read round hersubject and also to do voluntart work which
n-ou kbassisf in giving her a background to the course.

is ill She heard that mature students is ith experience do better at tertiary institutioas.

While Elizabeth had turned down her VUAC offer by deferring for a year. she had a
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clear view tit a desired career for w hk.h a university course was necessary. We received
some comments from middle-class students, hut, ev et, uhich illustrate an dlternatite
perception, that the alue of tertiary courses can be iewed as more generally educdtiondl
and is not for them so closely related to obtaining a jub. Thus a girl whose parents are both
academics said:

"Job opportunities need not necessarily be connected to the course. I tt ill Away s be able
to find some secure job to fall back on I don't have to worry about becoming old dnd
untrained I will be able to afford to try several different types of jobs if I want to vs loch
aren't necessarily well paid or likely to lead anywhere but will be interesting to try. !-
deferred to see what working life was like."

As one illustration of the chain of effects from lots er HSC scores to receit ing a less
preferred college offer, the extended comment ofa male tt hose mother is a seamstress and
father a production is orker is illuminati% e. For this working class young man, the instru-
mental value of a tertiary course is clearly evident.

"After getting a low HSC score I accepted an apprenticeship but did receive my 4th
preference at (a country CAE). I didn't really think that it %%as -suloble as it %Ws in
Applied Science and I am interested in electronics. As I wanted to do electrical
engineering but didn't have the qualifications. I decided to continue in the apprentice-
ship and go to night school to imprme. However, l't e now decided tO do TOP in 1981 so
that I can start at a tertidry institution with the correct qualifications and get a degree so
that I can become an electrical engineer with a good future and a good income.-

Finally, as our interview w ith Elizabeth suggested, case study material sometimes
does not fit neatly into the researcher's tidy statistical generalisations. Our interview with
Wayne provides another example Wayne comes from a working class family and his case
partly fits our model in that financial problems tt ere an important factor in his decision to
defer his \VAC offer. However. Wayne holds a strongly altruistic.non-instrumentalliew
,o1' the value of a tertiary education.

Wayne gave financial difficulties as his main reason for deferring. He had been
offered a university place and his parents couldn't support him in ultut near the um t ersity
nor st as he able to drive there. The unit ersity offered a as his third choice, however. and
Wayne said the he probably it ould not hay e deferred if he had got his fa iitt or second
choice

Wayne vias born in Australia and so were his Parents. He attended ct Catholic schOol
Which had quite a/good academic record. At HSC he took all arts subjects except Earth
Science He seemed particularly interested in Politk s Although he had dune quite tiellat
schbol he did not do well enough at HSC to be offered either uf his'first two choices. HIS
whole outlook did not fit well vi ith exam techniques. At school he tilt% oy s,took a long time
over pieces of It ork and looked at arguments from many points uf lea . Essay s it ere
alw ay s handed in late Way nefelt that this attitude did nutprut itie the skills required by
public exams and he belies ed that this a as the reason for not doing as well as expected...

Wayne had chosen his HSC subjects because he liked them. He had no career plans in
mind at all He belie; ed that an Arts course at unit ersity was theonly means of continuing
his interests. In,fact. he had no desire to w ork at all and did nut a ant to Join in it ith the
pattern of having a 9 to 5 existence. a ith a monotonous job, and then getting tied dos, n
with marriage at about 25. He seemed to imply. however. that these things tt ere Inev !table.

Orhaps, it had been money that had foried him tu defer. He suid quite
often that "Money is a big hassle.:' His parents (who had up till then let him du much as he
liked) ;sere unable to support him liv ing near the university. His mother, particularly,,
wanted him to w ork. There was also no history of tertiary education in the family and his
two older siblirigs had gone straight from schbol to work. ,

Consequently. Wayne had been at is ork for a fea months. At the time of the Intervlea .
however, heWas out of work. He said it was incredibly hard tO find jobs if you have long
hair Also, he had the experience of being one of mad) people attending interv leas evert

efor meniat and loa paid factory jobs. He had eventually managed to get a factory, job
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through u friend lle hoped to so.4 t 3.000 dollars, enough to buy and run a car

Way ne planad to take up his defirred offer in 1981 und the money say ed i ould see
him through first y rur Then. depending on his una ersity experiences. he may defer agu in
later

'Family Background: Ethnicity

11a% ing taken into account the fact that the applicants ethnic background modifies
the relationship between SES and enrolment decisions, there remains a clear 'main effect'
of a *non-Enghsh* family background. Applicants whose fathers were born in
noii-English speaking countnes were roughly 10 percentage 'Points more likely than
those ith Australian fathers to take up their VUAC offers. (The precise estimate Y dries a
little according to whether or not we include the interaction term, see Table 5.2)

The effect of d non-English' family background is strongly mediated by our block of
sucial-psy chalogii.41 variables (Figure 7.4). Only about 21% of the effect remains unexp-
lained afters.iphese yariables are taken into acunt. The strongest mediating effects are
due to the runger perceptions of the career beyfehts available from a tertiary education
among nun English' students (accounting for 43% of the total effect) and the higher
a(ademic expectations (in terms of interest and liklihood of success) of this group (10%).
There is also a large Joint effect (21%) from the group of 'other' social-psychological
ambles (convenience of location. sOcial aspects, etc.). Thus, the perceived career be-

nefits of tertiary study predominated in their influence on non-English' students vv hen
they were making a decision on their VUAC offer.

Because e focussed on those who deferred and declined w hen we were gathering
case study _material., e_ ha% e_little_ to_ illustrate. this Wong effect of ethnicity_ in the
direction of taking up the VUAC offer. Comments from young people from European
families hu deferred pro% ide, however, suggestions of a strongly instrumental approach

'Non
English'
Family

Academic
Expectations

(Higher)

10%

Enrolment
Demiion
(Take Up)

FIGURE 7:4
,THE MAIN PATHS FROM A 'NON-ENGLISH' FAmiry BACKGROUND TO THE

, TWO-WAT DECISION
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to higher education. Thus a Yugoslav girl whose parents are factory orkers rote
The course I applied,fur VMS my first preference and I'm very interested in it and it w fll

lead to a good career. Due to personal circumstances I had to defer one year but the
college kept my place for me and my parents and I are looking forward to me starting

As we have show n, this perception of the career benefits from tertiary education
partly overlaps w ith the perception of encouragement by significant others. This effect is.
however. nut sy mmetrical. Much uf the mediating effect uf significant others appears tu
pass throug perception of career benefits, but the re% erse is nut the case. Thus it
appears t ildren of European immigrants may develop their instrumental cum
mit nts to tertiary education largely in ways other than from the encouragement uf
(wen J. teachers and peers. This suggests that there may be a variety uf complex tensions
in European families when the aspirations of parents or their children clash ith the
adulescenfs needs for autonomy on the one hand, and the traditional cultural values of the
family on the other. Thus a boy from an Italian family wrote:-

'Due to the expectations of an Italian larifily in Australia (plus the fact that my brothers
and sister have achieved their ambitions due to a 'good education' here) I've been
conditioned and feel obliged to 'get on and live up to the family tradition. and y et, I
du almost resent this stereotyping yet I realise this Plays a very important part in our
lives and is an unavoidable fact of life."

Contrast this against the comments of a Greek girl who declined her offer because it
was unsuitable for her intended occupation. She had come to Australia and left her family
behind. With the move, she assimilated new values and strongly felt the need to abandon
the old ones.

"Although I didn't take up my place (5th choice) I have a deep, almost religious,
conviction that education should never end. Also it w ill result in more financial
reards and more stimulating careers. l-have a chip on my shoulder w hich won't allow
me to accept my parents and family's view back in Greece that a women's place is in the
home: barefoot, pregnant and ignorant."

The likelihood of those students whose fathers were born in 'other English' spealeing
countries (very largely Great Britain) taking up the VUAC offer was strongly associated

ith their socio-economic background': In fact, as we have explained, our estimate of
whether this likelihood is greater or less than fur those from 'Australian' families at the
av erage SES score depends on whether or not we include the interaction term in the
equation which provides the estimates. We have illustrated this in Figure 7 5-by show ing
an interaction between SES and 'English' background. The interaction implies that no
conclusion about transition of the 'other English' groups can be draw n ithout consider-
ing as well their SFS. Two questionnaire comments illuminate the perceptions and
expectationS thatinight ccintribute to these SES diffemnces.

Firstly, a boy with English working class parents commented:
I felt the need to gain some work experience, toearn some incomeand contribute to the

household (I would be the only one not working). I felt that full-time stUdent life is an
unrealistic basis for gaining knowledge to apply to working,situations and is totally
alien to the lifestyle of all those aroand me."

In contrast, aJç y who came from a,middle class background and w hose parents were
a librarian and a pe'h therapist showed a conipletelyplifferent perception of the value of
a college or universi course:

I deferred from my present course to go back to sihool and complete TOP but with
different subjects. I did this because I had done TOP a year earlier than normal and
because I really wanted to go to a good university to do Arts:Law. Because my parents
and I wanted me to have a university education and because I did TOP, I needed to get
exceptional marks to get in. Because I was y oung and done TOP before I believed this
woutd giv.e me the experience needed to get those marks. Also I felt the more subjects I

1 3 0
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had would help me in the toture lob ,and oorse pruspet ts and the possibility of
e2aining interesting employ ment t h a good income

Individual Inequalities: Direct Effects of the Mediattng Variables

tide the temple patterns we Wye desc ribed in accounting for the main group
inequalities in a« oss to tertiary Mut ation I U Vu tuna are challenging. and w fide the
inequalities themwly es are by no Means triyial. our analysis in the last section of Chapter

b show ed that witty idua I ditlen.m. es in enrolment decisions yy ere much larger than group

d [Herm( es -I his is not to say that the policy implications of individual inequalities are
any greater. simply that they account for more of the ariability in students enrolment
dee isums than do any group inequalities we have measured. Predominant social and
imbue al t oncepts ot inequality Aar% enormouSly. and change and evolve as a souety's
e onc erns bee owe inure comph.. (Coleman. 1975: Halsey . Heath and Ridge, 1980) As we
hav e mentioned pre% musty . it might well be that a current consensus in Australia would
reiect an y. noticeable group inequalities in access to higher education but would sanction
ey en demand, a significant tenet of indiy idual inequality Thus sy hat we have characteri-
sed as instrumental and mentocratic perceptions among those Yy ho took up rather than
turned dow n offers of places in higher education seem to be aspects of individual
inequality in access sy hich are presently expected by Australian society It is perhaps not
too gross a aricature of a present consensus to suggest that it is bounded by the views thai'
higher education is primarily for those Yy ho perceive and expect a direct vocational
benefit, and who have demonstrated their suitability by high academic achievements in
the past If this is indeed the sy stein we want, then self-selection appears to be helping us

to get it.

.English
Farnilc

The effect of an 'English' as against
an 'Australian' fanul background depends

on famil SES

Enrolnwnt
Decision

FIGURE 7:5

THE MAINPATH FROM AN 'ENGLISH' BACKGROUND TO THE
TWO-WAY DECISION
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In our judgment. the must salient, reliable and important direct effects of the inter en-
ing ariables in our analy ses are the students' Year 12 ache,. ements. receipt of an offer
from a university rather than a college, and perceptions uf the career benefits and the
financial costs of a tertiary education We summarise and illustrate each of these direct
effects below

Year 12 Achievements

From our basic model (Chapter 3) we estimated that the total effect of HSC course type
(the stole contrast bet.. een science and non-science) was -0.107. and that the direct
effect4Was -0.088. The difference is that portion mediated by HSC score. Also from this
model e estimated that the direct effect of HSC score .. as -0.0019. In Chapter 4 we
disaggregated the course ty pe contrast and found that turning dow n was most frequent
among those with 'unclassified' HSC courses. We obtained very similar estimates for the
science 'non-science_contrast and HSC score froM our sur. ey data. We also calculated a
sheaf co-efficient for Year 12 achiev ements from the sun ey data (Table 6.3). Its value of
-0 25 showed that the blbck of tw o Year 12 achiecement ariables followed the perception
of career benefits and was the second largest direct effect in the model.

Translating the unstandardised estimates from the basic model, we found that non-
science students w ere about 11 percentage poinks more likdly than science students to
turn down their VUAC offers. Only about 18% of this effect was mediated, in this model.
by the higher HSC scores of science students. Further, independent uf course type, those
students who scored a bare 'pass' at HSC (200 marks in aggregate) I.ere about 23
percentage points less likely to take up their VUAC offer than those who were at the lower
%boundary of the group w ho scored, on average, an A grade (320). It seems clear that
_self selection is operating.meritocractically, although whether this results from,greater
perceptions of self-competence among young scientists and high achievers. from the
greater opportunities that a science course at HSC might open up fur a student, or from a
more general underly ing tendency for some. more than others, to seek cogniti% e complex-
itylSpaeth. 1976) remains for further investigation.

Our qUestionnaire and case study material contain quite a number of references to the
effects of low er HSC scores and 'mixed' HSC courses on the decisions students took on the
offer of a college or unkersity place. Rarely. how e. er. did our respondents discuss this in
terms of a general feeling that they would be unable to cope ith the academic demands of
higher education. Oneboy who declined, however,-wrote:

"I made the wrong choice. I applied for Information Processing and basically the
subjects in HSC did not lead on to this course. They were English, History, Economics
and Biology and I did not think that f could cope ithout a good mathematical
background."

And a girl who declined wrote that:
"I found HSC difficult even though I passed. I did not feel that 1.could handle 'the
pressures of work placed on a student studying on a tertiary level."

It was common, however, for those who had found school difficult and were not
highly motivated to anticipate that the workload would be hea.y and to defer or decline
their offer of a place. An example comes from our interview with Ronald.

Ronald didn't enjoy 6thform much and did it just for something to du and to please
my parents who thought that there would be more openings with HSC".

He did not like study ing and found 6th form hard. His . iew of study mg for HSC w as
that "it was non-stop-it ork-and too much homewor-k. You just took it home and did it and
the next day there'd be some more. The teachers expected 70 hours a week and it was too
much. ft was supposed to be 30 at school and 40_at_home it !Itch I cOuldn't manage."
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Ronald had no urt't 111111111d t t e pt farming but filltd in the 1.UAC form because, the
se hoof hail e ric ouraged him to and "rl1 use I changed my mind le it as already thinking
fil le t about going to uni% crsit% . host o r, because In thought "a IA ouki be too much

ork

Illus. although Ronald it as offered his first preference he did not hesitate to defer us
he' hu0 st rung set on d tptiughts ,thiiut going on ilt, deferred and then declined I fe's now
turniing and doing upprentie eship lasses in ll'oole fussing und It'elding in the et ening

h "are m uch more practical and not sut h hard academic It ork"

Feelings of a lack of academic self-confidence w ere also presented to us in terms of a
need for a break after a y ear's hard slog''at HSC. A typical comment was:

I felt I needed a break from study ing after completing HSC. I felt drained and not
capable of getting back in to the routine of hard study ing.. . I just needed a total breal?"1-...P...
from the system."

Our uther main group of comments relating Year 12 achiev ements to enrolment
decisions captured aspects of the process that suggest the mediating role of preference
let el. It is nut surprising that some students deferred or declined in order to return tu
school fur a second attempt at HSC and another try at a prized high status course or
institution. Three comments were as follows:

I w ished to du the Pharmacy course tv hich was my first preference. !decided therefore
to return to school as I %% as not offered a place in 1980 and am not% study ing another year
of HSC."

I tv as offered a place in Science tv hereas ms first choiFe tv as Medicine. I deferred the
course as I tv as not only too y oung to do the course but also I decided to return to school
to get higher marks to gain admission to Medicine tv hich is the only course I really
-wanted-to-do,"

'As far as I tv as concerned there tv as only one place w hich offered me the 'course I
wanted to take. Since I did not get there on my first attempt there was really no choice in
the matter, and my parents encouraged me to attempt HSC again and try to beat the 10%
loading."

Finally, a small number of applicants declined an offer because they had already
taken a job or a TAFE course, hat ing decided that they Iv ouldn't get an offer through the
VUAC be-cause they had 'failed' HSC. While the number affected tv ere, of course, very
small this hidden barrier to access perhaps deserves some administrative attention

"At the time of my offer being sent I had already enrolled and commenced a TAFE
course. I had failed HSC and didn't expect any offers and also doubted my capabilities in
successfully completing the VUAC course."

Receiving a Non-University Offer

In Chapter 4 we presented in detail the direct effects on enrolment decisions of receipt
of an offer from various kinds of institutions. Overall, applicants were about 3 percentage
points more likely to turn down an offer from a metropolitan CAE than from a university
They were also more likely by aboue9 percentage points to turn down an offerirom a
regional CAE, and more likely by about 10 percentage points to turn down a teachers'
college offer. There were, however, marked differences in patterns of deferring and
declining which these figures mask. As against accepted full-time, offers from regional
CAEs were most often declined (a difference pf almost 27 percentage points above
universities, other things being equal) follovved by offers from metropolitan CAEs (16%
above university offers) and teachers' colleges (14% above universities). On the other
hand, teachers college and university places vv ere most often deferred as against accepted
full-time, followed by offersfrom regional CAEs (a point difference'of 5% fewer than offers
from universities, other things being equal) and metropdlitan CAEs (a point difference of
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10%). We hav e nu follow up data, unfortunately, , on the numbers uf students w hu do
actually take up their places after deferring. The figure of 25% is often mentioned, but it
vv ill almost certainly vary among difference ty pes of institutions Analyses w e report in
the final section of this chapter show that many students w ho deferred are in occupations,
or are taking wures (eg. hospital' nursing) w hich suggest that they w ill not'return
immediately to a college_or university,

We w ere unable to explain very much of this effect uf institution un enrolment
decisions by the preference le% el of the offer made to the student. That is, w bile it vv ould be
quite reasonable tu expect that mure applicants w, mild receiv e less preferred offers from
colleges as against universities, preference level accounted for very little of the direct
effect of institutions that we have described.

Why then du applicants turn duw n college places more often than univ ersii; places,
irrespectiv e of the preference ley el of the offer? Part uf the effect is undoubtedly due to
uncertainty about the likelihood of getting a jub after graduation in certain professions,
notably teaching. In their comments tu the open questions, many uf uur respondents gave
this as a major reason for deferring or declining an offer of a teacher's college place'.
(Although our anal) sis in' Chapter 4 suggested that most students in this group might
initially defer fur a y ear). Two questionnaire comments were as follow s.

'The v ucation I planned to undertake was hard for me to accept ,becau,se the teaching
positions available are very limited. A lot of teachers and others put me off teaching
because uf the job prospects, I w as very interested, but w hen a job as a bank clerk came
up and I had to make a decision, I felt more secure taking an a% aildble job. I also belie% ed
that if I w, (irked for a year it w uuld make me mure certain of w hich w ay I wanted to
head."

,

Due tu the instability.of the v ocation of teaching, I v irtually decided to decline the offer
that VLIAC made straight away. How ever, I deferred instead, just in case I changed my

- mind throughout the year (however I haven't). Alsu, reports from many many people
hav e discouraged me from taking this particular course due tu the lack of job op-
portunities once the course is finished."

Aside from job opportunities associated w ith certain kinds uf institution, our case
7Stkidy material offers few clues to the reasons for this strong institutional effect. The status
1 Of universities was occasionally mentioned quite specifically:

I only IA anted tu du the course at Univ ersity because it has a great deal of prestige if y ou
a do it from there and it's no good doing it anyvv here else if y ou want to get on in the
i academic world as I do."
'Other respondents expressed a conflict between their desire to stay in the country to study
and their perceptions of the regional CAEs as having a lower status or offering fewer job
opportunities. Two country applicants who had deferred wrote:

"I only applied to country CAEs and not (metropolitan) courses as I had heard that in the
, country there is a smaller more intimate atmosphere and mure possibility of one-to-one

staff/student contact."
.

'Duo tu my lov e of country life a (metropolitan) university w as not acceptable to me as I
had spent 4 y ears in Melbourne at school. Thus, I chose (a Tuntry CAE). Then due to the
low er acceptahility of its course 1 decided a job 'may be di ficult to obtain after course
completion and so this would mean wasted years."

Vocational uncertainties associated with some CAE courses, and perceptions of the
institution ur its courses as hav ing a lower status are tvv o possible reasons for our finding
of a higher rate of turning down offers of callege places. Yet others which occur to us are
the restmted range of courses offered in the CAEs (particularly the absence of the elite
professional courses in Medicine, Dentistry, , Law and Veterinary Science), the possibility
that the student life style is perceiv ed as being less attractiv e at CAEs and, again perhaps, a
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inure i onsistmt dan( orwntot ion or greoter cognitive complexity among university
applicants.

Perceived Costs and Benefits of Tertiary Education

As d block, the social-psychological voriables in our study added much more than
other blocks to the prediction of the tw u-way enrolment decision. The most salient
sucial-psvchologico I variobles were the perceived vocational benefits of a tertiary educa-
tion ond the perceived costs. Perceiv ed v motional benefits had the largest directeffect of
dr11 Single vorioble we have considered. The direct effect of perceived costs was also
re Ion. ely large. It is w ell to recoil the items w hich contribute to these composite measures
Fh Career-benefits scale is composed of items AN hich measure perceptions of the job
opportunities hich mild result from completing the tertiary course, the perceived'
interest in resulting jobs ond the finoncial and status benefits. The Costs scale consists of
three items. the extent tu which financial support was perceived to be a problem, and
anticipated relionce on TEAS (contributing posh% ely ) together w ith anticipated reliance
on porents for finoncial support (contributing negatively to the scale). The item content of
the Stales theffefure suggest that instrumental motives and practical concerns contributed
strongly tu students' decisions hether or not to go on to college or university.

Many questionnoire respondents, and some we interviewed, gave their uncertainty
about job prospiLts at the end of a 3 or 4 y ear course as a major reason for turning down the
VUAC offer. Mork, une of uur interv iew group, expressed this view strongly about a less
preferred offer.

'I sort of looked at the offer but it wasn't going to do anything for me. I thought that I
%vouldn't be quolified fur anything at the end of the four years. You know, I'd have had
'four sears more educotion but not qualified for anything in particular and there is no
guarantee thot there is going to"fie a job at the end Of it. Andf thought' that ih fa& Yeats'
time it's going to be a hell of a lot worse maybe I'd better grab something now!"

He added:
If I could do some kind uf course that I would be able to get ihto what I wanted at the

end of four years, even if I wosn't earning a cent at the end during those years, I would be
happy to do that, but I am not illing to giv e up income to do something that I don't
want to do anyway."

Overall, about .20% of respondents who deferred or declined wrote .that the uncer-
tainty of getting a job ofter completion aid course was deterring them. Here are three other
typical comments:

_

I declined the offer because I had an offer from a Catholic teachers' college which
guaranteed mea job offer after- I-finished the Course.

There was the uncertainty of getting a job even if I did complete the course and as a job
was available to me after leav ing school I decided to accept it instead of taking the
course offered to me."

The vv.c1 things are going at the moment the liklihood of finding a steady well-paying
job ofter completing d tertiary course seemed not exactly an easy thing to do. Therefore I
decided to go to where thereew ill be large openings in the future the computer
industry."

Lack of finance was, hOw ever, the most frequent reason given in the open question-
noire comments fur deferring ur declining. It can be argued that lack of finahce is a
convenient and socially occeptable reason to put down on a questionnaire, however the
directness and apparent honesty of many of the comments are persuasive. Perhaps the
most direct comment was from a TOP student. She described her reasons for deferring,
thus:
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-rhe prime dild only factor thdt nifluenced my decision tu defer (regarded as d decline
for they would not hold a position in the course for two (may be more) y ears) ds my
financial situation. At the time I was eligible for full TEAS, being independent but it
would not have been enough support. I w ill have to depend un my sav ings and TEAS (?)
if I do return in 1982."

Many respondents mentioned either conflict vv ith ur concern fur their parents in relation
to their perceived financial problems..Three comments were:

''The main factor affecting my decision was my financial problem lack of support
from my parents. I repeated my IISC after receiving a compensatory tiass and had
returned to school to enable me to undertake a course in Physical Education. On
completion of the 2nd HSC I found lack of parental suppurt and encouragement fur
further studies. i.e. get out and support yourself."
"I was fed up w ith depending on my parents (even though it didn't IA Liu}, them). Now I
am earning my own money and now I can buy a car, go on holidays and spend my
money."

"At first I Was just going to go straight from HSC to college but mum and dad could not
afford to keep me so I decided to defer for a year and save some money to support
myself."

Finally, , finance w as often mentioned when respondents were explaining their
reasons fur preferring a course of paid practiuil training or part time support fur tertiary
study rather than a full-time course. For females, the choice was frequently a hospital
nursing coursd, for males it was often clerical w ork in the Public Serb ice. We finish this
section ith five scattered examples which serve to introduce uur final topic. w hat do
those who defer or depline do during the year following their decision?

"I think the main factor deterring me from a university course was the fact that I
wouldn't have very much money for 3 or 4 years with no guarantee of a job on
completion anyway. I also Icriew that I was going to get married and even if we could
afford for me to study, I w ()old probably only want to work 2 or 3 years after completion
of the course before I wanted to start a family. This is why nursing seemed to be a more
preferable career for me with its paid training eI44ob prospects."
"I deferred because I had no finance. Sinc then I have got a job in the Computer
Industry and I am being sent on courses which w ill enable me tu get promotion. I shall
be declining my offer at tile end of this year."

As I could not afford to do the Commerce course at (a university) I got a job in a printing
firm and they will be paying for me to go next year."

I have just joined the Public Service and I hope tu go to University eventually but the
PUblic Serb ice will pay me to go and it will be related to nly job this will be much more
satisfactory than being an impoverished student with no guaranteed job at the end."

'I gave preference to Dental Therapy compared to a degree in Biological and Health
Science due to finance and job prospects. A cadetship was offered by Dental Therapy
and work was guaranteed at the end of the Cadetship.'

Destinations of those who Deferred and Declined

From the data supplied to us by the VUAC we know that 5034 applicants to whom
offers were made either declined or deferred them, this is 31.1% of our target population of
VUAC applicants. In this section we deal with the question. 'What did those who turned
down the VUAC offer do instead?' We were particularly eager to establish how many had
decided to continue with further education by enrolling in a course of study for which
entry was not controlled through VUAC. It should be noted that in this section we include
the applicants from Tertiary Orientation Programs as well as HSC students.
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, TABLE 7:1
THE DESTINATIONS OF THOSE WHO TURNED DOWN THEIR VUACOFFERS

(HSC AND TOP STUDENTS) .
Destination

- .

Enrolment Decision
Defer Decline Total

c% Weighted N % Weighted N % Weighted N

&Those enrolled in non-VUAC
Pcist-secondary courses and
Secondary school

Nursing (not Preston Institute or
Lincoln Institute) 5.5 16 10.5 45 8.5 61

Institute of Catholic Education 2.6 7 11.0 48 7.6 55

Non-VUAC Tertiary Institution
(e.g. Victorian College of the It

. ,
Arts. Agricultural College) 1.3 7 2.1 9 :8 13

Non-VUAC course at VUAC Part-
icipating Inititution (e.g.
Chiropractic) , 0 0 2.8 12 1.7 12

Interstate or Overseas Tertiary
Institution 1.9 6 3.2

Other Post-Secondary Institution
(William Anglis Food Trades
School.DentalTherapyCollege) 1.5 , ,i 1.3

-Private-GommerciaLCollege _ 0.9. - _3 _ _ _1.3

Other Study (e.g. Commercial
Pilot's Course) t 1.9 6 0.7

Enrolled in Secondary School 5.2 15 5.9

Total Enrolled in Course 20.9 61 38.9

B. Those not enrolled in any
- course

Working full-time 56.5 162 45.9

Working part-time 9.3 27 4.7

Not employed 13.3 38 10.5

- Grand total - 160.0 286 100.0

14 2.7

6 1.4

6 1.2

3 1.2

26 5:6

169 31.7

198 50.1
20 6.5

45 11.6

431 100.0

19

10 ,

8

8

41

227

359
47
83

717a

Note: a. The discrepanues in this table in both the percentage and weighted N across
rovs and down columns are due to rounding errors.

After resolving a small number of inconsistencies beh%een the VUAC record of the
outcomeof thwhidents" applications and their response to Item 6 on the questionnaire we
found that 717 of our questionnaire respondents had either declined or deferred their
-VUAC offer, The distnbution of present occupations is shown separately in Table 7 1 for
those who deferred and those who declined, and for these tik o groups Combined The data

4 are appropriately weighted.
e can see that those who turned-down-offerswereript alterifizei=jectinglhe possiblitj

of further education. Overall 31.7% of those who declin0 and deferred wereenrolled, in__

1980, in some course of furth& education or training. Nursing and teacher training at the
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colleges of the Institute of Catholic Education w ere the most frequently cited Also. a
. considerable number reported returning tu school fur an additional year uf secondary

education.
Those who declined were far more likely to be in% oked in further education (34.0%j.

This suggests that many of those IA ho,dechned the offer from the VUAC had a definite
commitaient to the alternative course they took up. How e%er, just less than one in six of
the deferrers %%ere also in% ob, ed in wurses of further education Thus. a ,substantial
number of these also had a strong commitment to the non-VUAC course, and their deferral
may ha% e been made in the eXpectation that it %%as highly unlikely they would return tu
the VIJAC course in a year's time.

Among those who turned down the offer, the proportion in full-time employment
%%as 50.3%.With 6.4% in part-time employment. Of the 405 employ ed'full- and part-time.
196 or 48,4% were employ ed in occupations described as clerical in the 16 point ANU
occupational scale. This suggests that the majority of those w hu turned dow n the op-
portunity for further study were not tempted to do so by immediate prospects of highly
attracti% e employment. The high proportions not employ ed should be noted. 0% erall. the
figure is 11.6%, partly inflated by the higher rate of non-employ ment among students w hu
deferred, sume of whom may not ha% e been in the potential w orkforce seeking jobs.

These final points should be borne iruninsi when draw ing conclusions about the
relati%e openness of further educatii n. from.the remainder-ofour report.Not all those who
refused the oiler of a place through the VUAC were refusing the opportunity of further
education. If the Victbrian Agricultural colleges. the Victorian College uf the Arts and the
Catholic Teachers colleges were to be added to the VUAC system, the apparent rate of
continuing ith tert tar) education would increase slightly. As well, small but significant
number uf respondents to uur sun* were continuing with other furms of post-secondary
education,such as hospital -bas_ednursingcoursesand,courses offeredby_TAFE colleges._
ii-ve du not beliese, how es er, that our conclusions-would be affected m a major way if these
students were tobe included w ithm the compass of taking up' an offer. The background
factors of sex, home location, sodo-economic status and ethnicity would remain as
important factors whose small but persistent effects w ould be of great signthcance for any
discussion of equality of opportunity in post-secondary education. Further. w e v.ould
anticipate that the indi%iclual differences arising from Year 12 achiesements and attitudes
towards career benefits and financial costs would remain as principal causal factors, and
salient areas for policy concern.

Notes

1. The social theory hich underpins t arious t-ersions of a model of selectwn into various forms of
higher education and many t °cations by measured achret ement or ability tt as periuratitely
dubbed mentocratic by Michael Young (1958). We hate been counselled to use a more neutral
adjectite suth as mentocentric . but as rnentoaatic has gamed'such rdespread useage. eve .
hate chosen to continue tt ith it. Certainly the literal and pepratit e meaning seems to hate
slipped a little, and Michael Young's neologism nott seems to be used to mean simply based on
meritl
It should be emphasised that this and the subsequent figures are not snii.t ly path models. They are
simply diagrammatic representation of the main indirect and direct paths.from one particular ,

- If ;1 4.44;111e-Pr.rt4r2Air^,gr41.4k.e" C'S.-XAdtel
the-r,elative sue of the important rdiating influences on this one variable. They should not be
expected to sum to 100%. ' - .

;
r



APPENDIX 1

THE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

vELRNE STATE C:ILLEA
TERTiARs' EaJCASI% REsEaRoi

vp.., can re,pie f.ss

.P- -a. :es re-;rCer.

ScIE CF 1979-1980 CaLLESE ANC -NIIERSITY APPLICANT5

The ;,ur;ose of this st.ort survOy is sq find, out.about the needs of joang people
whp applied through the victorian Universities Admissions Committee for further
education in 1990. Yoar answers are important because they will help us to
understand why spme stadents decide to go on with further education and others

decide not so. In this way you can help the Tertiary Education Commission (who
commissioned she survey) to recommend the kinds of courses and institutFons that

,,,dent,, really need.
)

YOJR ANSWER:, ARE CONFIDENTIAL. Your name is'never used except to post out a fetter

To you. For eacn question, please tick the box next to the answer that best

describes fC,L1 Or fill ip the spaces as required. The Survey takes about ten or so

minutes to answer. Your replies will be very important.

Th3rix tou. The transfer comes out ,n bright colours. I hope yo,i like it.

Serry Elsworth ('phone 03-3418382)

I. What ecticasional institution, if any, are you attendinTat present?,

institution ,r school (in full)

Course (In full)

Is your course full-time 0 or part-tire 0

Not enrolled in any course at present 0

2. Do you think you will be ehrolled in a college or uni-orsit4-coarse in 1981?

Yes, full-time 0 l'es, part-time CI No ;insure 0 ,*

3. When did you make up your mind about whether or not to continue with further
education after school?

During primary school 0
During, forms j to 3 of secondary school 0

Ourin; forms 4 or 5 0

During form 60

After leaving school 0
aa;

1

Please turn over
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4: what course was finally offerled to you. thro.igh VUAC in 1980?

Course (name in full)

institution (name on full)

5. *hat preference number did you give this Course On the last occasion on which
told VUAC your preference order for courses. Please write '1' Af most,

preferred, '6' if,least preferred, approximate number if unsure.

Preference number of final offer

Took th,s box if final course offered was not on your list of preferences

6. ahat did-you do when you received the final VUAC offer?

Accepted the offer full-time

Accepted the offer part-time jJ
Doerred

Declined or did not accept-offer

7. In what year did you take your latest attempt at HSC, TOP or other end-of-
schooling qualification?

/ 191 A

8. How difficult was it for you to decide whether or not to accept the final course
offered to jou through,VUAC in 1960?

A difficult decision An easy decision

9. when eou were making your decision about the VUAC offer, how definite were your
vocational plans? .

I knew exactly the occupation l_wanted0

I was trying to deCide between 2 or 3 occupations°

I was Considering quite a few occupations

1 did not have any specific occupations in mind

13. If knew oxactly the occupation.you wanted did +he course
educational requirements of that occupation?

No D No-fIrm intended oCCupation D .
,

offered meet the

4 1-40

5
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Below are 5ome factors which milhf -ave ihflJenced our decision on whether to take

up'the VUAC offer of a pface in a universit, or college in 1980. Firstly, ;lease

tick One box on the scale to ;how how the statement best describes you when you

were making your decision. (For example, if in Question IT The college or university

was very convenient for you, tick the box on the far left of the scale. On the

other hand, if it was somewhat inconvenient tick the second box from the right. Ail

the scales with five boxes work in this way.) Secondly, indicate how strong the

factor was in influencing your decision and whether it made you more or less like!?

to accept the offer. At the end of these questions There IS a section for commpnts.

H. Mow convenientl* located was the university or co/lege offered to you?
(tick one Cox on the scale)

'ery

convenient I I I

Not at 811

convenient

This had a strong0 weaki=1 inf'wen:e, and made me moreD lessO
likely to accept the offer. (Tick here if,this factor was of no influence0)

U. Hew interest\ng aid you think the course offered would be?

Very
interesting

Not at all
interesting

ThiS had a strong0 weaki=1 influence, and made me inoreD lessO
likely tO aCCept the offer. (Tick here if this factor was of no influencep)

I. How attractive did you think the social aspects of, student isfe w3c De?

attractive' I I I

Not at all

I attractive1

Ivery

ThiS had a strong0 weaki=1 influence, and made me more0- lessO
likely to accept tne offer, (Tick here if this factor was of no influence0)

i

14. How did you feel about your prospects of success in the course offered to you?

Very confident'

of suctess I I I -1

This had a strong0 weak
likely to accept the offer.

Not at ail

Of success
confident

nfluence, and made me rorel=1 lessO
k here if this factor was of no influence(D)

15. tiOir hea;dy did you think the.demands of studying would be in the course offered?

'rely I

I I Iheavy I

A
This had a strong0 weaki=1 'IT1fluence,

likely to accept the offer. Mac here if

How many job,kportunities wirellapen to you

Many
opportunitirs

A

opt at all
Ihc-vy

and made me moreD TessO
this factor was of no influence0)

on leaving secondary school?

No opportur:tier
at all

This had a strong0 weakEl influence,

likely to accept the Offer. (Tick here if

-

and made me morel:: less0
this factor was of no influence(D)

1 4

please turn over
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4

1/. How mane ik apfr,rtunities did you believe would be open to you if you finished
the course offered by VUAC?

Many

Opportunities
No opportunities
at all

ElThis had a strong0 weak0 influence, and made m lesse morel]
to accept the offer. (Tick here ;f this factor was of no influenceD)

18. Dic yo..1 think tnat, in ten years' time you would have a higher income if you
c3mpleted the course offered by VUAC, or would it _make no' difference?

nilhen income r rdbifferenoe

This had a strong0 weak0 influence, and made me moreD lessEl
iikely to accept the offer. (Tick here if this factor was of no influenceD)

1?. you think that you would get a more interesting job if,you completed the
course offered by VUAC, or would it make no difference?

m.ich mOre

interesting
No

difference

Ths,. had a strong0 weak0 influence, and made me moreD lessEli,Keli to accept the offer. (Tick here if this factor was of no influenceD)

2). Did you think that you would have a job held in higher esteem if you completed
the course offered by VUAC, or did you think it would make no difference?

Uuen t,ighemi

esteem
No
difference

ElTMiS nad a strong0 geak1=1 influence, and made me moreD less
to tne ..,ffor. (Tick here if thks factor was of no influenceD)

21. At the time yoJ took the decision on the VUAC offer, how many of your friends
were doing on to college or university?

Ali friends
going

This had a strong0
Ilkeiv to accept:ft-rya

I 1 I
'No friends
lgoing

weak0 influence; and mademe moreD less0
offer. ,(Tick here if this factor was of no influence-0)

22. In general, did your parents (or guardians)
taking the course?

Strongly

encouraged
: r

This had a stnong0
likely to atcept the

encourage or discourage you from

2 -,

weakD inuen nd made me moreD tess0
ofler. (Tick here V this factor was of no influenceD)

Strongly
discouraged

23. In general, did your teachers encc:urage or discourage you fripm taking the course?

erkoura9 44. liscouraged

This had a stropJ weak0 influence, and madeie morel] lessip
likely to accept t offer. (Tick here if this factor was of no influence[])
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24. HOw large a problem did you expect financial support would be during your course?

/ery large I

problem I I I

'No problem
lat all

This had a strong0 weak0 influence, and made me more0 lessO
1,kely to accept the offer. (Tick here if this factor was of no influence:1

COMMENTS Please use this space to tell us more about the important factors which
influenced your decision to accept, decline or defer the course offered

to you. Were there other important influences for you?

25. -When you were considering whether or not to accept the course offered to you,

- -what did -yott-exiyectwould- be-your maia-sourca_of flaance during the course?_

(ticR one box in each row)

Tertiary Education
Assistance Scheme (TEAS)

Support from parents

Regular full-time job

" Regular part-time job

Casual work

Wife or husbandts income

Other source of Income
(Please specify and ti6( box)

Only
source of

Major
source Of

MiWor
source of

No finance
expected

finance finance finance from th,ks.sour:e

0

1:1

Ay.

,..? N

26.- Was it necessary for you to leave your parents' home if you,accepted F11e VUAC offer?

) Yes 0 No 0 Not living,with parents it the time

1
,please turn over
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27. Indicate for the bjects you took in your last year oriecondary education

the subject name and your examination grade. If you took more than five
subjects, give details of the best five.

Subject

7

Examination
Grade

Indicate the type of school you attended during your final year.

State High School El

Catholic School D
Independent Non-Catholic School D
State Technical School or College

Other :specify) El

What suburb'or town is the school in?

29. Please give the following information about yourself:

Male 0 Female

Postcode of Home Address

Year of Birth (fill in boxes

I I l

30.

How many older brothers and sisters do you have?

How many younger brothers and 'sisters do you havg?

.71

How many of your brothers and sisters have ever:begun
a course at a university or college?

Brothers Sisters

Po-

31. In which country w,e7.e you and your parents born?

Father'

Mother

$

If born overseas, how long have you lived in Australia? years

144
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32. How much education have your parents or guardians had?

Father Moth

Completed university or college degree 0 J* 0
Completed Other tertiary or professional
qualifica'tion (eg. accountanCy, nursing,
teaching diploma) 0 0
Some university or similar college study 0 0
-Tech ni cal_ Trade _Cept.i. f j cata or other

special ,training; eg. secretarial Course,-

after secondary school

Completed form 5 or 6 0 0
Completed form 3 or 4 0 0
Completed form 1 or 2 0 0
Primary School W 0
Other (please specify and tick boxes)

0

--------- 33.- -FulAy- 4escribe-yoUr and your- parents'__ (or 4uardtans' ) present or laSt. ma n:pa I d

occupation. (e.g. deputy manager in suburban bank branch, electrical fitter
in car factory, self-employed builder with two employeeS, primary teacher)

Father

'Mother

Yourself

ks the person presently employed in a full-time or part-time job, or is the

person not employed at present?

4

Not employed Presently employed Presently employed

at present full-time part-time

4

Father

Mother

YOurself

a E, 0
a 0 ,, 0

-f-_3
, 0

34. What,sort of occupation do you'aim to have in ten yeaMs time?
1

I

PLEASE RETURN THE SURVEY IN THE ENVELOPE PROVIDED. THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP.
;
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